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ABSTRACT
MAPPING INTERSECTIONS: BLACK WOMEN'S IDENTITIES AND

THE POLITICS OF HOME IN TRANSNATIONAL BLACK

AMERICAN WOMEN'S FICTION
MAY 2006

SANDRA CAONA DUVIVIER, B.A., QUEENS COLLEGE,
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
M.A.,

PH.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor James

E.

Smethurst

Transnational black American women writers'

literary

renderings of "home" evidence an intersect ional relationship among black American literature and cultures.

dissertation analyzes,
thors'

through the trope of home,

This
these au-

portrayals of the multiplicity of experiences

in-

forming black American women's lives and identities both

domestically and transnat ional

ly.

Embracing the transna-

tional ism of black American female subjects,

paradigm of intersect ional ty
i

as well as a

this dissertation creates a

,

framework that challenges not only canon formation with regards to black women's literature in the Americas, but also
the rigidity surrounding rac a /ethn c and national
i

ties generally.

To this end,

1

it

i

identi-

distinguishes itself from

other scholarship that has largely analyzed these women's

ix

writings comparatively or within a larger diasporic frame-

work—which, while insightful, tends to undermine the

im-

pact and specificity of "New World" or black American cultures

.

This dissertation consists of an Introduction that delineates

"

intersect ional ty,
i

explicating its significance

"

and relational aspects to what

black American."
writers'
and,

it

Chapter

I

I

refer to as "transnational

analyzes how these black women

representations of home problematize "nation";
situates the novels within particular historical,

sociopolitical, gendered, and literary contexts.
II

Chapter

investigates Paule Marshall's depictions of African

American and Caribbean settings as homespaces integral to
protagonist Avey Johnson's black cultural consciousness and

healing in Praisesong for the Widow.
Chapter III examines the ways Haiti and the United

States serve as sites of female sexual violation in Edwidge

Danticat's Breath, Eyes, Memory.

Chapter IV analyzes Toni

Morrison's and Opal Palmer Adisa's delineations of African
American women's attempts to establish a homespace and connection to their "black woman -ness"

in

transnational black

American settings in Tar Baby and It Begins with Tears,
spectively.

Lastly,

re-

the Conclusion underscores this dis-

sertation's significance in its challenging the rigidity of

x

not only African American and Caribbean literary canons

their respective criticisms,

spaces

,

as we

1

but national boundaries and

1

xi
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INTRODUCTION

NAVIGATING UNCHARTED TERRITORY

[T]he limitations of some understandings of
black women's writing to specific nationalities, or specific forms,
[and]
traditional genres [...] may only have meaning in
a particular
ideological context in which
one is activating a narrow particularity.

-Carole Boyce Davies

Contemporary black American women's fiction

1

the

in

United States includes writings by not only African American women, but of others, such as Caribbean American women,

who fit under this categorization.
however,

2

Scholars and critics,

tend to examine these women's writings within ei-

ther binary categorizations according to rigid ethnic and

national

"boundar ies"

-

-and

,

therefore, as distinct from

Carole Boyce Davies, "Introduction: Black Women Writing
Textual Production, Dominance, and the Critical Voice."
Moving Beyond Boundaries, Volume 2: Black Women's Dlasporas, eds
Carole Boyce Davies and Molara Ogundipe-Lesl ie
(Washington
Square: New York UP. 1995), 1.
Worlds:

2

While the term "black American" is often used to specifically refer to African Americans, and can be used very generally
utilize
to describe peoples of African descent in the Americas.
the term to refer to b ack- ident f ied people who exist in or have
Amer icas- -part icular ly
the
United
immediate ancestry
in
the
States and black- ident f ied Caribbean countries.
Although "Caribbean American" encompasses people of varying
racial backgrounds.
use the term to denote black- ident f ied
mean those who
Caribbean Americans.
By "Caribbean Americans"
have either migrated from the Caribbean to the United States and
now reside there, or those whose parents have migrated from the
region to the United States and have immediately ancestry there.
I

1

i

i

I

i

I

1

each other- -or a comparative and/or larger diasporic frame-

They largely neglect to take into consideration the

work.

ways some of these writers illuminate the intersect ional

relationship between black American cultures in their ficThis relationship

tion.

is

exemplified by these writers'

portrayals of the multiplicity of experiences- -racial
tural,

,

cul-

economic, gendered, sexual, and/or migratory--

informing black American women's lives and identities both

domestically and

t

ransnat ional ly

,

which accounts for a cul-

tural dialogue and symbiotic relationship particularly be-

tween African American and Caribbean/Americans.

Less at-

tention, moreover, has been given to Caribbean American

women writers' complex ethnicities, which

is

why their fic-

tion is largely relegated to an ambiguous position in both
the African American and Caribbean literary canons and

their respective criticisms.

3

What remains to be done, and what this dissertation

thereby undertakes,

is

an intersect ional analysis of trans-

national black American women's fiction.

3

By "intersec-

Davies and Lisa Dianne McGill are some of the few scholars/critics to identify Caribbean American writers as "Caribbean
American" and analyze them as such.
For example, see Davies'
"Writing Home: Gender. Heritage and Identity in Afro- Car ibbean
Women's Writing in the US" in Black Women. Writing and Identity:
Migrations of the Subject (London: Routledge. 1994). 113-129: and
McGill's "Constructing Black Selves: Car ibbean- American Narratives and the Second Generation" (diss., Yale University. 2001).

2

,

tional analysis,"

I

mean a critical examination of the com-

plex dynamics and confluences of experiences that have at
once shaped transnational black American women's literary

renderings of black women's lives, as well as differentiated them from each other.

4

An intersect ional

framework,

draws specific attention to the interactive and over-

then,

lapping roles that transnational black American women's

fiction plays in disrupting traditional boundaries sur-

rounding African American and Caribbean women's literature
and culture; and, of equal significance,

complicates the

it

very essence and meaning of "black American" within and

outside the United States.
I

use "transnational black American" to refer gener-

ally to blacks existing and having immediate ancestry in
the United States and/or black- ident i fled nation-states

in

4

is informed by
My conceptualization of
intersect ional
theorist Kimberle Crenshaw, who first applied ntersect onality as a theoretical framework to analyze the interactive ways
See
race, class, and, gender function in black women's lives.
Identity Politics, and
"Mapping the Margins: Intersect ional ty
Violence against Women of Color," The Public Nature of Private
Martha Albertson
Violence: The Discovery of Domestic Abuse, eds
Fineman and Roxanne Mykitiuk (New York: Rout ledge, 1994), 93-118.
Feminists have applied Crenshaw's notion of intersect ional ty
originally used to explicate the experiences of those who sufYet, my
fered in the legal system, to black women generally.
theorization of the term diverges from its normal application as
it
foregrounds trans (nat ion) al ism and migration to analyze the
overlapping and symbiotic relationship between African American
and Caribbean/American literature and culture.
"

"

legal

i

i

i

.

.

i

3

the Americas,

particularly the Caribbean.

These writers

fit under the classification "black American";

"transnational."

I

yet, with

emphasize these women's American identi-

ties collectively that span beyond one geographical terri-

tory and concomitantly challenge the rigidity of national

boundaries.

As such,

"transnational black American" also

encapsulates the significance of these various geographical
locations to my constructions of these overlapping rela-

tionships and cultural dialogues.

Furthermore,

though

these writers are, specifically, African American and Caribbean American,

I

largely avoid employing such terminology

because of the seeming emphasis on separate and distinct
ethnic categories; and, as such,
tentially problematic.

is a

it

misnomer and po-

Unlike "black American" and "Afri-

can American and Caribbean American," then,

"transnational

black American" takes differences and similarities into

consideration

in

my explication of

i

ntersect ional ty withi

out appearing to draw unnecessary attention to either.

The intersect iona

1

relationship among transnational

black American women's identities and cultures has emerged
as a result of the convergence of several

5

important ele-

As such, "transnational black American" does not include
writers from territories in the Americas that, while containing
blacks, are not black- ident f ied and have a historically ambiguous relationship to their black ancestry, which is very ingrained
in their customs and practices.
i

ments.

Firstly,

there is a geographic proximity between

the United States and the Caribbean that has allowed for

easier travel and movement/migrat ion

,

ing cultural dialogues and exchanges,

cales.

Secondly,

along with accompany-

between these lo-

this relationship is also informed by the

socioeconomic and political forces shaping the U.S. and
Caribbean: mainly,

their positioning in the global politi-

cal economy and status

in

the Americas as "first world" and

"third world," respectively.

Geography and economy,

then,

account heavily for Caribbean migration to the United

States and the United States presence- -whether physical,
cultural, political, or economic- -in the Caribbean.
Lastly, and very importantly,

transnational black

American women's experiences as black women and both similar and varied histories based on race,

nation,

gender, sexuality,

and socioeconomics also heavily shape this rela-

tionship.

These women's histories and experiences vary ac-

cording to their respective countries and/or nation-states,
yet they also share certain characteristics as black women

within the global political economy; namely,

they exist un-

der a system of global gendered apartheid that marginalizes

black women economically, sociosexual ly

6

,

and politically.

6

For a discussion of black women's existence in a system of
global gendered apartheid (within a transnational context), see

5

This system accounts for black women

existing

in a

"first world"

cal economy- -and

.

in a

the United States

territory in the global politi-

to varying degrees,

privileges of living

in

benefiting from the

materially comfortable country--

yet simultaneously having an arguably "third world" status
in

their "homeland," where their fertility and access to

resources are largely perceived as a threat to larger

American national

identity.

The system also accounts for

"Western'Vcolonial ist structures that dictate, and circumscribe, Caribbean women's economic possibilities not only

according to race but,

in

many instances, skin color; and

often limits their employment to industries such as domestic,

sex (prostitution), and/or tourism.'

they'

As a result,

have few opportunities for socioeconomic advancement and

migrate to places such as the United States, where they often also work in the service industries,

nomic opportunities.

in

search of eco-

These aspects informing this inter-

sectional relationship operate in various texts by transna-

Patricia Hill Collins' "U.S. Black Feminism in Transnational Context" in Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness
and
the Politics of Empowerment (1990. New York: Routledge, 2000),
,

227-249.
7

Black Americans also fit under the category "Western," so
However,
they are not mutually exclusive terms.
use Western
here to denote a largely "dominant -group"
identified people
and/or politics that subjugate and/or "other" black Americans.
I

.

tional black American women wr tersi

-

i

nc ud ng the selected
1

i

texts used in this dissertation.

The selected authors and fiction

dissertation best exemplify

i

I

examine

ntersect ona
i

1

i

this

ty and transna-

tional black American dialogues and exchanges.

logical

in

rather than chapter and thematic order,

In

chrono-

they are

Toni Morrison's Tar Baby (1981), Paule Marshall's Praise-

song for the Widow (1983), Edwidge Danticat's Breath, Eyes,

Memory (1994), and Opal Palmer Adisa's

It

Begins with Tears

(1997)

Ohio-born and U.S. -raised Morrison's Tar Baby features

Caribbean and United States settings that provide space for
an African American woman character to interrogate her

Marshall, who was born in the United States to

identity.

Barbadian immigrant parents and raised among African Americans,

is

self -defined as African American and Car bbean- -an
i

identification that also challenges the rigidity of nation
--which Praisesong reflects.

It

provides a detailed de-

lineation of both Caribbean and African American cultures,

especially as they relate to an African American woman protagonist's reconnect ion with her "blackness."

In Breath,

Eyes, Memory, Danticat, who was born in Haiti and migrated
to the U.S.

as a pre-pubescent

,

examines two female Hai-

tian/Americans' complex relationship to Haiti and the

7

.

Lastly. Adisa, who was born in Jamaica and

United States.

migrated to the United States during adolescence, depicts a
cul tural ly- ident

i

f

ied Jamaican community that embraces a

(formerly) displaced African American woman.

All

of these

texts explore transnational settings as imperative to black

women characters'

Furthermore,

identity formation.

the au-

thors themselves possess somewhat of a transnational con-

sciousness through their themes and,
ethn c
i

i

t

i

most instances,

es

Integral

tersect iona
der,

in

1

i

to this dissertation's theor izat ions of

ty

,

then,

in-

are not only race, class, and gen-

but also nation and migration.

All of these inter-

locking factors shape the lives of transnational black

American women, as reflected in their fiction; yet, at the
root of my conceptualization of intersect ional

tion and migration.

i

ty are na-

They are crucial to both analyzing ex-

periences based on specific geographical

locations or

boundaries (including culture, positioning

in

the global

economy, and gender politics, among other things) as well
as addressing the precar iousness of both these boundaries

and judging experiences solely on them.
of nation and migration,

A thorough study

illustrates why these trans-

then,

national black Americans have played significant roles in
the development of black American cultures,

8

therefore es-

.

tablishing a relationship that goes beyond similarities or
d iaspora

8

Nation provides a space for discussions of black

women's experiences according to specific geographical and
national spaces and, concomitantly, within a transnational

context that acknowledges that the systems that oppress

black women in specific areas, such as the United States or
Caribbean, are part of a larger global system of gendered
apartheid.

also allows for discussions of the often-

It

times ambivalent relationship black women have to their own
"

home

"

commun

i

t

i

es

:

b 1 ack commun

i

t

i

es

f r om

wh ch women
i

emerge and/or exist that are also perceived as "nations"
and contain their own set of nationalist ideologies.

Unlike Western nationalisms,

ideologies

spiritually/culturally affirming of

for the most part,

are,

these nationalist

For a detailed analysis of Caribbean American influence on
African American racial and cultural politics, see Michelle Ann
Stephens' "Black Empire: The Making of Black Transnat ional ism by
West Indians in the United States, 1914 to 1962" (diss. Yale University, 1999) and McGill's "Constructing Black Selves."
Also,
see Diane Accar ia-Zavala and Rodolfo Popelnik's edited anthology
Prospero's Isles: The Presence of the Caribbean in the American
Imaginary (Oxford: Macmillan, 2004) for a discussion of the ways
in which Car bbeans/Amer cans inform (African) American literai

ture

i

.

feminists/critics Audre
Furthermore,
Caribbean American
Lorde. Barbara Christian, and June Jordan are pioneering figures
In turn, however, their
in black feminism in the United States.
politics and writing have been shaped heavily by their residence
in the United States and influence by African American culture,
and, primarily, sociopolitical movements such as civil rights,
black nationalism, and black feminism.

9

"blackness" or cultural

identities based on blackness, and

combat negative perceptions of people of African descent.
Yet,

they are largely masculinist and patriarchal, and cir-

cumscribe women to gender and sexual roles: namely, as biological/cultural

reproducers, and nurturers and culture

bearers of their communities.

Nations and (national) homelands, however, are often

complicated by migration.

Migration,

in

pro-

large part,

vides reason for these writers' depictions of transnational
settings.

This dissertation examines migratory African

American and Caribbean/American women characters who problematize nat ional/cul tural boundaries and identities, as
well as notions of home: African American women whose iden-

tities are shaped,

by their residence or presence

in part,

--temporary or permanent -- in the Caribbean: and Caribbean
women who migrate to the United States, where African

American characters and/or culture help shape their experiences and identities, as well as alleviate their feelings
of isolation and alienation.

migratory status,

in

fact,

These black women characters'

enables them to expose and chal-

lenge the rigidity of nations and national boundaries and

reveal,

as well,

the fluidity of national cultures,

nities, and homelands.

As such,

10

these characters,

commuregard-

1

less of their perceived ethnicity,

possess a transnational

black American identity.

Because of the central ity of home to discourses on nation and migration,

essential

this dissertation examines

as the

trope or medium through which this intersect ional

relationship can be traced.
gates,

it

then,

This dissertation investi-

they ways in which fiction writers Marshall,

Danticat, Morrison, and Adisa characterizations of black

women's movement through and navigation of national and
transnational spaces- - bo th (black) United States and the
Car bbean- -ev dence the fluidity of home and resist rigid
i

i

categorizations of home to one geographical

location.

For black women in the selected novels,

home

is a

com-

plex space that functions as a physical place of residence
and a psychic and metaphorical space.

geopolitical, and cultural

location:

It

is a

a space

family and/or a larger community resides.

in

gendered,

which a

Both the family

and community contain shared cultural practices and traditions --as "New World" black spaces with "New World" black

identities informed partially by but extending beyond the
"Old World" or Africa--many of which are essential

survival.

to black

As such, home is also a site of spiritual and/or

cultural affirmation in which its residents are able to,

many respects, celebrate their own black and cul-

1

in

tural/ethnic identities and resist blindly internalizing

negative pathologies concerning blackness set by larger

Western/colonialist societies.

Yet,

it

consists of commu-

nities that often limit black women's existences to gender
and/or sexual roles; moreover,

these communities are not

exempt from larger Western and/or colonial societies'

ra-

cial, gender, sexual, and socioeconomic marginalizing of

serves as a representative of

black women.

Home,

"nation" and,

for the most part,

then,

families and communities

This dissertation explores black women's

based on nation.

complicated relationship to home, and the ways their migration and/or menta /sp
1

i

r

i

tua

forging of new homes and,

1

detachment leads to their

in part,

transnational black

American identities.
As

it

elucidates this very important and under-

theorized relationship operating

American women's fiction,

in

transnational black

intersect ional ty is an essential
i

component of this dissertation, rather than a mere methodological

framework.

This dissertation also draws upon meth-

odological frameworks such as post/modernism and postcolo-

nialism to illuminate the ways, race, class, gender, and
nation inform black women's lives and identities
tic and transnational settings.

It

engages,

in

then,

domesin dis-

courses surrounding nation and diaspora, yet also addresses

12

their

limitations.

In so doing,

distinguishes itself

it

from scholarship that either emphasi zes the

uniqueness

of

African American and/or Caribbean American women's fiction
based on rigid national categorizations, or merely considers these literatures within a diasporic framework.

To analyze these literatures as pure ly dist net from
i

each other ignores the similarities and shared experiences
that,

in part,

while diaspora

constitute
is

i

ntersect ona
i

1

i

ty

.

Furthermore,

generally applied to black fiction from

more than one national

territory,

it,

especially within the

context of this project, can be a limiting paradigm.

Dias-

pora foregrounds "African retentions" and a largely Afri-

can-centered identity, both of which undermine the importance of transnational black American engagements in cultural dialogues and exchanges amongst each other as New

World or black American spaces.
As these selected writers foreground black women char-

acters,

this dissertation also draws upon (transnational)

black and women of color feminist frameworks to elucidate
the central

i

ty of gender

in

these texts.

from a transnational perspect vei

class, and gender-

-

-

takes nation(s)

in

Black feminism

addition to race,

into consideration when

analyzing black women's experiences.

It

renders,

then,

a

more complete study of black women's experiences in differ-

13

ent geographical

locations,

the global economy's effects on

black women, as well as other crucial aspects informing
this intersect ional

relationship that are not necessarily

analyzed from a race/c lass/gender- on ly approach to feminism.

Divided into an introduction,

four chapters,

and a

conclusion, my dissertation analyzes selected black women
writers' complex and multi faceted representations of home.
It

explores,

for

instance, how home serves as a site of

degradation and/or transcendence for black women;
physical as well as metaphorical significance;

which

it

its

the ways

in

informs and shapes black women's identities ra-

cially, culturally, and/or sexually; and,

significantly,

its

lastly,

intersect ional ty- -namely
i

,

and most

its geo-

graphic fluidity, challenging of national boundaries, and

providing spaces for black women's development of a transnational black American identity.

Chapter
tional

I

explicates how black women writers'

fic-

representations of home problematize "nation," and

places the selected texts within their proper historical,
sociopolitical, gendered, and literary contexts.

14

Chapter

.

II

investigates Paule Marshall's depictions of African

American and Caribbean settings as homespaces integral to
protagonist Avey Johnson's black cultural consciousness and

healing

in

Praisesong for the Widow.

examines the ethno-

1

i

In so

doing,

also

it

terary categorization of Marshall's

novel, which is both African American and Caribbean,

in

literary criticisms and their respective canons.

Chapter III examines how Haiti,

replete with class and

gender politics that especially subjugate women from lower-

socioeconomic backgrounds, and the United States, which
largely fails to resolve the ramifications of these poli-

serve as sites of female sexual violation

tics,

Danticat's Breath, Eyes, Memory.

in

Edwidge

Chapter IV analyzes Toni

Morrison's and Opal Palmer Adisa's delineations of African

American women's attempts to establish a homespace and connection to their "black woman-ness"

American settings

in

in

transnational black

Tar Baby and It Begins with Tears,

re-

spect ve ly
i

Lastly,

the Conclusion underscores this dissertation's

significance in its challenging the rigidity of not only
the African American and Caribbean literary canons and

their respective criticisms, but national boundaries, as
well.

As such,

it

helps provide a space for future studies

of black women's literature and culture within a transna-

15

tional black American context, which is relatively un-

charted territory.
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CHAPTER

I

PROBLEMATIZI NG "NATION": THE POLITICIZATION OF HOME IN
BLACK WOMEN'S FICTION

merely a physical structure or a geographic location but always an emotional
space, home is among the most emotionally
complex and resonant concepts in our psychic vocabularies, given its associations
with the most influential, and often most
ambivalent, elements of our earliest physical environment and psychological experiences
as
well
as
their
ripple
effect
throughout our lives.
Not

— Roberta Rubenstein

1

point of identity [...] shifts as
stresses a relationship between the home
and the nation.
The symbols and narratives
of a nation can only resonate if they are
admitted into the chamber of the home.
The
memory of the nation must also inform the
life narratives of the people.
[T]he focal

it

—

Nikos Papastergiadis

2

Black women fiction writers, much like fiction writers
generally, often explore "home" as central

to the

identity

Roberta Rubenstein. "Home Matters: Longing and Belonging"
Home Matters: Longing and Belonging Nostalgia and Mourning in
Women's Fiction (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 1-2.
My conceptualizations of home are informed by, in part, and
build upon Rosemary Garangoly George's delineations of the political significance of home The Politics of Home: Postcolonial
Relocations and Twentieth-Century Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge
1

in

UP,

,

1996).
2

Nikos Papastergiadis, "The Home in Modernity," Ex-cavating
Modernism eds Alex Coles and Richard Bailey (London BACK less
,

1996)

,

:

.

99.
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They depict home

formations of their literary characters.
as not only a physical

location where the characters are

raised, and reside and/or

born,

interact with family, but

an important psychological and metaphorical space that often includes visions or memories from these characters' ex-

periences

in

their physical home(s).

As family and community are important to constructions
of home,

home

is

also a symbolic indicator of "nation" and

the gender politics that accompany it.

Families and/or

communities often operate within a structure paralleling
that of nation.

Like nation, home consists of a community

within a geographical territory with members who perceive
their existences as being,

to some degree,

shared with one

another based on somewhat of a common past; and, as such,
they will continue to have somewhat of a shared future.

3

the members of the community go beyond this shared ex-

Yet,

istence as they foster intimate,

relationships amongst each other.

,

"

4

fami ly-

1

ike

As such,

"

and close

constructions

of family help to further define and complicate nation;
3

Patricia Hill Collins, "U.S. Black Feminism in Transnational Context" in Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (1990. New York: Rout ledge,
229.
2000)
.

4

Benedict Anderson provides a detailed discussion of nathe development of nationalism, and imagined communities in
Imagined Communities: Ref lect ions on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso. 1983).

tion,
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.

and,

family and nation are integral to representations of

home

Within these familial and communal structures are

deeply ingrained gender politics.
family,

Women exist within the

community, and/or nation as biological and cultural

reproducers and nurturers of its members, and are,

there-

responsible for "making homeplace," as feminist

fore;

scholar bell hooks asserts.

markers of communal /fami

1

5

As reproducers,

they are also

ial/nat ional boundaries.

6

As a representative of nation in black women's fic-

home generally consists of communities that are

tion,

largely affirming of "blackness" and cultural

based on blackness, which

is

identities

especially imperative in the

face of a larger hegemonic society that often pathologizes
Yet,

them.

these black communities contain patriarchal

ideologies that

largely circumscribe women according to

gender and/or sexual roles as constructed by discourses of
nation and family: as transmitters of cu ture- - through bio1

logical

5

Race,

reproduction and/or nur turance- -and the symbolic

bell hooks, "Homeplace: A Site of Resistance" in Yearning
Gender, and Cultural Politics (Boston: South End, 1990)

42.
6

Shirin M Rai, "Gender. Nationalism and 'Nation-Building'
Discourses of Development" in Gender and the Political Economy o
Development: From Nat ional ism to Global izat ion (Cambridge: Pol
.

ity.

2002)

,

13.
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embodiment of home because of women's historic domestic
role within these constructions of family.

Home,

then,

is

a complex site where black women are often able to chal-

lenge larger society's pathologizing blackness, but do not

escape gendered practices that marginalize them as women.
Further complicating black women writers'

representations of home and nation,
ines the ways transnational

fictional

this dissertation exam-

black American women writers

delineations of home evidence an intersect ional relationship among transnational black American literature and cultures.

7

In so doing,

ing intersect ional

i

ty

it

,

centers fiction that,

in

illuminat-

explicitly features African American

and Caribbean settings as homes, or possible homes, and the
cultural dialogues and exchanges occurring among them- -the
latter represented mainly by characters of one perceived

ethnicity operating and seeking home in transnational
(black)

American settings.

It

is not,

nor does

it

provide,

a comprehensive study of fictive representations of home

from those who appear to fit under my conceptualizations

and definition of transnational black American woman writers.

8

Instead,

it

considers works that best reflect inter-

7

For a detailed discussion of
Introduction to this dissertation.
8

intersect ional ty,
i

see

the

For instance, not included in this project, then, are
texts such as Gloria Naylor's Mama Day (1988).
Though Naylor's

20

sectional ity via home in transnational black American settings.

In particular,

(U.S.),

Paule Marshal

(Haiti,

U.S.), and Opal Palmer Adisa (Jamaica,

1

I

analyze novels by Toni Morrison

(Barbados

,

U.S.), Edwidge Danticat
U.S);

and,

investigate the ways their fictional depictions of home

I

in

domestic and transnational settings shape their identities.
In

these women's texts, home is a largely gendered,

geopolitical, and cultural space, both physically and psychically,

that heavily shapes the identities of black women

characters.

It

is a

location that, because of its familial

and communa ly-sanct ioned gender politics concerning women,
1

assigns particular home -making and maintaining responsi-

bilities to black women characters- -who either

(learn to)

accept these tasks after interrogating their relationship
to home,

or are marginalized and/or ostracized by their

failure to embrace or conform to them.

evidenced by Danticat
also render

it

's

text,

Furthermore, as

home's gender politics may

a site of state-sanctioned,

repressive, sexual zed violence.
i

women-

As a result, home is a

novel is very arguably influenced by and is in an apparent dialogue with Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the Widow (1983).
there is not an explicit or concrete relationship among transnational black American cultures operating in the text.
It also
does not include works such as Michelle Cliff's No Telephone to
Heaven (1987) and Jamaica Kincaid's Lucy (1990), which, though
featuring Caribbean characters who have migrated to the United
ntersect ional ty
States, still do not feature or foreground
among transnational black American cultures.
i
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i

-

"

potential source of isolation for those who are victimized
and displaced by its practices and/or cannot and are not

willing to conform to its communal sanctions, particularly
as they relate to gender.
In

each of these texts,

in

fact,

the black women char-

acters are, at some point, displaced and removed from home
--because of communal

(and/or economic)

limitations, sexual

violation, and/or even phys ical /metaphor ical
and lack of true homespace

.

home essness
1

Moreover, class also informs

these women's separation from home as

mobility.

"

it

provides them with

These characters are able to exist outside of

the confines of home because of their

nomic status.

(eventual)

Their class status, however,

socioeco-

is not

respon-

sible for their displacement from and ambiguous relationship to these home communities.

Instead,

it

provides a

means for them to escape the communal and larger societal

politics that are particularly limiting.

Regardless of the

reasons for these characters' separation from home and the

displacement they experience as a result,

they,

for the

most part, must return there so that they may possibly re-

solve these issues.

As such, home is also a site of heal-

ing.

As a cultural space and source of identity, home is

also raced.

Yet,

these writers present diversely racial

22

ized representations of home according to location.

instance,

For

they explore race explicitly with African Ameri-

can settings, while

it

with regards to class,

largely implicit and codified

is

rural/urban settings, and colonial-

ism in Caribbean settings.

These depictions are reflective

of the rac a /ethn c population and the seemingly varied
i

1

i

ways racial politics operate in these locales.

Diverse

representations notwithstanding, the authors address raced
themes that have significance beyond one national terriAs such,

tory.

the authors,

themselves,

limn the differ-

ences and similarities informing their depictions of transnational dialogues and exchanges in black American cultures

.

Transnational black American women writers, then, gender,

politicize, and problematize home in their fiction.

As such,

they address the margi nal zat ion of black women by
i

both their communities (particularly,
class, and,

in

some instances, color)

in

terms of gender,

from which they

emerge, as well as the larger society/ies;

they delineate

black women's navigation through their marginal zat ion
i

,

in-

cluding their attempts to "resolve" these issues or challenge their status; and,
fusal

to

limit home and

to one geographical

they also demonstrate their re-

identities informed,

location.

23

in part,

by

it

"Nation'' or

"Diaspoi'g":

Critical Approaches to Home in

Transnational Black American Women's Fiction

Scholars and critics have theorized about transnational black American women writers' constructions of home,

--particularly as home relates to gender, migration, geognationalist politics, modernity, and their imbrica-

raphy,

Their theor zat ions

tions.

i

,

however, are often based spe-

cifically within rigid national categories.

By and large,

they study these women's writings within an African

then,

American or Caribbean (rather than Caribbean American)
and,

at

times, diaspor ic- -context and,

their respective literary criticisms.

scholars,

I

--

therefore, within

Diverging from these

examine this fiction within an intersect ional

context- -which takes the similarities, differences, confluences, and complexities of these writers'
count.

As such,

fiction into ac-

this dissertation also considers Caribbean

American women's fiction as Car ibbean American

,

rather than

either Caribbean or African American.

In

"Homeplace: A Site of Resistance"

(1990),

bell

hooks utilizes her personal experiences to illuminate the

24

political significance of homespace for black women and

communities generally.

However, her essay is very much ap-

plicable to black women's fictive representations of home.
While hooks acknowledges the role sexism plays in designating black women as

"domestics" or creators and sustainers

of the home, she complicates home and the domestic space

within

Rather than explore black women's domesticity

it.

as merely a confining space synonymous with stereotypical

images of black women as "matriarchs" and "superwomen

,

"

she

analyzes its subversive possibilities, especially during
times of oppression:

Despite the brutal reality of racial
apartheid, of domination, one's homeplace was the one site where one could
freely confront the issue of humanization, where one could resist.
Black
women resisted by making homes where
all
black people could strive to be
subjects, not objects, where we could
be affirmed in our minds and hearts despite poverty, hardship, and deprivation, where we could restore to ourselves the dignity denied us on the
outside in the public world. 9
hooks' observation raises important

women and home that are explored

in

issues concerning

the selected fiction

Black women have been rele-

studied in this dissertation.

gated to certain domestic roles within the home; yet,
roles are not without revolutionary possibilities.
5

hooks,

"

Homep ace
1

,

"

42.
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As

these

.

.

hooks implies,

the subversive possibilities of black

women's domestic roles refute the often dichotomous
"women's work"/" radical work" paradigm, proving that one

does not have to abandon tasks traditionally deemed
"women's work"

in

order to pursue a feminist agenda.

Nev-

ertheless, despite the revolutionary possibilities of do-

mestic space, black women are still often confined to these
roles,

leaving those who do not necessarily operate accord-

ing to them,

or cannot conform to them for various reasons,

to often feel displaced from home or community.

sult,

As a re-

they find ways to try and resolve this tension and

seem ng d sconnec t
i

i

Primarily assessing home within an African American
context, hooks also applies

it

references South African women.

to black women globally and

As such, her observations

are very much applicable to Caribbean American women, as
well.
in

They, as a result of migrat ion

creating/sustaining home

United States,
t

i

in

(s)

,

often play a role

both the Caribbean and the

therefore evidencing their multiple identi-

es and fluidity of homespaces

Scholarly criticism on "home" that examines African
American women's fiction does not,
ground home explicitly, but,

for the most part,

rather, explores

it

fore-

implicitly

via interlocking themes of migration, gender, geography,

26

,

modernity, and nationalism.
der,

terms of migration and gen-

In

Mary Helen Washington and Deborah

journey as an important motif

in

E.

McDowell cite the

African American women's

fiction in Midnight Birds: Stories by Contemporary Black

Women Writers (1980) and "New Directions for Black Feminist

Criticism"

(1980),

respectively.

In so doing,

they assert

that the journey is not only physical but also psychological,

as

it

enables these characters to evolve into a sense

of consciousness.

10

In

analyzing the journey, Washington

and McDowell pay attention to a restrictive home environment that marginalizes black women, as well as the larger

oppressive forces affecting this environment, that often
precipitates migration.

Escaping these oppressive areas in

an effort to exert their autonomy,

these characters often

migrate out of their homes into different locations.

While

some black women characters completely distance themselves
(physically)

from their primarily rural, Southern environ-

ments as they move into urban, Northern ones- -and in some
instances, different

locations in the United States- -others

migrate into neighboring areas.

10

Deborah E. McDowell, "New Directions for Black Feminist
Criticism"
in
"The Changing Same": Black Women's Literature
Indiana UP, 1995), 14.
Criticism, and Theory (Bloomington
:
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Studies of migration

in

African American women's fic-

tion cannot be divorced from geography.
ics often note the vital
in

Scholars and crit-

role geographical

location plays

black women's literature, particularly analyzing black

women's experiences

in

the rural South and,

at

times,

the

urban North--where many black women characters have migrated.

However, studies have often focused on the rural

South, especially representations of home or "folk" commu-

nities as the bearers of black culture that, because of
their New World black customs and culture and their mainte-

nance of tight -knit communities, have fostered and maintained a connection to their black cultural

identities.

11

On another note, scholars and critics analyze both these

geographical

locations as home,

though for historical rea-

sons many still often focus on the South as the birthplace
of African American cultural

identity in the United States.

Susan Willis' Specifying: Black Women Writing the American

Experience (1987),

for example,

women's fictive experiences
ral

in

examines African American
both the urban North and ru-

South, yet draws upon African American history and the

folk- -which she associates with the rural South- -in her ex-

plication of these narratives of migration and location.

11

rural.

It is worth noting that hooks' "Homeplace" also centers a
Southern and its subversive possibilities.
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Hazel Carby voices concern over what she sees as a

privileging of the rural South as the "authentic" site of
blackness, as well as the lack of attention paid to black

women's fictive experiences

in

the urban North,

in

Recon-

structing Womanhood: The Emergence of the Afro-Amer ican
Woman Novelist (1987).

According to Reconstructing Woman-

an overemphasis on the rural South as an "authentic"

hood,

space "effectively marginalized the fictional urban con-

frontation of race, class, and sexuality

[...]."

12

Carby even

calls for more extensive studies of the North in African

American women's fiction.
ment, Jee Hyun An,
lot

in her

Taking notice of Carby
dissertation,

's

assess-

"'There was a whole

of grayness here': Modernity, Geography, and 'Home'

Black Women's Literature.

women writers'

1919-1959"

(2003),

in

explores black

renderings of black women characters' at-

tempts to construct home in urban environments in the North

during and after the Great Migration, since the North was

supposed to provide economic opportunities for African

Americans that were not easily attainable in the South.

12

13

Carby, Reconstruct ing Womanhood: The Emergence
of the Afro-Amer ican Woman Novelist (New York: Oxford UP, 1987)
Hazel

V.

175.
13

Jee Hyun An, "'There was a whole lot of grayness here':
in Black Women's Literature,
Modernity. Geography, and 'Home'
1919-1959." diss.. University of Chicago. 2003.
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so doing. An places African American women and their

In

fiction within the contexts of modernity and urbanization.

This dissertation considers both rural and urban environ-

ments as home; and, as such,

it

complicates these areas,

rather than merely perceiving rural areas as "unmod-

ernized,"

"authentic," traditional areas and urban spaces

as the location of the metaphorical death of home and black

cu ture
1

Willis' Specifying,

exploring these complexities

in

and black women's experiences in rural and urban territo-

rejects the notion of a dichotomous relationship be-

ries,

tween tradition, which is usually associated with the rural
South, and modern ty- -which
i

,

conversely,

is

associated with

the urban North:

Although rural society might be thought
of as being prior to industrial society, both forms have existed simultaneously as halves of capitalism's whole
in the New World.
Similarly, although
particular
writer
might
more
a
be
closely associated with a particular
narrative form, the writers are themselves
living
in
two worlds and
in
touch with
both urban and agrarian
modes 14
.

Writing home, then,

regardless of geographical

location,

is

a modernist venture.

14

Susan Willis. Specifying: Black Women Writing the American Experience (Madison: Wisconsin UP. 1987), 13-14.
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,

scholarship on post 1960s African American women's

In

fiction,

home has also been analyzed

black nationalism.

Madhu Dubey,

in

in

conjunction with

Black Women Novel ists

and the Nationalist Aesthetic (1994),

investigates the re-

lationship between African American women writers' portrayals of home, which she explores via the "folk," and black

nationalist aesthetics:

"During the 1960s, black folk cul-

ture was assigned a certain ideological value to make

amenable to nationalist intentions."

15

it

Dubey also notes

black nationalist assertions that oral

forms,

mainly the

vernacu lar
should authorize a uniquely black literary voice proved to be immensely productive
women's
fiction,
for
black
which appropriated oral forms to serve
the Black Aesthetic function of subverting the authority of white literate
cu ture
1

Post

16
.

1960s African American women writers,

ploy (ed)

then,

often em-

the oral and vernacular forms in their engagement

of nationalist aesthetics in their fiction; and, as such,

they demonst rate
I

is

(d)

their association of home with "folk."

would add that although folk in the "traditional" sense
largely associated with rural and Southern environments,

15

Madhu Dubey, Black Women Novel ists and
7.
Aesthetic (Bloomington Indiana UP, 1994)
:

16

,

Ibid.
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the

Nat ional ist

it

manifests itself via African American characters or cul-

ture regardless of geographical

locat ions-

-

thereby disrupt-

ing the rural /"home" versus urban/ "displaced" dichotomy.

Although African American women fiction writers have
incorporated nationalist tenets in their fiction,
not blindly accepted black nationalist

they have

ideologies, espe-

cially those pertaining to gender.

Yet,

between black women and nationalism

in

the relationship

literary texts re-

mains much understudied and undercons idered

Dubey, how-

.

ever, observes African American women fiction writers'

at-

tempts "to escape the gender codification of Black Aes-

thetic discourse, and to explore black femininity in new
and different guises," as well as their insistent questioning,

"at a thematic

level,

nationalist discourse."

17

the gender assumptions of black

These writers,

for the most part,

explore the seemingly tensional relationship between black

womanhood and gendered prescriptions inscribed by home as
epitomized by "nation."
Also adding to this scholarship
who,

in

is

Trimiko

C.

Melancon

her dissertation "Disrupting Dissemblance: Trans-

gress ive Black Women as Politics of Counter -Representat ion
in

African American Women's Fiction"

17

Ibid.

.

21

.

32

(2005),

explores Afri-

can American women writers' depictions of black women char-

acters who reject rigid gendered proscr ipt ions- -which are

enforced by and at home- -const ructed by race and nationalMelancon, however, addresses not only black national-

ism.

the effects of nationalisms

but

ism,

in

general

-

-especial ly

American nationalism, which black nationalist ideologies

in

some respects attempt to counter- -on black women charac-

"Disrupting Dissemblance" examines,

ters.

then,

the ways
in
which
[selected African
American
women]
writers
characterize
black women who diverge not only from
stereotypical
images
imposed by discourses of 'whiteness,' but also rebel
unapologet ical ly against constructions
of female identity imposed by nationalist discourse in general and black nationalism in particular. 18

these black women characters challenge ideologies

As such,

concerning gender imposed by both their home communities
and the larger American society.
Nat on/a
i

tion all

1

i

sm

,

gender, modernity, geography, and migra-

factor into Caribbean American women's construc-

tions of home, as well as constitute major discursive

points of reference for scholars and critics assessing Caribbean American women's fiction.

18

However, because of Car-

Trimiko C. Melancon, "Disrupting Dissemblance: Transgressive Black Women as Politics of Counter-Representation in African
American Women's Fiction." (diss., University of Massachusetts,
2005)

,

5.
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ibbean American women's migratory status, studies tend to

center migration while concomitantly analyzing various
other aspects relating to migration

their fiction.

in

These factors are also often complicated by national territhe political,

tories;

racia /colonial
1

,

and economic situa-

tions accompanying these territories; gender; and varying

ethnic ty/ ies
i

.

Moreover, scholars and critics, when ana-

lyzing Caribbean American women's

f

ict ion- -which has often

been marginalized because of its liminal pos

study

i

t

ion-

-

largely

primarily within the larger Caribbean women's lit-

it

erary tradition.
In

"Writing Home: Gender and Heritage in the Works of

Afro-Caribbean/ American Women Writers"

(1990),

Carole

Boyce Davies--one of the few critics who takes Caribbean

American women's status as Caribbean and (African) American
into account

-

-addresses the dual marginal izat ion of Carib-

bean American women's fiction in the Caribbean literary
The canon has been heavily ma e- focused

canons.

1

;

yet, when

scholarly attention has been paid to Caribbean women writers,

Caribbean American women's fiction has remained under

explored:
U.S.

"because [Caribbean American] women writers are

based and did not reproduce the ant -colonial text,

[they]

i

seem to have forfeited their identity as part of the

34

Caribbean literary tradition.

Davies argues for the in-

clusion of Caribbean Amer can women s fiction within the
i

Caribbean literary tradition, as their literature and depictions of home, gender and identity, and their engagements in "ant -hegemonic d scourse
i

i

"

-

-desp te locat ion- -are
i

very much in tandem with the larger Caribbean (women's)
Davies' contentions are insightful and

literary tradition.
valid,

especially considering the moment

raised; yet,

I

which they were

in

would argue for analyses of Caribbean Ameri-

can women's fiction that are not necessarily focused on

placing

it

within these often rigid and myopic canons, but

that represent these fictive works as ethnically complex

texts in dialogue with but resistant to these canons.
A revised version of Davies' essay, originally pub-

lished in 1990,

appears in her critical text Black Women.

Writing and Identity: Migrations of the Subject (1994).
Now appearing as "Writing Home: Gender,

Identity, and Heri-

tage in Af ro-Car bbean Women's Writing in the U.S.," Davies
i

foregrounds Caribbean American women writers'

relationships

and depictions of home- -and the cultural, gendered, and

identity-aspects associated with it- -rather than focusing

15

Carole Boyce Davies, "Writing Home: Gender and Heritage
the Works of Afro-Caribbean/ American Women Writers," Out of
Carole Boyce Dathe Kumbla: Car i bbean Women and Li terature eds
vies and Elaine Savory Fido (Trenton: Africa World, 1990), 60.
.

in

,
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.

heavily on the ways

in

which these women's writings of cul-

ture/heritage evidence the imperativeness of critics'

clusion of them
20

tion.

In

in

in-

the larger Caribbean literary tradi-

the revised "Writing Home," Davies contends that

separation from the homeland

is

an important prerequisite

for Caribbean American women's fictional narratives of

Caribbean American women's migration,

home.

in

fact,

often

creates a multiplying of alienating experiences, which provides space for them to evaluate home.

Not only are they

oftentimes racially, sexually, and economically marginalized in their native territories,

States- -where

,

but also in the United

to make matters worse,

from their families.

they are separated

Furthermore, many Caribbean women who

have worked in the domestic or service industries in the

Caribbean also work under a similar gendered division of
labor in the United States.
In

analyzing migration, questions of "exile" also surScholars at times perceive Caribbean American women

face.

writers as symbolically exiled from their homeland, a removal which has resulted from their- -or their fami lies'

--

responses to subjugation based on their race, class, and/or

20

Davies, "Writing Home: Gender, Heritage, and Identity in
Afro-Caribbean Women's Writing in the US" in Black Women, Writing, and Identity: Migrations of the Subject (London: Routledge,
1994)

,

59-73.
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,

gender.

Yet,

black women

because of their experiences as displaced

in a

racist Western environment,

their

litera-

ture often typifies the importance of a return home,

whether physical or metaphorical,
oppression.

As Myriam

for Sa fe Spaces

:

J. A.

in

order to combat their

Chancy observes

in

Searching

A fro -Cari bbean Women Wr 1 ters in Exi le

(1997)

[H]ome is not only a place but also a
state of self-understanding to which we
return time and time again in order to
see and know ourselves for who we are
as we prevail against the erasure implicit in the process of assimilation
we are forced to endure in Western societies, which openly violate and denigrate Black women as a class. 21

"Exiled" black women writers'
home,

then,

are integral

to their

narratives of the return
finding a literary means

to cope with the oppression they face

in

these (newly) mi-

grated territories, where black women are largely undervalued and perceived as a threat to national

are relegated to "inferior"

such,

identity and, as

"others."

Chancy does

romanticize home as a completely subversive location

not

totally obliterates black women's oppression- -as these

that

writers would not even be considered "exiled," and have of-

21

Myriam J. A. Chancy, Searching for Safe Spaces: Afro
Caribbean Women Writers in Exile (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1997)
xx

i

i

.
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ten been subjected to asymmetrical

power structures nega-

tively affecting black women in their native home and- -but
1

especially illustrates home's prominence once one
moved

f rom

i

is

re-

t

Haitian-American writer Edwidge Danticat theorizes
about the important role migration and separation play in
her conceptualizations of home:
not a place anymore but an
an attitude, an ideal.
I
think
that's what happened to me when
moved
here from Haiti.
It was the first time
that home became something to long for.
Before that home was an address, something to tell people to take you to
when you got
Everything chanlost.
when you become an immigrant.
ge [s]
Home is more abstract, less reachable,
less tangible. 22

Home

is

idea,

I

Danti cat's observation extends beyond her own personal ex-

periences and

is

applicable to Caribbean American women

writers, as well as those writers removed from home.
also reiterates Chancy
ration:

's

It

argument concerning home and sepa-

though people migrate from there for varying rea-

sons that evidence that home is not a Utopian space,
an important component of one's identity.

Home

is

it

is

where

people often return- -whether physically, psychically, or

Ginetta Candelario, "Meridians
Danticat. Loida Maritza Perez, Myriam
Rosario," Meridians 5.1 (2004): 72

38

with Edwidge
Chancy, and Nelly

Roundtable
J. A.

metaphor ca
i

1

ly-

-

for a sense of security and protection from

the often hostile outside world.

Because of Caribbean American women's migratory
status,

travel cannot be overlooked in their writings.

Scholarship on migration and travel emphasizes these writers'

status as displaced individuals

the United States,

in

as well as their ambivalent relationship to home.

Hoving explores this relationship

Isabel

monograph In

in her

Praise of New Travelers: Reading Caribbean Migrant Women's
Writing (200

)
1

-

-wh ich focuses on Caribbean migrant women

writers scattered across the diaspora.

Foregrounding Car-

ibbean women writers' articulation of "gender -spec

i

f

i

c ty"
i

within their narratives of home, Hoving notes that Caribbean women writers "have different

[...]

homes and resi-

dences, and they will have to find their complicated plural

position within, against, and between all those places." 23
Not only as blacks, but as women,

define themselves

specificity
ity,

is

in

then,

do these writers

their various travels.

This gender-

also often largely interwoven with sexual-

as these writers challenge racism and hetero/sexism in

various locations

in

their works.

Furthermore, Caribbean

American women writers forge new homes

in

their new (United

23

Isabel Hoving, In Praise of New Travelers Reading Caribbean Migrant Women's Writing (Stanford: Stanford UP. 2001), 239.
:

39

States) environment, and negotiate the tensions between
their "old" and "new" homes in their fiction.

When exam n ng "old" and
i

i

"

new

"

24

homes in Ca r bbean
i

American women's fiction, scholars refute the "tradition "/ "modern ty" binary.

In

i

fact,

much like representa-

tions of home in general, Caribbean American women writers'

fictive accounts of home-

-

including the "old,"

"tradi-

tional" home--should not be divorced from modernity.

As

Nikos Papastergiadis asserts in "The Home in Modernity"
(1996)

,

Through

representation of the home
as the place where it is possible to
observe the expression of cultural values,
the development of unique traditions and the display of certain states
of emotion we are also witness to the
characteristic forms of modern identity.

the

[...]

The only difference between the
traditional home and the modern home is
that the former was always seen as a
complete container of memories and a
stable site identification, whereas the
latter is more a patchwork of silent
ambitions and temporary arrangements. 25
[...]

Writing home, then, as previously asserted,
endeavor.

is a

modernist

Not only are tenets of modernity present

in

the

traditional home, but the traditional home often does not

Ibid.

Papastergiadis, 99-100.
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gain (theoretical) significance until

its members are re-

moved from

it

and experience a sense of displacement and

alienation

in

their new environment.

As such,

in

Making

Men: Gender, Literary Authority, and Women's Writing in

Caribbean Narrative (1999) --a work that links Caribbean

women's writings of female subjectivity (particularly as
relates to women's economic migration)
the largely male West

it

to a tradition of

Indian literary canon- -Be

1

i

nda

Edmondson analyzes the ways Caribbean American women's and
various Caribbean writers'

removal or separation from home

problemat izes characterizations of home as mutually exclusive from and somewhat preceding modernity.
I

26

would add that, especially considering the time

frame in which these selected novels were written, home and

migration are also postmodern occurrences.

The global

economy's effects on women and the ability to migrate between these locales account for Caribbean American women's

existences
of home.

in the

United States and/or multiple depictions

Furthermore, because of African Americans' ex-

periences as marginalized people who were removed from
their native lands and subjected to slavery--a globally

26

ity,

Belinda Edmondson, Making Men: Gender, Literary Author
and Women's Writing in Caribbean Narrative (Durham: Duke UP

1999),

14.
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profitable enterpr ise- - they have confronted the postmodern
condition long before the term came to prominence.

While these scholars and critics have theorized about
home in black women's

much needed- - there
intersect ional

i

i

terature- -and this scholarship is

room for scholarship that foregrounds

is
in

ty

1

transnational black American women's

fiction, as reflected in their representations of home.

This dissertation investigates the ways in which selected
writers'

fiction addresses transnational cultural dialogues

and exchanges occurring among black American cultures.

Transnational Black American Women's Fiction: Socio-

historical

,

Political

and Literary Contexts

,

analyzing transnational black American women's

In

tersect ional delineations of home,

it

is

in-

imperative to also

study these women's fiction within the proper historical
and literary contexts.

Studying these contexts provides

significant background information concerning the sociopolitical and literary climate

were published.
of these writers'

It

(s)

under which these texts

also helps elucidate the "canonization"

fiction, as well as the ethno-

1

i

terary

categor zaton of Caribbean American women's fiction, which
i

42

.

.

tends to be examined according to these rigid canons that
its ethnic complexities.

largely neglect

2

'

Transnational black American women's fiction, which,
as title alone implies,

is

(post)modern and contemporary,

can be placed within what Joanne M. Braxton and Andree Ni-

cola McLaughlin refer to as the "literary renaissance" of

black women's fiction in the United States.

The literary

renaissance, which occurred between the 1970s and mid-1980s
for African American women writers and mid-1980s to the

present for Caribbean American women writers,

is

rooted in

black women's historical struggle for freedom, equality,
se

1

f

-def n
i

t

i

i

on

and personal respect.

,

28

Certainly,

renais-

sance black fiction writers are

grounded in a chosen kinship with their
literary antecedents,
stretching back
through the Black Arts Movement of the.
1960s to the so-called Harlem Renaissance and back even further to the novelists, poets, and slave narrators of

27

terary
mean the ways in which Caribbean
American women's fiction has been categorized in terms of ethnicity in the literary canon.
By

"ethno-

"

1

i

,

I

28

Joanne M Braxton. "Af ra-Amer ican Culture and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance," Wild Women in the Whirlwind: AfraAmerican Culture and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance, eds
Joanne M. Braxton and Andree Nicola McLaughlin (New Brunswick:
Rutgers UP, 1993)
xxi
The literary renaissance in black women's fiction has ocwould
curred, as Joanne M. Braxton posits, since the 1970s.
argue that the actual date spans between 1970 to the mid-1980s.
.

I
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the eighteenth
29
r es

and

nineteenth

centu-

i

Yet,

unlike their predecessors, political struggles of the

1950s to the 1970s have also influenced the development and

production of post- 1970s black women writers'

fiction.

These black women fiction writers are influenced heavily by not only the Civil

ments of the 1950s,

1960s,

Movement of that era.

Rights and Black Power/Arts moveand 1970s, but also the Women's

Black women played integral roles

in

these political struggles, although they contested the sub-

jugation based on gender largely permeating the Civil
Rights and Black Power/Arts movements and the racial and
class biases they often encountered in the Feminist MoveAs a result, black women further radicalized and

ment.

called for a transformative black feminism:

that

is,

they

openly challenged and subverted interlocking systems of op-

pression that have marginalized black women.

As such,

black feminists helped provide space for black women fiction writers to resist and subvert, via their fictional ac-

counts of black women's lives,

the simultaneity of oppres-

sions confronting black women.

Pioneering African American feminist critic Barbara
Smith,

29

in her

groundbreaking essay "Toward a Black Feminist

Ibid.
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Criticism"

(1977),

calls for publications on black women's

literature from a feminist perspective, which, until
had not existed:

then,

"[W]ithout a black feminist critical per-

spective not only are books by and about Black women misunderstood, but they are destroyed in the process."
after the publication of Smith's essay,

30

Shortly

feminist critics

produced critical scholarship examining the fiction of
black women writers from a feminist perspective.
stance, Roseann P. Bell, Bettye

J.

For in-

Parker, and Beverly Guy-

Sheftall's groundbreaking anthology Sturdy Black Bridges:
Visions of Women in Li terature (1979)

Black Women Novel ists

:

Barbara Christian's

,

The Development of a Tradi t ion

,

1892-1976 (1980), and Susan Willis' Specifying: Black Women

Writing the American Exper ience (1987)

;

and later texts

such as Madhu Dubey's Black Women Novo 1 ists and the Nation-

alist Aesthetic (1994), and Deborah McDowell's
ing Same": Black Women's Li terature

,

"The Chang-

Criticism, and Theory

provide theoretical approaches to black women's fic-

(1995)

tion in that they examine the intersect ional

i

ty of race,

gender, class, and sexual oppression on black women characters;

and,

they investigate these characters'

30

reac-

Barbara Smith, "Toward a Black Feminist Criticism," African American Literary Theory: A Reader, ed. Winston Napier (New
York: New York UP. 2000). 134.
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t

ions/ res stance to the asymmetrical structures that mari

ginal ize them.

the United States,

In

sance

31

is not

however,

this literary renais-

limited solely to African American women writ-

includes Caribbean American women's fiction.

ers but

the exception of a few writers,

With

such as Paule Marshall

(Barbadian American) and Rosa Guy (Trinidadian American),

who have been publishing fiction in the United States since
the late 1950s and 1960s- -and who are products of the first

wave of migration from the Caribbean to the United States
in

the 1920s- -Car ibbean American women such as Jamaica Kin-

caid (Antigua) and Opal Palmer Adisa (Jamaica) began publishing novels in the 1980s, and continue to publish today.

Like many Caribbean American women,

United States lies heavily

in

their residence in the

Caribbean women's migration

to America- -the second wave of Caribbean migration,

which

has occurred since the United States passed the Immigration
Act of

1

965- -pr imar

i

ly through the

as Davies posits,

fact,

duced daughters caught

service industries.

In

this migration and their work "proin

between the cultural demands of

31

For further critical scholarship on African American
women's fiction, see Gloria Wade-Gayles' No Crystal Stair: Visions of Race and Sex in Black Women's Fiction (New York: Pilgrim, 1984); and Barbara Christian's Black Feminist Criticism:
Perspectives on Black Women Writers (1985. New York: Teacher's
College. 1997).
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home and the larger society, producing a profound multiplying of experiences and the construction of new
"

32

Their fiction reflects,

[...]

then,

their

identities

identities and

experiences as West- Indians and Caribbean Americans; products of British and/or French (post) colonial environments
and castigators of British and/or French colonialism as
well as American racism and imperialism; products of the

global economy; and also as workers, students, and women.

The development of a critical body of scholarship on

Caribbean (American) women's literature also complemented
the rise of Caribbean American women's fiction,

as well as

the fiction of Caribbean women writers in their

"homes" and

across the diaspora.

In

1990,

for

instance,

Carole Boyce

Davies and Elaine Savory Fido published Out of the Kumbla:

Caribbean Women and Literature,

the first extensive collec-

tion of essays on Caribbean women's literature.

Since

numerous texts on Caribbean (American) women's lit-

then,

erature have surfaced.

Timothy's The Woman,

Anthologies such as Helen Pyne-

The Writer and Caribbean Society: Es-

says on Li terature and Culture (1998) and Mary Conde and

Thorunn Lonsdale's Car ibbean Women Writers: Fiction in English (1999),

like Out of the Kumbla,

also provide a compi-

lation of essays from scholars of Caribbean women's fic32

Davies,

"Wr

i

t

ing Home

.

"

128-129.
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.

tion.

.

i

addition to anthologies, critical books such as

In

Joan Anim-Addo's Framing the Word: Gender and Genre in Caribbean Women's Writing (1996). Myriam

J. A.

Chancy

's

Search-

ing for Safe Spaces: Afro-Caribbean Women Writers in Exile
(1997),

Belinda Edmondson's Making Men: Gender, Literary

A u thor i ty
(1999),

,

and Women

's

Writi ng in Car i bbean Narrat i ve

and Isabel Hoving's In Praise of New Travelers:

Reading Car i bbean Migrant Women Writers (2001) have also
gained prominence among the field of Caribbean women's literary studies

Scholars and critics have also begun analyzing African
American and Caribbean (American) women's fiction within a

comparative and/or larger, diasporic framework, as do
Joanne

Braxton and Andree Nicola McLaughlin's edited an-

M.

thology Wild Women in the Whirlwind: Afra-Amer lean Culture

and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance (1993)
Boyce Dav es
i

'

Black Women

of the Subject (1994)

;

.

;

Carole

Writ ing and Iden t i ty: Migra t i ons

Janice Lee Liddell and Yak in

Belinda Kemp's anthology Arms Akimbo: Afr icana Women in

Contemporary Literature (1999)

;

and Tommie Lee Jackson's An

Invincible Summer: Female Diasporan Authors (2001)
This dissertation diverges from and intervenes in

scholarship that either focuses on diasporic similarities
or the distinctness and uniqueness of these supposedly "na-

48

tional"

literatures.

cording to "national"

It

analyzes these women's fiction ac

locations and traditions associated

with these locations, while concomitantly examining the
role transnational spaces and cultures play in problematiz
ing the rigidity of these national boundaries.

more,

Further-

instead of merely examining the fiction within a dithis dissertation foregrounds New World

asporic framework,

or black American cultural dialogues and exchanges occur-

ring in the fiction.

vides an

i

ntersect ona
i

In so doing,
1

this dissertation pro-

approach that

illuminates the over

lapping and symbiotic relationship among transnational

black American women's literature and culture--a significant area of study that has been under theor zed in black
i

women's fiction.
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.

CHAPTER

II

REPRESENTATIONS OF NTERSECT ONAL TY CULTURAL CONFLUENCES
IN PAULE MARSHALL'S PRA1SESONG FOR THE WIDOW
I

I

I

:

I'm always trying to. at a personal level,
reconcile my sort of mixed bag of a background: the fact that I'm Af ro-Amer ican- was born and raised in Brooklyn- -but I'm
also Afro-West Indian- - through my parents,
who were born and raised in the West Indies.
And so. I've always been [...] I've
see as
always had this dual culture that
one cu ture
I

1

1

know that people have trouble defining me
a black American or Caribbean writer.
have got my feet in both
Yet [...]
[...J
am able to respond to
camps, so that
black American culture as well as West Indian wr ters [...I 2
I

as

I

I

i

.

—

Paule Marshal

1

Paule Marshall's experiences as a second-generation

Caribbean American and African American have enabled her to
render an African American protagonist and crucial Carib-

bean setting and culture in Praisesong for the Widow
(1983).

Praisesong,

I

contend,

is

the most representative

of the intersect ional and symbiotic relationship in the se-

lected transnational black American women's writings, as

it

Paule Marshall. "Interview with Kay Bonetti," Sound Recording (Columbia: American Audio Prose Library). 1984.
1

2

"'Re-Creating Ourselves All Over
Molara Ogundipe-Lesl ie
the World': A Conversation with Paule Marshall," Moving Beyond
Carole Boyce
Boundaries. Volume 2: Black Women's Diasporas, ed
Davies (Washington Square: New York UP. 1995). 23.
,

.
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goes beyond challenging Dinar isms of "Caribbean" or "AmeriThe novel

can."

is

both African American and Caribbean,

evidenced especially by Marshall's depiction of home, which
is

three locations, as central

in

to protagonist Avey John-

son's black cultural consciousness and healing.

Praisesong

As such,

transnational black American text.

is a

Performing a close textual analysis, this chapter argues that Marshall's portrayal of a "surrogate home"

in

the

rural Caribbean as imperative to assisting in healing the

apparent dissidence between African American Avey Johnson's

modern identity- -as a bourgeois American Dream achieverand cultural one- -as a proud African American woman with

mythical ancestry who

rich,

supposed to take on the role

is

of ancestor and nurturer- -enables Avey to reconnect with
her spiritual homes in the rural South and urban North.

Avey and her husband Jerome "Jay" Johnson's quest for and

achievement of financial security and material possession
result

in

Avey's displacement from not only her South Caro-

lina roots,

but also from her early married life in Halsey

Street, Brooklyn, both of which function as her home.
In

analyzing the ways

bean function symbiot ical ly
ine

its

"ethno-

the novel

is

1

i

which America and the Carib-

in
in

Praisesong,

terary categor izat ion"

classified

in

-

-

I

at

first exam-

the ways

in

which

terms of its ethnicity and la-
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be led as African American. Caribbean, or diaspor ic-

-

in Af-

rican American, Caribbean, Africana. and author-specific

literary criticisms, which often situate

it

within these

dichotomous categories or merely within a larger diasporic
framework.

3

so doing,

In

I

argue that future studies of

Praisesong take its ethnic complexities into account.
research,

then,

My

disrupts current scholarship and challenges

the canon and literary criticism as it provides innovative

theoretical and analytical approaches to Praisesong

A

Conif)!

icated and "Insufficient" Endeavor: The Ethnic

Categorization of Praisesong for the Widow in
Black Women's Literary Criticism
Because Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the Widow
like Marshall,

within all

is,

ethnically complex, studying the novel

its facets

is not

the simplest of tasks.

The

features an African American protagonist, and Mar-

novel

shall spends a significant amount of time delineating Afri-

can American culture and customs in both rural and urban
contexts; but,
the pivotal

it

is set

the Caribbean and underscores

in

role the Caribbean and its culture play in re-

uniting the protagonist with her identity.
3

mean criticisms
By "author specific"
works.
focus on Paule Marshall's
I
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Consequently,

that

specifically

Praisesong

is

both African American and Caribbean.

critics who analyze the novel are,

Yet,

for the most part,

specific strands of black (women's)

from

literary studies--

mainly African American and Car bbean- -and attempt to exami

ine

it

accordingly,

though Praisesong resists these rigid

labels and characterizations.

Moreover, Africana women's

literary criticism, which considers the novel within a di-

asporic framework and takes more of its complexities into
account, does not examine the nuances in the novel
render

it

an intersect ional

text.

occupies an ambiguous position

in

that

Thus, Marshall's novel
the literary canon.

The following pages provide an overview of the novel's
ethnic categorization

in

literary criticism.

It

is not

my

intent to castigate or scathingly critique scholarship on

Praisesong.

These criticisms raise insightful and thought-

provoking issues regarding the novel.

Instead,

it

is

to

show the difficulties and inadequacies of interpreting such
an ethnically complex novel within literary criticism that
is

mainly limited to specific, narrow categorizations and

literary canons structured around rigid racial and ethnic

classifications; and,
an

i

ntersect ona
i

1

it

is

to emphasize the

importance of

approach to the text, which yields its

more complex and deeper analysis, especially in terms of

ethnicity and "nation."
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In

African American and certain Africana women's lit-

erary criticisms, scholars often acknowledge Marshal l*s

Caribbean heritage and the diasporic nature of Praisesong.
although they place the novel primarily within an African

American context.

For

instance,

in

Binding Cultures: Black

Women Writers in Africa and the Diaspora, an Africana

women's critical text invested
African identities

in

in

diasporic connections and

African American literature, Gay

Wilentz observes that Marshall's parents emigrated from

Barbados to the United States; and,

"as a child of Carib-

bean parents, she was brought up with a diaspora consciousness."

4

Wilentz acknowledges the important role the Carib-

bean plays in Avey's healing, but concomitantly positions

Praisesong

in

the African American segment of her text and

notes that the novel explores "the dialectic of reconciliaa coming- to- terms with both the African and the

tion,

American aspects of the Black American experience." 5

Here,

the Caribbean functions solely as assisting in Avey's re-

connection with her African Amer canness
i

.

Wilentz's dias-

poric study centers African and African American women's

4

Gay Wilentz. Binding Cultures: Black Women Writers in Africa and the Diaspora (Bloomington
Indiana UP. 1992)
100.
Unlike my conceptualization of "black American." Wilentz
uses "black American" and "African American" interchangeably.
:

5

Ibid., emphasis mine.
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.

.

literature and culture and, because of this limited focus,
does not fully consider the complexities of Caribbean culture and the transnational black American dialogues occur-

ring in the nove

Similarly,

1

in

The Fiction of Paule Marshal

1

:

Recon-

structions of History, Culture, and Gender, Dorothy Hamer
Denniston recognizes the "diasporan connections"
novel,

but

in

the

interprets Pra i sesong wi th n an African American
i

context and chooses not to focus on its Caribbean compo"Although

nent:

out Praisesong,

[...]

Caribbean materials are woven through-

the artist

is

concerned with American mate-

rialism and how upwardly mobile black people can fend off
its spiritually debilitating effects."

graph,

unlike Wilentz's,

6

Denniston's mono-

focuses solely on Paule Marshall's

fiction and recognizes the ways in which Marshall's Carib-

bean heritage and identity inform her writing.

niston's primary concern with Praisesong

is

class African American woman's experience.

Yet,

Den-

the middle-

7

6

Dorothy Hamer Denniston, "Recognition and Recovery: Diasporan Connections in Praisesong for the Widow" in The Fiction of
Paule Marshall: Reconst ruct ions of History, Culture, and Gender
(Knoxville: U of Tennessee P, 1995), 127.
7

For extended analyses of Praisesong for the Widow within
an African American context, see Dorothy Hamer Denniston's "Recognition and Recovery: Diasporan Connections in Praisesong for
the Widow," 125-145; Joyce Pettis' Toward Wholeness in Paule Marshall's Fiction (Charlottesville: UP of Virginia, 1995): Simon
Gikandi's "The Circle of Meaning: Paule Marshall. Modernism, and
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.

Abena

Busia expands considerations of Marshall's

P. A.

Praisesong as she situates
framework.

pora nove

it

within a larger diasporic

She reads Praisesong- -which she labels a "dias-

1

"

themat ca ly alongside various African Ameri-

- -

i

1

can, Caribbean/American and African texts that

feature

black women characters reclaiming their identities.
Busia s critical analysis
'

is

8

the most diasporic essay in

Cheryl Wall's Changing Our Own Words: Essays on Criticism,
Theory,

and Writing by Black Women, an anthology of arti-

cles concentrating principally on African American women's
1

i

terature

Keith

Praisesong

Sandiford and Stelamaris Coser also study

A.

wi th n a
i

diasporic context.

Sandiford's "Prais-

esong for the Widow: The Reluctant Heiress, or Whose Life
is

Anyway? "-- f rom the journal Black American Li terature

it

For urn- -cred ts all of Marshall's major fiction, up to the
i

time of the article's publication,

for having "brought the

the Masks of History." Of Dreams Deferred, Dead or Alive: African
Perspect ives on African -American Writers, ed Femi -Ojo-Ade (Westport: Greenwood. 1996), 143-155; and Eugenia Collier's "The Closing of the Circle: Movement from Division to Wholeness in Paule
Marshall's Fiction," Black Women Writers (1950-1980): A Critical
Evaluation, ed Mari Evans (Garden City: Anchor. 1984). 295-315.
.

8

Abena P. A. Busia, "What is Your Nation?: Reconnecting Africa and Her Diaspora through Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the
Widow."
Changing Our Own Words: Essays on Criticism, Theory, and
Writing by Black Women, ed. Cheryl A. Wall (New Brunswick: Rutgers UP,

1989)

,

196.
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compelling durability of ritual to figure

the encounter

in

between Af r can- descended peoples and the New World." 9
i

Bridging the Amer icas
Paule Marshal 1

,

:

In

The Li terature of Toni Morrison.

and Gayl Jones, Coser analyzes the dias-

poric connections and similarities between the Americas.
Coser gets nearer to intersect ional

i

ty in her theorizing of

geographic spaces within the Americas than both Busia and
Sand ford, whose essays are informed by general diasporic
i

approaches to the novel.
Coser
is

's

Yet,

Busia

's.

Sand ford's, and
i

works lack a detailed analysis the ways the novel

shaped by transnational black American dialogues that

center New World black culture-than merely cultural
In

in

the Amer icas-

-

rather

retentions based on Africa.

Caribbean women's literary criticism, which has

surfaced over the past fifteen years, Marshall and other

Caribbean American women writers'

fiction

is

considered

part of the Caribbean women's literary tradition,
their status in the United States is noted.

10

In

though

Making

9

Keith A. Sandiford, "Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the
The Reluctant Heiress, or Whose Life is it Anyway?" Black
American Literature Forum 20. 4 (1986): 371.
Widow:

10

See Cobham's "Revisioning Our Kumblas: Transforming Femiand Nationalist Agendas in Three Caribbean Women Texts."
44-64.
Callaloo 16.
(1993)
state
that most (Anglophone) Caribbean writers
Here.
must
are either scattered across the diaspora- -part icular ly the United
States and Europe- -or have spent a significant amount of time in
these areas.
Therefore, they have an identity that also, like
nist

1

:

I
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Men: Gender, Literary Authority, and Women's Writing in

Caribbean Narrative, Belinda Edmondson draws attention to
Caribbean American women writers' ambiguous position

in

both the African American and Caribbean literary canons and
their respective literary criticisms:

literary criticism of these works
tended to discuss them in terms of [...]
African
American
women's
literature
Rarely were they discussed as West
[...]
Indian writers. [...] Though the scholarship has now changed, and the writers
are often discussed as West
Indian
writers, it is symptomatic of the literary establishment's desire to categorize "national" literatures into easily
recognizable genres, that these writers
are now either West Indian writers or
African American writers,
rarely
but
[T]he

.

both.

11

Edmondson s poignant assessment offers a basis for conten'

tions geared toward challenging the canon and revising lit-

erary criticism to include a space in which Caribbean

American women's fiction

is

analyzed

in

its totality,

rather than by its different ethnic components.

Nevertheless, Edmondson's statement loses its efficacy
and she becomes part of this "literary establishment" as

Marshall
ibbean

and Caribbean American writers,

extends beyond the Car-

.

11

Belinda Edmondson, "Writing the Caribbean: Gender and
Literary Authority" in Making Men: Gender. Literary Authority,
and Women's Writing in Caribbean Narrative (Durham: Duke UP.
1999)

,

2.
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she studies Praisesong wi thin the Caribbean literary tradias her book title suggests;

tion,

and,

she argues that Mar-

shall's and many other Caribbean American women writers'
central concern is "with the reconfiguration of the Carib-

bean space, on which the colonial experience has left an
indelible mark."

12

Edmondson views the novel as a "medita-

tion of the irrevocable loss of the African/Caribbean identity," and,
in

in

relegates African American culture

so doing,

to the periphery.

the text

13

In

fact.

Edmondson s obser'

vation concerning Marshall's fiction and placement of

it

within a Caribbean context uncover scholars' and critics'
tendencies to examine the novel within their specific genre
As a consequence of analyzing a complex

of criticism.

writer and novel within extremely rigid categorizations,

critics often overlook imperative nuances and complexities
in

the text that deconstruct these seemingly unyielding la-

bels in which they have placed

Janice Lee Liddell

labels Praisesong an "Africana

woman's novel" and attests that
it

African American."

is

12

13

Ibid.
Ibid.

.

,

it.

14

it

is

"as much Caribbean as

However, she examines

it

within

3.

163.

14

Janice Lee Liddell, "Voyages Beyond Lust and Lactation:
The Climacteric as Seen in Novels by Sylvia Winter, Beryl Gilroy,
and Paule Marshall." Arms Akimbo: Africana Women in Contemporary
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the larger Caribbean women's literary tradition,

instead of

concentrating on the richness of both African American and
Caribbean culture

in

the novel,

in her

essay "Voyages Be-

yond Lust and Lactation: The Climacteric as Seen

in

Novels

by Sylvia Wynter, Beryl Gilroy, and Paule Marshall."

dell's "Voyages" appears

in her

Lid-

and Yakini Belinda Kemp's

Arms Akimbo: Africans Women and Literature

,

an edited col-

lection of essays on writings by black women in Africa and
the African diaspora.

Thus. Africana women's literary

criticism often either considers Marshall and Praisesong
within an African American or Caribbean context, depending
on the writer and/or subject matter of the critical

text.

These critical evaluations of Marshall's novel are

mainly astute and do not misrepresent information concerning its ethnic categorization.

Instead,

sent its various ethnic components.
a Caribbean American,

they under repre-

Marshall's identity as

Caribbean, and African American

grants her a complicated and mult faceted approach to "nai

tion" and "ethnicity"

women's lives.

in her

literary delineations of black

My approach to Praisesong foregrounds the

nuances and complexities that problematize the novel's polarizations according to rigid ethnic categories, as well

Literature, eds. Janice Lee Liddell and
(Gainesville: UP of Florida. 1999), 37.
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Yakini

Belinda

Kemp

as the mutually cooperative African American and Caribbean

culture play

in

the text --and transnational black American

dialogues and exchanges they ensue.

A Mutually Const i tut i ve Venture:

Transnat ional Black Ameri-

can Homes in Praisesong for the Widow

Paule Marshall's depictions of home- -in Tatem, South
Carolina;

Halsey Street, Brooklyn; and Carriacou, West In-

dies- -qu ntessent a ly exemplifies the intersect ional and
i

i

1

symbiotic relationship
(women's)

culture.

In

in

transnational black American

Pra isesong for the Widow, Paule Mar-

shal l's African American protagonist's fragmented identity
is

healed as a result of her brief stay

in

the Caribbean.

Rural Tatem and Carriacou, and urban Halsey Street all con-

tain black American, or New World black, practices and
1

base under-

identity in these areas.

These rit-

rituals that demonstrate the sp

girding black cultural

i

r

i

tua /cu tura
1

1

ual-practicing communities' resistance to total EuroAmerican cultural domination and oppression help foster
Avey a strong sense of black cultural

in

identity that Mar-

shall juxtaposes with Avey's later life,

in

which she

is

removed from her strong identification with "blackness."

Avey reconnects with her black cultural

identity because of

her healing in the spiritually nurturing Caribbean, which,
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consequently,

illustrates the impact Caribbean culture has

on some African Americans.

acters

in

Conversely,

the Caribbean char-

Praisesong come to perceive and "worship" the

healed Avey as an ancestor figure rather than a mere visitor to the

island.

With Marshall's foregrounding of the Caribbean and its

culture as a surrogate home for African American Avey, she

demonstrates the intersections, rather than mere similarities,

in these

transnational black American cultures.

There are strong similarities between Carriacou and Tatem,

which account for Avey's ability to be healed there.

Nev-

ertheless, Marshall goes beyond likenesses as she explores
the differences in these cultures that also provide a space
for Avey to be healed.

Yet,

it

necessary to delineate

is

Carriacou and Marshall's other two representations of home
--Tatem and Halsey St reet - -before

I

explore their relation-

ship to healing in detail.
In

Praisesong, home functions as a location of black

American traditions essential to fostering black identities
that refute dominant -group cultural and spiritual supremacy

over "blackness."

Marshall renders home as an equally

physical and symbolic site of traditional black cultural
identity.

For example, Halsey Street
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is

Avey's only perma-

nent residence and physical home at one point

in

her

life.

15

She only spends her summers in Tatem during her childhood
and at the age of sixty- four winds up in Carriacou, her

surrogate home,

for the first time in her

of these three homes,

and her memories of them,

to Avey s maintaining her
'

life.

Yet,
is

each

integral

identity and resistance to inter-

nalized oppression: Tatem is Avey s primary home and loca'

tion of her rich, mythical ancestry;

Halsey Street is mar-

ried Avey s home, where she and husband Jay engage in ritu'

als that
tage;

illuminate their connection to their black heri-

and,

Carriacou,

rich in New World black traditions

that parallel Tatem customs,

is a

surrogate home and loca-

tion of Avey s healing and reconnect ion with her Tatem and
'

Halsey Street roots.
Tight-knit communities of resistance often function as
fundamental components of home in rural areas, and prove,
as well,

why the rural homes remain less affected by domi-

nant-group ethos of upward mobility and poverty's spiritu-

ally-deadening consequences than urban places such as Halsey Street.

Yet,

these rural areas are often limiting,

15

Praisesong for the Widow consists mainly of older Avey
Johnson's memories of her past; and. the only present action in
the text is Avey's escaping her "slavery" and reconnecting with
her black cultural identity.
Yet, for the purposes of this chapter, I discuss every action in this novel in the literary present

.
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stifling, and confining, especially for those who wish to
live outside the community's dictations or physical

As a result,

ries.

bounda-

residents from rural areas often mi-

grate to urban spaces for (upward) mobility and

challenging of communal

in

their

limitations.

Halsey Street lacks a strong communal presence that
both Tatem and Carriacou contain.
it

Yet,

at a certain point,

does contain black family unity, seen especially through

young Avey and Jay's Tatem Street rituals, which
to Marshall's conceptualizations of home.

crucial
larger

level,

is

also
On a

the Tatem community contains a unified family

as emblematic of community.

Tatem, South Carolina (which Marshall

renders to re-

semble South Carolina's and Georgia's Sea Islands), where

young Avey spends her summers with her father's great -aunt
Cuney,
tem,

the primary home that Marshall depicts.

is

In Ta-

Marshall establishes a proud African American commu-

nity that has an essentially non-Western worldview, which
she makes apparent with the various allusions to African

American

r

i

tuals- -such as the excursion to the Landing and

the "Ring Shout "--and names and occupations of the commu-

nity residents.

Tatem

is her

Though Avey resides

in

Harlem at the time,

spiritual home, a place where she reunites

with Cuney and her black cultural heritage
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is

nurtured.

There, Cuney and Avey embark on their biweekly excursion to
the

I

bo Landing, where Cuney "preaches"

"escape nar rat ve
i

"

the

- -

i

I

bo slaves'

disembarking from the landing to

r

return via foot to Africa,
to a permanent

the

rather than confine themselves

life of servi tude- - that Cuney

's

grandmother

Avatara witnesses as a young child:
"[T]hose
And they
bos was stepping!
didn't bother getting back
into
the
small boats drawed up there--boats take
up too much time.
They just kept walking right on out over the river.
Now
you wouldna thought they'd of got very
far seeing as
it
was water they was
walking on.
Besides they had all that
iron on 'em.
Iron on they ankles and
'round they
they wrists and fastened
necks like a dog collar.
'Nuff iron to
sink an army.
And chains hooking up
the iron.
But chains didn't stop those
bos none.
Left
the white folks
[...]
standin' back here with they mouth hung
open and they taken off down the river
on foot.
Stepping." 16
I

I

This mythical tale of enslaved Africans who escaped

thralldom demonstrates black agency during a time of extreme oppression of Africans and people of African descent.

The tale's significance resides in its demonstration of the
Ibos forging freedom at a time when it did not
ist

for most blacks and,

in

the process,

16

legally ex-

exerting their

Paule Marshall, Praisesong for the Widow (New York:
All other quoted passages from this novel
Plume. 1983), 38-39.
will be cited in text.
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autonomy and refusal to
This tale

them.

is

let

Euro-Amer can society dominate
i

intended to impart

in

Avey a sense of

rich cultural ancestry and. because of its message of black
refusal of Western domination,

radical communal values.

Cuney insists that Avey recount this tale to future
generations, just as Cuney' s grandmother Avatara- -whom Avey
is

named after- -had done:

Ibos

in

[Avey's]

a mission she

[...]

mind,

"

[I]n instilling the story of the

the old woman had entrusted her with

had felt duty-bound to fulfill"

(42).

Part of Avey's task is to embody the communal values of her

home and instill them

in

other African Americans.

Young

Avey fulfills this task as she recounts the "sermon" to her
brothers after each Tatem visit, though not aware of its
import.

herself

She later abandons this mission as she submerges
in a

bourgeois middle-class lifestyle.

Cuney and Avey's role as ancestors and culture bearers

allegorizes the gendered ways women's tasks are constructed

within a communal context.

As an important female figure

within the community, Cuney

is

responsible,

in part,

for

the community's preservation of their black heritage and

maintaining of a proud black identity.
cultural

"mother" within the community.

She is, arguably, a

Furthermore, Cuney

chooses Avey, rather than any of Avey's three brothers,
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to

-

serve as her successor and continue in this tradition of

spreading these cultural values learned

in Tatem.

As a spiritual home, Tatem is the location where Cuney

and other community members practice rituals on their ex-

cursions to the Landing, and where its residents' names
even connote the community's important cultural and spiritual

connection to African American tradition and customs.

On the journeys to the Landing, Cuney enacts the "Ring

Shout," a patterned group dance Sea Islanders perform that

often accompanies ritualistic occasions.

This dance, which

was practiced in various West African societies and later
on slave plantations, signifies Cuney s connection to the
'

roots of African American (folk) culture.

Her reserved and

subdued church temporarily bans her after she "defiantly"
refuses to stop crossing her feet during a Ring Shout-

which

is

considered a violation of the shout - -argu ng that
i

"it had been the Spirit moving powerfully

caused her to forget and cross her feet"
incident,

in her

(33).

which had
After this

Cuney severs ties with her restrictive church.

Rather then deny her heritage and conform to the Christian
church, Cuney decides to no longer attend church services

and insists on worshipping in a manner that
by her ancestors.
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is

sanctioned

In

addition to these rituals and dances, Marshall's

description of names and people

in

Tatem also elucidates a

strong connection to the roots of African American culture
and black ability to retain their culture in the midst of

European domination.
to Gullah
to

For

instance, Mr. Gol la Mack alludes

language, which arose out of the need for slaves

learn English while retaining various elements of Afri-

can languages.

Historian Peter

H.

Wood describes Gullah as

"the roots of Black English" and posits that many slave-

holders believed that the language merely came about because of the slaves'

inability to speak "proper English."

1

'

The slaveholders failed to realize that Gullah offered the

slaves a way to communicate

in an

"English" that these

slaveholders failed to easily comprehend.

Slaveholders of-

ten creolized their English in order to communicate with

their slaves, since many of them refused to speak "Standard

English" or even feigned ignorance of the English language.

18

Slaves used Gullah to communicate with slaves from

other African cultures and this employment of an African-

17

Peter H. Wood, Black Majority: Negroes in Colonial South
Carolina from 1670 through the Stono Rebellion (New York: Norton.
167-191.

1975).
18

For extensive discussions on the development and revolutionary implications of Gullah. see Woods' Black Majority and
Charles Joyner's Down by the Riverside A South Carolina Slave
Community (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1984).
:
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influenced language facilitated the preservat ion of African
proverbs, expressions, oral traditions, and naming pat-

Because of these circumstances, Mr. Go 11a Mack,

terns.

from his name alone, draws attention to black resistance to
total Euro-American cultural marginal izat ion and ability to

merge African traditions with European ones to form a creolized,

rather than European zed
i

,

American sensibility.

Tatem islanders are able to use their essentially nonWestern culture, spirituality, and folklore to cope with
the repressive Jim Crow laws and its unbalanced socioeco-

nomic and political structure.

Indeed, Marshall does not

romanticize Tatem as a place where its inhabitants possess
a strong spirituality that obliterates their oppression.

Instead,

it

complex location that has its limitations

is a

as a territory that not only is not excluded from American

racism,

but

of movement.

also largely provincial and limited

is

For

terms

instance, Avey's recalling of switching

to segregated trains

tem is

in

in

Washington, D.C. on her way to Ta-

indicative of the social and political barriers in

which blacks

in

the

(rural)

South must face.

Furthermore,

Tatem appears to have limited options for mobility or movement

for

those who intend to live beyond its offerings and

boundaries, such as Avey; and, at a certain point, Tatem

represents a limited model of existence and autonomy for an
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adult Avey who struggles to accept a role that she had not

chosen.

In

presenting the complexities of the Tatem commu-

rather than blindly romanticizing them, Marshall al-

nity,

ludes to Tatem s limitations, which,
'

later dissociate herself from

it

in part,

lead Avey to

as she engages on her

quest for the American Dream.
It

is

imperative to note that Marshall complicates

representations of home as she deviates from the archetypical model of the rural South serving as the sole

of black cultural
most part,
cal

Black writers have,

identity.

location
for the

historically characterized the South as a physi-

and metaphorical home- -the "birthplace" of African

American folk culture that
survival.

19

In

conducive to black spiritual

is

Praisesong, however, Marshall also depicts

an urban locat ion- -Brooklyn s Halsey Street--as home,
'

rather than merely associating

it

with the collapse of

black community and a site of displacement.

The novel re-

flects the patterns of African American migration to the
North, and the new urban homes constructed by African

American families and/or communities.

lj

For instance. Zora Neale HurstorTs Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937), Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon (1977). Toni Cade
Bambara's The Salt Eaters (1980). and Gloria Naylor's Mama Day
(1988) all portray the rural South as a homespace and. therefore,
the locale of black cultural identity.
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their urban Halsey Street apartment,

In

newly married Avey and Jay practice Sunday

r

the adult,
i

tua s- -such as
1

poetry reciting, dancing to the blues--that are just as integral

to their spiritual

cultural

survival and connection to black

identity as the spiritual practices

in

Tatem.

Their rituals also emphasize the importance of family

Marshall's constructions of home.

in

Avey and Jay both dance

to the blues and recite African American poetry with their

daughter Sis.

Their reciting and dancing loosely resemble

Cuney's poetic sermon of the
Shout,

respectively.

In

I

bo d sembarkment and the Ring
i

by choosing to have the cou-

fact,

ple perform these rituals on a Sunday, Marshall

indicates

these rituals' spirituality and religious significance out-

side of the conventional sense, as she does with Cuney's

making the Ibo her religion.

Sermons and "catching the

spirit," often witnessed during Sunday worship at church,
are celebrated in Avey and Jay's "church" as poetry reciting and blues dancing.

Outside of her Sunday rituals, Avey is left to deal

with urban Halsey Street's living conditions and lack of a

unified black community, which

is

an important element of

home that often signifies the rural communities' arguably
successful resistance to white cultural domination.

Mar-

shall's depiction of Halsey Street serves as an example of
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the ways

in

which Marshall,

like contemporary black women

writers, defines black women characters "against the urban

while at the same time recognizing the significant contribution city culture (and specifically the Afro-American

culture born
Marshall

in

the cities) made to their development."

20

limns a possibility of a spiritually nurturing

home for Avey in the urban North, while concomitantly de-

picting its harsh, spiritually deadening realities as well.
Marshall delineates an impoverished urban environment

replete with substandard living conditions (such as mal-

functioning radiators and a

f

ive-

f

1

ight/no elevator trek to

the Johnson apartment) and an institutionally racist system

intended to keep Avey and Jay trapped in a cycle of poverty
and in the ghetto.

This system forces Jay to remain under-

paid and in an impoverished neighborhood when he outperforms his supervisor and actually runs the shipping room in
the department store where he works.

Institutionalized ra-

cism contributes heavily to the couple's inability to afford another child,

black community

in

the disjointedness and lack of unified
the urban North that would possibly

20

Susan Willis. "Describing Arcs of Recovery: Paule Marshall's Relationship to Afro-American Culture" in Specifying:
Black Women Writing the American Experience (Madison: U of Wisconsin P. 1987). 56.
Willis refers to the authors', rather than
characters', defining themselves against the urban; yet. it is
appropriate, in this context, to delineate the black women characters as defining themselves in this manner.
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prove beneficial to Avey s healing, and the couple's final
'

argument that results

in

the spiritual

"death" of their

marriage and themselves.
Avey and Jay's inability to support another child
leads a pregnant Avey- -aware of financial

impact of another

baby and the poor living conditions the baby will encounter--to attempt to abort her child:
raced up and down the five flights of
between their apartment on the top
floor and the vestibule.
For close to a
half -hour she practically took and hurled
her body down the steep steps and then up
again, down and up repeatedly until she finally collapsed on the landing and outside
their door.
All to no avail. (90)
[Sjhe

stairs

This chilling passage reveals the desperate attempts Avey-who had learned of her friend's death at the hands of an
(illegal)
in

abortion and promises herself "never that "--takes

order to avoid the serious financial hardships that a

third child would incur.

Poverty presents Avey with no

other alternative but to attempt an extremely dangerous,

self-imposed abort ion- -which
pregnant.

is not yet

legal when Avey is

This failed abortion elucidates the ways in

which poverty sometimes forces "rational"

individuals to

make "irrational" decisions in order to prevent them from

descending deeper into poverty.
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At Halsey Street,

poverty has caused rifts between the

including married couples such as Avey and Jay.

community,

Unlike Tatem. Halsey Street has no strong communal presence
that assists

individuals in challenging their oppression

and combating a sense of divisiveness amongst the black

population.

For example, Avey constantly argues with Jay

over his long hours at work, which are required of him to

pay the bills.
and Jay,

The couple's arguments illustrate that Avey
have fallen prey to the di-

like their neighbors,

vide and conquer mentality that often accompanies poverty
and harsh economic conditions.

21

Marshall depicts racism,

and its subset, poverty, as the "villains" responsible for

.

economically and racially oppressing residents of Halsey
Street and triggering the breakdown of families and communities.

Avey and Jay's final argument illustrates the ways the
interconnecting politics of race, class, and gender divide
the two.

family,

Jay works extra hours to support their growing
though receiving payment not reflective of his

abilities because of institutionally racist practices.
Avey remains primarily at home because she is not only

21

Eugenia C. DeLamotte. "Voice, Spirit, Materiality, and
the Road to Freedom: Third World Feminism in Praisesong for the
Widow" in Places of Silence, Journeys of Freedom: The Fiction of
Pau I e Marshall (Philadelphia: U of Pennsylvania P. 1998). 85.
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.

pregnant, but must also,
raise their two children.

in

fulfilling her role as mother,

Feeling especially sensitive

during her pregnancy, Avey, having internalized issues of
"true" womanhood,

accuses Jay of cheating with white women

Though these women actually work and Avey,

at his work.

because of circumstances,

remains at home occupying a "do-

mestic" role- -and the cult of true womanhood elevates fe-

male domest c ty- -her accusation exemplifies the harmful
i

i

effects of notions of "true" womanhood and female domesticity on a working-class black woman who is,

largely excluded from this model.

inherently,

22

After the couple's final major argument, Jay overworks

himself and becomes financially stable enough to relocate
their family to suburban New York.

This process involves

Jay's taking on various jobs, obtaining a college degree,
and later securing decent employment despite discriminating

employers who found excuses not to hire him.

Though Jay's

income permits them to move, Avey's position continues to

as does her salary, at the State Motor Vehicle De-

rise,

partment.

However, because of Avey's obligatory duties to

her family, particularly to her children, her ability to
22

For scholarship on the effects of the cult of true womanhood on black women, see Paula Giddings' "Casting of the Dies:
Morality, Slavery, and Resistance" in When and Where I Enter: The
Quill. 2001)
Impact on Race and Sex in America (1984. New York:
33-55.
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further her education and advance materially is limited.
In

their quest

for material

security and middle-class

status, Jay and Avey completely abandon the rituals of Tatem and Halsey Street; and, Jay later

literally works him-

self to death to maintain their affluent lifestyle and
avoid a return to poverty.

Avey remains alive but spiritu-

ally "dead" because of her detachment from her rich ancestral

past and is in need of healing from this disconnect

and,

later,

gests,

immersion in a bourgeois and, as Marshall sug-

"non-black"

Though Avey

lifestyle.

is not

from Carriacou,

island (located near Grenada)
is

Avey's surrogate home.

is

the location of her healing,

It

her reconnect ion with her

rich ancestral past and black cultural

she attained middle-class status.

Carriacou and Tatem--and,

the tiny Caribbean

identity lost once

The parallels between

to a degree,

its parallels with

Halsey Street--mark Carriacou's ability to serve as a surrogate home.

For

instance, Carriacou is a small

cated near Grenada, and Tatem,
lina,

is

though part of South Caro-

presented as a fictional Sea Island.

like Tatem, contains a unified,

elder/ancestor

f

island lo-

rural

Carriacou,

community with an

igure- -Leber t Joseph- -who is a link between

the mythical black ancestral world and the current population, with whom this

legacy resides.
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Leber t Joseph's de-

script ion as the ancestor/e der figure of Carriacou loosely
1

resembles Marshall's depictions of Cuney

Carriacou counterparts "[stick]
one another"

(78),

.

Joseph and his

together and [help] out

unlike residents of Halsey Street.

[...]

They

are especially unified in their annual excursion and nation

dance in homage to their ancestors from the island, much
like Tatem islanders'

in

their excursions to the Landing.

The nation dance, which Carriacou people perform at the excursion, appears to be the Caribbean counterpart to the Sea

Islander's ring shout.

(Also,

the dancing rituals the com-

munity performs also resembles the Sunday dance rituals and

celebration of African American culture at Halsey Street.)
This commun ty- -espec a ly their similar rituals with Tatem
i

i

is

landers-

-

is

1

conducive to Avey's "rebirth."

The excursion's affirmation of their black heritage
instills in Carriacou islanders a strong sense of self.

The excursion and nation dance,

then,

epitomize the impor-

tant connection between the people of Carriacou and their

ancestors, as well as facilitate the maintaining of a New

World black community that resists total Euro- Amer can
i

domination.

It

is

important to note that, even in their

celebrations of their black ancestry, unmediated African
traditions, and therefore, an uncreolized Africa, do not
take center stage in Carriacou and African American culture
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in

this novel.

Instead, New World customs are integral

to

Avey's cultural survival, as shown by the creolized dances
in

Carriacou and Ring Shout

in

Tatem; and,

Carriacou. a New World ter r tory- -and
i

bean plays a crucial

tial

therefore the Carib-

role with Avey's reacquaintance with

With Marshall's limning of

her cultural consciousness.
this surrogate home,

,

this reveals why

then,

she underscores the very essen-

role that New World black customs play in establishing

this intersect ional and symbiotic relationship between Caribbean and African American culture that underwrites Praisesong.

Carriacou

is

crucial

to Avey's healing and "re-

birth" as a proud black and "whole" woman.

As such, Mar-

shall elucidates a transnational dialogue and exchange oc-

curring amongst black American cultures.

"Papa Legba

,

ouvri barriere pou

"Rebirth" of Avatara

'

mwe

":

—

The

"Death

''

and

"Avey" Williams Johnson

Avey's "death" --her total alienation from her proud

African American (folk- influenced)

ident ty- -occurs as a
i

result of the culmination of Avey and Jay's utter frustration and bitter arguments stemming from their economic

c2

This phrase translates into "Father Legba, open the gates
delineate the meaning of this expression and its significance later in this chapter.
for me."

I
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situation and Halsey Street's substandard living conditions.

Though these arguments result

both Avey's and

in

Jay's dissociation from their folk heritage and Jay's intense attempts to advance socioeconomical ly

Avey's depar-

,

ture actually begins at ten years old, when she first ques-

tions Aunt Cuney's legendary tale:

"'But how come they

didn't drown, Aunt Cuney?

This seemingly innocent

(39).

question epitomizes Avey's loss of childhood innocence and
her privileging of a Western-centered scientific worldview

over a folk-centered, mythical one.

Unlike before, she no

longer accepts the Ibo tale without equivocation.

through the narrator, even describes

Avey,

fetched" story that she,

in

until she was ten years old.
riage,
him,

"childish faith"

as a "far-

t

(42)

believed

During her first year, of mar-

she tells Jay the story of the Landing, expecting

like her,

(115).

i

An older

Jay,

to dismiss the "apocryphal

tale with a joke"

however, believes the tale, and anticipates

visiting Tatem more than Avey does.

At

this point, Avey

has begun to distance herself from her rich cultural heritage,

making her more susceptible to total alienation from

and her "folk"

identity in need of healing and reconcilia-

tion wi th it.

Though doubting the Ibo story, Avey apparently accepts
her Euro-Christian teachings without question.
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Her blind

acceptance causes Cuney to respond to Avey's inquiries with
a

question that reflects Avey's ties to her Christianity:

""Did
ter

it

in

you?'"

say Jesus drowned when he went walking on the wa-

that Sunday School book your momma always sends with
(40)

In

comparing biblical scripture to the story

of the Ibo slaves. Marshall,

through Cuney, elucidates its

mythical and spiritual significance.

The story of the

slaves' departure via foot from the Ibo Landing and return
to Africa

is

Though Cuney no longer

Cuney's "religion."

attends church services, she continually journeys to the
Landing, where she preaches this legendary story and performs the Ring Shout.

As Cuney's successor, Avey must make

the Ibo story her religion as well, which is problematic

since Avey grows to reject the story, which she had not
done her previous three summers

in

Tatem.

Avey later per-

ceives the story to be untrue without even considering its
importance on symbolic,
ing "No ma'am"

if not

literal,

to Cuney's comment,

levels.

In answer-

Avey exposes her connec-

tion to and privileging of Christianity over her great-

aunt's spirituality.

Interestingly enough, Avey's questioning of the Ibo
story

is

the very last

interaction Marshall presents of

young Avey with Aunt Cuney.

After this incident, an older

Avey no longer has any recollections of her childhood sum-
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mers spent

in Tatem.

begins to weaken.

At

this point,

Cuney and Avey s bond
'

Avey mentally and spiritually separates

herself from her visits to Tatem and what they represent,
which will

later manifest

into a spiritually desolate "Avey

Johnson "-- the name to which she refers herself once she
loses her connection to her cultural
to see herself as Avey

(Johnson)

,

identity.

not Avatara,

She begins
the ances-

tor- -Cuney 's grandmother- -whom she is named after and by

which Cuney insists on calling her.

She has now divested

herself of notions about preserving Avatara and Cuney 's
mission, despite her having been "chosen" before birth to

execute

Unlike Cuney, who refuses to be repressed by

it.

forces that impede her devotion to and appreciation of her

black identity, Avey, at a young age,
tices that are repressive and,

in

internalizes prac-

some ways, antithetical

to her cultural heritage.

Though Avey disbelieves the story, she is still connected to her folk identity, on certain levels, as she engages in Sunday rituals with Jay long after rejecting this
story.

These rituals cease once Avey and Jay have their

final major argument,

are culpable.

of which poverty and Halsey Street

Wrongly associating Jay's extremely long

workday- -wh ch pays their bills and supports their chili

dren- -with philandering, a pregnant and emotional Avey
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.

threatens to leave him:

babies and go!

'

"

"

'Goddamn you nigger.

I'll

take my

(106)

Although they remain together,

their argument marks

the metaphor ic death of their marriage and attempts to re-

main linked to their black identity, as evidenced by their

attempts to advance socioeconomical ly at the expense of
their rituals and culturally-affirming practices and attitudes.

For instance,

their

r

i

tuals-

-

including their yearly

trip to Tatem--are now supplanted by Jay's working exten-

sively to make himself a viable candidate for well -paying
jobs, which includes him taking multiple jobs and studying
for a degree

in

accounting.

Avey initially refuses to ac-

knowledge Jay's changes because she
ing money and chi Id- rear ing.

is

occupied with earn-

While Jay immerses himself in

study manuals, his college education, and establishing himself as an accountant, Avey continues working at the State
Motor Vehicle Department, where she fantasizes about moving
from Halsey Street to a much larger apartment.

Marshall,

through Avey, charts this change in focus as part of the

couple's transformation into "Avey" and "Jerome Johnson,"
two individuals who become a casualty of the loss of "self"

often associated with achieving the American Dream.
The more viable the dream becomes for Avey and Jay,
the more estranged they are from blackness.
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Their rituals

are replaced with Jay's struggles to advance up the eco-

nomic ladder and Avey s scarcely noticing their estrange'

ment because of her own deep yearning and fantasizing of

upward economic mobility.

Avey s employment
'

promotion
partment.

in

in

The narration does not focus on

detail, although

it

alludes to her

rank and salary at the State Motor Vehicle De-

Instead,

it

focuses on Jay's struggle, despite

(institutionalized)

racist hiring practices,

steady employment.

After taking four years worth of

courses in accounting and seeking jobs

in

to secure

that

field--and

facing rejection because he had no college degree- -Jay enrolls in college,

earns a degree in four years, and passes

his Certified Public Accountant examination; yet, discrimi-

nation still attempts to prevent him from obtaining. a "comfortable" job.

In

spite of this, he remains persistent,

secures work, and has a growing clientele; and, during this
time,

the Johnsons move from Halsey Street to a larger

Brooklyn apartment.

Tuesday night,

Twelve years after that "fateful"

the Johnsons are on their way to moving from

the larger Brooklyn apartment to North White Plains,

New

York, where Jay later dies.

Marshall purposely chooses North White Plains as Avey
and Jay's destination to signify their metaphorical
ness" and desertion of their black cultural
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"white-

identity for a

comfortable, middle-class existence.

appearance to a more "refined"
ist,

look,

Jay, who changed his

espouses individual-

seemingly conservative ideologies concerning blacks

and uplift, notwithstanding racist practices that attempt
to prevent blacks,

including himself,

from achieving their

economic and professional goals:
"That*s what most of these Negroes out
here still haven't gotten through their
heads.
Instead of marching and protesting and running around burning down
everything in the hope of a handout, we
need to work and build our own, to have
Our own!
Our own!'" (135)
our own.

Jay appears removed from the long tradition of black strug-

gling and suffering oppression in their efforts to advance
economically, a tradition to which he belongs.

Though his

ideologies are in tandem with black nationalist espousals
of self determination,

they,

especially within the context

of the novel, moreso resemble conservative ideologies of

individualism.

In

remembering this incident, a widowed

Avey recalls Jay as becoming a stranger and refers to his
(spiritual) death--as Jay --and warping into Jerome John-

son

.

Jay's estrangement from himself and the spiritual descent that has accompanied his economic ascent are inter-

connected with Avey's estrangement and fragmentation from
her cultural

identity.

Though Jay alienates himself from
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his cultural blackness, Avey loses her proud identity and

individuality as she and Jay remain physically and mental

disconnected from links to their heritage.

1

Avey's person-

ality even merges with Jay's, which causes them to meta-

phorically and literally resemble each other.

In her and

Jay's yearning for and achievement of material security,
she also abandons and becomes displaced from her black cul
tural

identity.

The couple's friends had even insisted

that Avey and Jay "look alike" because of their facial ex-

pressions, mannerisms, and the formal way

in

which they

present themselves.

Much like she perceives Jay's transformation,

the now

"modern" Avey sees herself as a stranger:

same formal way,
also started referring to herself as
Avey Johnson? Hadn't she found it indifficult
the
years
creasingly
as
passed to think of herself as "Avey" or
even "Avatara"? The woman to whom those
names belonged had gone away, had been
banished along with her feelings and
passions to some far-off place [...]. The
names "Avey" and "Avatara" were those
of someone who was no longer present,
and she had become Avey Johnson even in
her thoughts, a woman whose face, reshe
window or mirror,
flected
in
a
sometimes failed to recognize. (141)
[Hjadn't

she,

Avey's, or Avatara's,

in

the

treks to Tatem,

.

recitation of poetry

and dancing to music that all celebrate her identity have

been replaced by her totally enmeshing herself in a com-
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fortable suburban, middle-class existence and the materialism that often follows.

Avey and Jay gained material suc-

cess at the expense of their own identities.
J ay

with

it

'

s

i

nd v dua
i

i

1

i

sm and Avey s
'

i

mp

1

i

c

i

t

comp

1

i

ance

also result in the erasure of Avey's individuality.

Her resemblance with Jay is shaped mainly by her

loss of

self and morphing into what "Jerome Johnson" represents.
Her body, which had been a site of sensuality and transcen-

dent power, now merely houses expensive clothing and trans-

formations that make her physically resemble Jay.
over. Avey wears a girdle, which,

More-

as Marshall alludes,

serves to confine her to her middle-class trappings of

wealth and loss of self.

In

taking on Jay's appearance and

his ambitions, Avey compromises and loses her own individu-

ality and culture, and becomes an extension of her husband.

Praisesong opens with a widowed, middle -class
middle-aged Avey Johnson embarking on a journey

in

,

post-

which

she confronts the discordant relationship between her modern and cultural

identity.

A disturbing dream and upset

stomach disrupt Avey's vacation, an annual Caribbeancruise- -across the At lant ic- -she begins taking not shortly
after Jay's death.

The cruise ship's name, Bianca Pride,

venerates whiteness, as "bianca"
"white."

is

an Italian term meaning

Avey's youngest daughter Marion--who
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is

very

:

Afrocentric and commun ty-or iented- -observes Avey's privii

leging of a "meaningless cruise with a bunch of white
folks"

(13)

over a more meaningful

trip to Ghana or Brazil.

The cruise serves as a referent for Avey's capitalist
and colonial ist/globa ist ventures.
1

She visits Latin Amer-

ica and the Caribbean as a first -world subject,

the colonizers,

much like

and a tour ist --and not as one who identi-

ties wi th the folk

Like a white explorer interested only
in
buying the pleasures available in
that part of the world (...] the ship allows
its
passengers a safe distance
from the land; the economic, historical, and cultural dilemmas of the region bear no relevance for the happy
cruisers.
They are occupied with their
vani ty [...] 24
.

In

participating

in

this "exploration," Avey assumes the

colonizer's role, whether consciously or subconsciously.
Because this cruise functions as a trope for the Middle
Passage, Avey's role is metaphorically similar to colonizers who sailed the Atlantic for their own selfish, materi-

alistic purposes.

Illustrating Marshall's paralleling of

the cruise with colonialism is Marion's observation of the

ship's Versailles room,

its most

24

formal dining area,

being

Stelamaris Coser
"From the Natives' Point of View: The
Ethnographic Novels of Paule Marshall" in Bridging the Americas:
The Literature of Toni Morrison. Paule Marshall and Gayl Jones
(Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1995), 62.
,
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named after a location

in

which various European nations

and the United States signed treaties that divided different

third-world lands (including the Caribbean)

inhabited

by people of color- -wi thout the consent of these inhabitants- -according to these nations' economic interests.

In

juxtaposing the "colonial" Bianca Pride with Avey's memories of Ibos who refused to be enslaved, Marshall empha-

sizes the irony of Avey's participation

in

the cruise and

her need to be liberated from its colonial agenda.

Avey occupies a dual role of colonizer and "colonized"

enslaved by the manacles of her bourgeois

because she

is

existence.

Avey

is

very much a

"

runagate "-- the title of

both a Robert Hayden poem emphasizing fugitive slaves'

agency and the section

in

the novel exposing Avey's mental

"slavery" and need to escape from her own personal entrap-

She becomes an allegorical

ment.

fugitive slave in escape

of cultural bondage who must find a sense of conscious re-

sistance to the dominant power structure, much like the fugitive
In

I

bo slaves.

this dream, Avey unwillingly confronts her rich an-

cestral past,

from which she is long detached.

ney, who has been long dead,
to the

Ibo Landing,

Here, Cu-

beckons Avey to accompany her

and a violent altercation ensues after

bourgeois Avey physically resists this urging.
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Cuney,

the

:

ancestor figure and representative of cultural

identity,

appears to urge Avey to continue this mission she was selected to execute.
to

"walk"

in a

Much to Cuney's chagrin, Avey intends

different direction, away from her mission

and what Cuney embodies.

Avey's concern in this dream stems not from her battling and disappointing her great-aunt, but from her "acting the nigger"

in

front of her white North White Plains

ne ighbors

Worse, among the black faces looking on
scandalized,
there could be seen the
Archers
with
their
blue-eyed,
towand
the Weinsteins.
headed children,
The only ones for blocks around who had
not sold and fled. [...] Could it be they
had stayed on in the hope of one day
being treated to a spectacle such as
this[...]

(45)

This passage underlines Avey's need to represent her-

self accordingly as to not further isolate her white
neighbors, especially because racism prevented many of the
former residents from remaining in the neighborhood once

she and other blacks relocated there.

Conscious that her

material possessions, economic aspirations, and "proper"

demeanor and etiquette could be completely eradicated

in

"white folks'" minds with one infraction, Avey has dili-

gently observed dominant group, middle-class codes of conduct.

Conversely, her black neighbors'
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reactions do not

plague her as much,

though she is cognizant that her one

infraction will have serious repercussions on the ways

in

which white neighbors perceive them all.
This passage also demonstrates Avey's displacement
amongst signifiers of both blackness and whiteness.

In

this dream, she attempts to erase herself from Cuney's vi-

sions and breaches her obligations to carry out this mission and disseminate information about black cultural resistance.

Conversely, she remains skeptical and somewhat

distrusting of her white neighbors, which cause her to
question their true intentions for watching this fight.
Her and Jay's struggling to achieve the American Dream had

been constantly met with racist discrimination, so Avey as-

sociates her white ne ighbors- -much like those employers who
let

their myopia prohibit them from hiring Jay--with op-

pressive forces intended to hinder black people from socio-

economic advancement and/or imply that blacks cannot ade-

quately handle their advancement.
Illustrative of the mental and physical voyages Avey
undertakes,

the dream is set

White Plains residents.

in

Tatem and includes North

She shares with these residents a

certain sensibility that accounts for her resistance to her

Tatem ancestry.

Having internalized elitist notions of
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:

.

wealth and beauty, Avey s remembers life
'

in

Tat em with dis

da in

What was wrong with [Cuney]?
Couldn't
she see she was no longer the chi Id in
scratchy wool stockings and ugly hightop shoes scrambl ing along at her side
over the wrecked fields?
No longer the
Avey (or Avatara as she insisted on
calling her) she had laid claim to for
a month each summer from the time she
was seven, (emphasis mine, 42)
instead of acknowledging Tatem's spiritual wealth,

Avey,

fails to look beyond the community's lack of material

wealth.

She has transformed from having a sense of self

instilled,

in part,

tured psyche

by Tatem's values,

to having a frac-

25

The reader immediately understands the meaning of the
dream,

though Avey, who awakens from

it

had actually been fighting, does not.

feeling as if she
Her physical discom-

fort parallels her mental unease caused by this dream.
is an

accumulation of the feelings of discomfort she

It

(at

this point, unconsciously) experiences over her fragmented

identity and internal battle with the resistant, conservative "Avey Johnson" to restore "Avey's"

cides to leave this cruise,

in part,

identity.

Avey de-

because of this dream.

For an extended discussion of Paule Marshall's characters
possessing a "fractured psyche," see Pettis' Toward Wholeness In
Paule Marshal 1 's Fiction.
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In

addition to this dream, two other important factors

contribute to Avey's abrupt decision to leave the cruise:
an upset stomach caused by a parfait and the ambiance of
the Versailles room,

both of which symbolize Avey's over-

consumption of bourgeois culture and "whiteness."
Avey has a chance to recover from her dream,

Before

the parfait-

related upset stomach exacerbates her physical discomfort.
As a rich, white, creamy dessert,

signifier for the overindulgence
nial,

bourgeois practices.

where the parfait
dulgence.

is

the parfait serves as a
in

dominant -group

Moreover,

the Versailles room,

is,

in

fact,

so formal that

its guests are required to dress accordingly:

Marshall

colo-

served, also epitomizes this overin-

The Versailles room

jackets and women

,

men in dinner

in gowns.

further associates the Versailles room with a

sense of colonial whiteness as she describes Avey's observing of her

"fellow diners":
As usual, even those who sat directly
facing her at the nearby tables somehow
gave the
impression of having their
backs turned to her and her companions.
It
had to do with the expression in
their
eyes,
which
seemed
to
pass
cleanly
through
them
whenever
they
glanced across, and even,
ironically,
with the quick strained smiles some of
them occasionally
flashed their way.
(47)
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Though Avey has trained herself to ignore her "reception,"
it

contributes to her feelings of uneasiness and displace-

ment.

Avey

is

both disconnected from her spirituality and

the majority of her middle-class neighbors and materially

comfortable, xenophobic travelers of Bianca Pride.
As a consequence of Avey's overindulgence, she impetu-

ously decides to leave the cruise.

Unconscious that her

departure would lead to a process of se

1

f

-

renewa

1

,

she

merely intends to return to her North White Plains residence and resume her bourgeois lifestyle.

However,

fate

causes Avey to miss the daily flight from Grenada (where
she leaves the cruise)

to New York.

Marshall

implicitly

equates a return to North White Plains with a return to
Babylon, not the "Promised Land"

in

which Avey thinks

instead,

in

the Eastern Caribbean,

checks into a lavish hotel

in

Grenada.

is.

She remains,

Nevertheless,

it

and
the

hotel where Avey remains becomes another signifier of

Avey's affluent lifestyle and cultural depletion, which she
later mourns.

Marshall's characterization of the hotel where Avey
to remain until

is

she catches her next flight further indi-

cates Avey's indulgence in bourgeois lifestyle and disconnect from blackness.

Her taxi driver braggingly informs

her that mostly white people stay in this hotel,
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a twenty-

floor building containing sleek veneered furniture,
rooms, and even abstract prints on its walls.

large

Avey has at
lifestyle

this point overindulged in this "white." affluent

These

and now feels empty and uneasy with this setting.

feelings make room available for Avey to mourn the death of
her marriage as well as her and Jay's literal and meta-

phor ic death.
As she mourns, Avey contemplates whether cultural

could have been avoided,

loss

rather than a consequence of her

and Jay's affluence:

Couldn't
they have done differently?
there
perhaps been another way?
Hadn't
Would it have been possible to have
[...]
That is, to have wrested,
done both?
as they had done over all those years,
the means needed to rescue them from
Halsey Street and to see the children
while preserving,
safeguardthrough,
ing,
treasuring those things that had
come down to them over the generations,
which had defined them in a particular
The most vivid, the most valuable
way.
part of themselvesl
They could have
done both [...]. (emphasis mine, 139)

Avey's contemplation marks another integral turning point
in the narrative.

As the title of this section,

"Sleeper's

Wake," denotes, Avey's questions reveal her awakening from
her slumber and evolving into a sense of awareness of her

and Jay's spiritual death.

In

emerging into this aware-

ness, Avey shouts "too much," symbolically presaging her
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.

,

physical and mental

release of these excesses that lead to

her detachment from her past.

Avey

,

"Sleeper's Wake" closes with

consumed and confined by her material affluence,

breaking free from some of the middle-class trappings that
led to her and Jay's death.

This extrication supplies a

space in which Avey can be healed.
In

the next section,

"Lave Tete," Avey "washes" her-

self from the spiritual decline she has experienced since
that fateful Tuesday night.

Disheveled from her mourning

and no longer resembling the reserved black woman with the
"Marian Anderson pose," Avey wanders around Grenada and has
an encounter with Lebert Joseph,

an out- islander

(a

person

from Carriacou who works in neighboring Grenada) whom Marshall characterizes as an ancestor figure and trickster who
is

connected to both the human and ancestor/spiritual

worlds.

This chance encounter with this out -islander leads

to her hea

1

i

ng

Marshall

first

introduces the out- islanders in "Runa-

gate" as Avey, awaiting a taxi to take her to the airport

and leave Grenada, sees them waiting on the wharf to travel
to what she

later

learns is their annual excursion in honor

of the African ancestors.

Foreshadowing the later sense of

community established between Avey and the out - s anders
i

1

they perceive her as one of them, much to sophisticated,
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American Avey's chagrin:

"There was a familiarity, almost

to their gestures of greeting and the unintel-

an intimacy,

ligible words [French Patois]

they called out which she be-

gan to find puzzling, and then even faintly irritating the
longer

went on"

it

(69).

As the above passage indicates,

Avey refuses to acknowledge this sense of connectedness
with them.

Though she perceives herself as different, es-

pecially

terms of her status a bourgeois, middle-class

in

this case of mistaken identity evi-

first -world subject,

dences Avey's cultural connection with them.
This perceived interconnected causes Joseph,
fellow out

-

is

1

anders

,

to ask Avey about her

like his

"nation," as-

suming that she, as a person from Carriacou, will travel
there and perform the nation-dance.

Joseph after informing him that she

Though disappointing
is

actually from the

United States- -where his grandchildren and great-

grandchildren have deserted his home to live--Avey feels
somewhat connected to him and the area and even surprises

herself as she tells him why she

is

in

Grenada:

The small part that was still her old
self [...] was astonished.
Could this be
Avey Johnson talking so freely?
It was
the place [...] as well as the bowed figure across the table
They were
[...]
drawing words from her,
forcing them
out one by one. (170)
.
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In

being the wise ancestor, Lebert Joseph, as the narrative

voice connotes,

realizes from Avey's story that she

is

in

need of healing and reconciliation with her ancestry and

convinces her to accompany him to Carriacou for the dedication to "Old Parents."

Joseph continues the job that Cuney

begins in Avey's dream.

Avey refuses Cuney s urging to ac'

company her to the Landing, but this uneasy feeling causes
her to question the ramifications of her material security.

This questioning supplies a space for Avey's healing and

acceptance of Joseph's invitation.
As previously mentioned, Marshall presents a paralleling portrayal of Cuney and Joseph.

They both serve as an-

cestor figures of their respective homes whose religion in-

volves an excursion to worship the ancestors, and they are
both instrumental

in

encouraging Avey to appreciate her an-

cestry and execute her mission.

elderly person who
and,
in

while she

is

is

Like Cuney, Joseph

is

an

described as somewhat androgynous;

the nurturing "mother figure" who fosters

Avey a strong sense of self (in which she must recon-

nect), he is the "father figure" who, although not nurturing Avey as does her great aunt,

assists Avey along her

journey and helps provide a space for her to heal.

With

these depictions of Cuney and Joseph, Marshall alludes to
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imbrications
tures

in

these transnational black American cul-

.

Marshall characterizes Lebert Joseph as an ancestor
and Legba. a trickster figure in West African and New World

black cosmology.

Legba functions

both the human and su-

in

pernatural worlds, walks with a limp because of his numer-

ous roles,
the common denominator being that he acts as
an
intermediary,
mediator
a
Legba's
[...].
limp [...] bridges high and low.
[He]
preover
sides
the
gateways,
intersections,
thresholds, wherever different realms or regions come into contact. 26

Joseph, as previously mentioned,

is

that

link between the

ancestors and Avey and the Carriacou community.

Joseph's

limped walk grants him navigation in both the human and su-

pernatural worlds and enables him to change appearance as
he functions in both worlds.
ing from an extremely old,

Avey perceives him as morph-

misshapen,

limp- legged man into

a person who appears much younger and swifter as he

switches to his good leg.
"Sleeper's Wake" opens with "Papa Legba. ouvri bar-

riere pou
(148),

'

["Father Legba, open the gates for me"]

mwe"

a chant French

26

Creole chant worshippers sing to the

Nathaniel Mackey,
30 (Winter 1987)
40.

"Sign,

Sentiment, and Symbol."

.
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Callaloo

deity

in

Vodun ceremonies.

He functions as a liaison be-

tween both worlds and gives humans the opportunity to com-

municate with the supernatural world.
izes that he

the sole intermediary,

is

Because Legba realhe often manipulates

his position and swindles humans in order to advance his
agenda.

Embodying Legba s characteristics, Joseph also
'

functions as a trickster.

He deceives a resistant Avey

about the smoothness of the boat ride so that she can es-

cort him on the excursion to the ceremony.

New World blacks perceive Legba as the intermediary

between their Western identities and their Africanness.

Tributes to the loa and Vodun ceremonies are viewed as a
place where New World blacks reconnect with their identity
that was displaced by slavery and removal

rican societies.
and spiritual

27

from various Af-

A delineation of the loa's historical

importance among them accentuates Legba

's

role as intermediary, which evinces his diasporic and

spiritual significance:

Legba s authority over mix and transition made him especially relevant to
transplantation
the
experience
of
slave
trade.
The
brought about by the
need to accommodate geographic and cultural difference placed a high premium
'

and

Laennec Hurbon, "Vodou: A Faith for Individual. Family
Community from Dieu Dans le Vaudou Haitien," Ca I la loo 15.

(1992)

,

792.
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.

on his mediatory skills.
He's thus the
most tenaciously retained of the orishas among New World Africans,
the
first to be invoked in vodoun ceremonies,
they
in
Haiti,
Brazil,
or
be
e sewhere
1

New World blacks'

28
.

forms of worship overlap with their cele-

bration of Legba and the intermediary role

which he per-

As the most "tenaciously retained" deity that

forms.

the gateway between both worlds,

various New World religions.

deity

in

in

he is very popular in

As such,

West African cosmology,

is

though an important

the worship of Legba in

New World territories evidence the ways this deity,

in hav-

ing New World characteristics that distinguish him from the

West African form of worship,

is a

transnational black

Ame r can phenomenon
i

Embodying Legba

's

characteristics, Leber t Joseph

is

the liaison between the "ancestors" and Avey and the Carri-

acou islanders, and between Avey's displaced and black culidentities.

tural

ceremonies

in

As such, he is the central

figure in the

honor of the ancestors- -which loosely resem-

bles a Vodun ceremony.

Joseph bridges the gap and,

in par-

ticular, establishes a connection between transnational

black American cultures that epitomize his significance be-

yond a general diasporic one.
28

Mac key. 40.
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convincing Avey to take the boat ride, Joseph know-

In

ingly persuades her to embark on a journey to recover her
identity.

Part of this journey includes Avey s purging
'

away and excreting all remnants of the lifestyle that
causes this displacement, becoming cleansed from her past
"offenses" against the ancestor, and being reborn into a

woman reconnected with her black cultural
fact,

Marshall names the ship Emmanuel

resurrected from the dead,

C,

identity.

In

or Christ, who is

to signify Avey s metaphoric
'

resurrection from her slumber and awakening into consciousness.

Avey even recalls an Easter Sunday sermon on the

ride.

Part of this resurrection includes Avey's expelling

Becoming seasick on the rickety

of fluids from her body.

boat ride, she begins vomiting a "mass" of "rich, undi-

gestible food"
tion,

(207);

yet,

"with the sudden shift

in direc-

the bloated mass that couldn't be- -whatever was left

of it- -was being propelled down also.

Down past her navel.

Down through the maze of her intestines.
bowel."

Avey's overconsumpt ion

,

Down into her

symbolized by the mass of

rich and indigestible food, has led to her disavowal of her

cultural

identity; and,

her violent purging permits her to

release this overindulgence in bourgeois lifestyle and re-

connect with her ancestry.
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The bumpy ride on the Emmanuel

C,

as Marshall nar-

functions as Avey's Middle Passage:

rates,

She was alone in the deckhouse.
That
much she was certain of.
Yet she had
the impression as her mind flickered on
briefly of other bodies lying crowded
in with her
in the hot,
airless dark.
lay packed
A multitude
it
felt
like
around her in the filth and stench of
themselves, just as she was.
Their
moans,
rising and falling with each
plunge
of
the
schooner,
rise
and
enlarged upon the one filling her head.
Their suf fer ing- - the depth of it, the
weight of it in the cramped space- -made
hers of no consequence. (209)

The intense passage alludes to Avey's solidarity with dias-

poric blacks

in

the struggle to maintain their

While she visualizes images of Africans suffer-

autonomy.

ing because of their removal

roles as slaves,
sage;

identity and

from their homes and future

the Emmanuel C is her reverse Middle Pas-

she journeys deeper into blackness and grows more

distant from her bourgeois middle-class existence.

Thus,

Marshall switches the location of the Promised Land for

Avey from suburban New York to Carriacou, where Avey
1

i

berated

is

29
.

The next phase of Avey's healing involves a muchneeded cleaning from her dirty, soiled self.

Avey has ex-

tricated herself of her bourgeois entrapment and can now be
29

Busia. 207.
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•

.

Rosalie Parvay, Lebert Joseph's daughter, and her

reborn.

young maid restore Avey to health.
tub in which the women bathe her,

As Avey observes the

she notes the similari-

ties between this tub and the tub "out

house"

in

in

back of the

Tatem:

had been her bathtub during those
While her great-aunt
August visits.
administered
weekly
rigorously
the
scrubbing, she would sit drawn up in
the
tub,
picking
the
patches
of
sunlight from the live oak tree overhead off her knees and blowing them
like soap bubbles of thistledown into
It

the air.

(221)

With her memories of Tatem's similarities with Carriacou,
Avey establishes a bond between herself and out

-

is

landers

Both the weekly scrubbing and Avey's bathing can be read as

ritualistic processes involving both a physical and spiritual

cleansing.

Marshall attaches sensual

imagery to Avey's cleansing.

Rosalie Parvay washes every crevice of Avey's body and
the process,

"oils" and "kneads"

In so doing,

it.

stores Avey's connection to her body:

"Until

it

in

re-

finally under

the vigorous kneading and pummeling, Avey Johnson became

aware of a faint stinging that happens
fallen asleep once it's roused
and metaphorical

sexua

1

i

[..;]"

in a

(223).

limb--her black cultural

ty- -awakens

limb that's

This physical
identity and

from its physical and allegorical slum-
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ber

The culmination of this bathing proves orgasmic for

.

Avey. whose '"tendons, nerves and muscles which strung her

together had been struck a powerful chord, and the rever-

beration could be heard
body"

in

the remotest corners of her

She is now in touch with her "internal knowl-

(224).

edge" and sensuality.

There

is a

homoerotic component to Avey's reconnect ion

with her sexuality that challenges heterosex st
i

bic,

.

homopho-

and patriarchal suppressions of the erotic.

Joseph

is

the ancestral

figure,

it

is

Though

his daughter who

prompts Avey's cathartic release and assists in restoring
her to her sensuality.

The erotic is

an
internal sense of satisfaction to
which, once we have experienced it, we
know we can aspire.
For having experienced the fullness of this depth of
in
feeling and recognizing its power,
honor and self-respect we can require
no less of ourselves. 30

The cleansing,

then,

signifies (in part)

the connection and

unity between these women that facilitates the return of

Avey's transcendent sensuality and spirituality.
Now in spiritual control and in touch with her body,

Avey engages

in

practices she has repressed since the fate-

Audre Lorde. "Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power" in
Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches by Audre Lorde (1984. Freedom: Crossing. 2001). 54.
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ful

night at Halsey Street.

section of the novel,

in

In

"Beg Pardon,"

which Avey

is

the final

cleansed and "fully

healed," Avey participates in the nation dance in honor of

Before the dance, Avey witnesses the "Beg

the ancestors.

Pardon," a ceremony comparable to a Vodun ritual.

In

part of the celebration, with Lebert Joseph/Legba at

this

its

center, people seek forgiveness for sins committed against
their ancestors.
Avey,

for an

Consequently, during the Beg Pardon,

instant,

almost perceives a figure in the dis-

tance as her great-aunt Cuney.

This should not be dis-

missed as mere hallucination: by repressing and disavowing
her cultural

identity,

against her ancestor.

with

it

Avey has committed a grave offense
In so doing,

she must seek expiation

and Cuney before traversing deeper into her heri-

tage, which is represented by the festivities.

Marshall renders Avey's participation in the ceremo-

nies as the completion of her healing process.

Rather than

sit quietly and witness the "fete." Avey "catches the

spirit" and performs the creolized dances just as well as
actual Carriacou islanders, much to their astonishment.

The "Carriacou Tramp" very much resembles the Ring Shout,

which she observes as a young girl
to participate.

ades, made

it

Now,

across"

,

but was not old enough

she has "finally after all these dec(248).

This passage emphasizes the
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diasporic connections between the two dances- -a though the
1

Ring Shout
that wasn

is

labeled as more of a shuffle and a "dance

"

that trigger

t
'

- -

in

Avey a sense of familiarity

and comfortableness with both.

Avey even perceives Carri-

acou islanders as "one and the same with people in Tatem"
(250).

This dancing

is

the last step in Avey's healing

process, and she is now reborn and "resurrected"

into the

religion of her ancestry.

Avey's reunion with her body serves as a prerequisite
for her participation in the dances.

Now reconnected with

her sensuality and spirituality, Avey dances "suddenly with
a vigor and passion she hadn't

felt

in

years, and with

something of the stylishness and sass she had once been
known for"
well as,

(249)

.

Avey performs the Carricaou Tramp as

better than, Carriacou natives, which dem-

if not

onstrates that she now has an intimate relationship with
her body and ancestors as they do.

She eclipses the is-

landers, who pay her respects:

To her utter bewilderment others in the
crowd of aged dancers, taking their cue
from
Leber t Joseph] also, began doing
the same.
One after another of the men
and women trudging past, who were her
senior by years, would pause as they
reached her and. turning briefly in her
direction, tender her the deep, almost
reverential bow.
Then, singing, they
would continue on their way. (250-251)
[
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.

As this passage indicates, Avey becomes the ancestor; she

becomes the figure who

cestry that she

is

is

so closely connected to her an-

regarded with honor amongst the commu-

African American Avey serves as an ancestor to the

nity.

Carriacou islanders, which brings to attention the cultura
dialogues and exchanges operating in transnational black

American cultures.
Just

like Cuney and Joseph,

Avey now "gain connais-

sance," or possesses an intimate knowledge of her ancestry
and acknowledges the mission she is to fulfill.

sessing connaissance

,

Avey can now read the

narrative of resistance,

scientific terms.

I

Now pos-

bo myth as a

rather than merely dismiss

it

on

She can understand the meaning of her

dream and accept Cuney

's

urging to fulfill

this mission.

Once again, she is "Avey, short for Avatara"

(251);

Avey

now embodies Avatara, Cuney. and Joseph's mission as ances
tors who spread the "gospel" of their heritage to their

commun

i

t

i

es

Praisesong closes with Avey,
sion,

in

fulfilling her mis-

deciding to either return to New York to spread her

message of the excursion and Halsey Street, or sell the
house in White Plains to rebuild the house she inherited
from Cuney in Tatem, where she would live once she retired

Now the ancestor, she plans to insist that her two grand-
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sons, especially her younger one- -who might possibly be her

With community-

successor- -spend their summers with her.

oriented Marion"s help, she plans to establish a summer
camp in Tatem.

There, she would take her grandsons and

others to the Landing, where she would tell recite the
mythical tale of the
It

is,

I

bo escape.

once again,

imperative to reiterate that Mar-

shall complicates notions of home beyond the rural South.

She not only depicts Avey's healing in the Caribbean, where
the culture and customs very much parallel

the ones in the

rural South and therefore functions as a surrogate home,
but she also limns home

in

the rural South and urban North.

Avey intends to preach the sermon about experiences
rural Tatem and urban Halsey Street,

in

both

proving that the urban

North is more than a spiritually desolate environment replete with displaced individuals.

Though Marshall depicts the tensions middle-class African Americans encounter once they achieve the American
Dream, she does not merely equate middle-class status with
a

loss of black cultural

identity.

Instead, she investi-

gates loss of identity and spiritual death as possible con-

sequences for African Americans who are
the Dream and all

it

in

blind pursuit of

entai Is- -such as a bourgeois lifestyle

and overconsumpt ion of Euro-American culture that have been
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represented

in her

novel as antithetical

black sense of self.

to maintaining the

By the novel's end, Avey has not re-

signed her middle-class status, and will presumably remain

materially comfortable.

She instead severs ties with the

bourgeois trappings that have accompanied her status.
is

no longer

Avey

invested in her white North White Plains

neighbors' perception of her; and, she may possibly sell

Avey indeed plans to fin-

the house and relocate to Tatem.
ish her mission by "giving back"

to the community and at-

tempting to foster a transcendent communal spirit
as Cuney had done.

Yet,

them

in

Marshall purposely does not rid

Avey of her material possessions or have Avey resign from
her job as supervisor for the State Motor Vehicle Depart-

ment because of Marshall's refusal

to simply equate a mid-

dle-class identity with a complete erasure of black culMarshall, via Avey, answers the question Avey poses

ture.

as she reflects on her and Jay's spiritual death;

Avey can

indeed "have both."

In

cultural

this novel,

there is a serious emphasis on black

identity and ancestry and the consequences of de-

viating from them that can be reduced to an essent a
i

1

i

zed

blackness that polarizes traditional black culture and modern American culture.

It

is

imperative,
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then,

to read the

novel within the its proper historical,

literary, and so-

ciopolitical contexts- -especial ly as a text

with black nat ional ist

-

in

dialogue

influenced Black Arts/Aesthest ics

principles concerning the preservation of black culture and
cultural

identities.

multi faceted novel

Furthermore, Praisesong

that plays an exceptional

is a

complex,

role in ob-

scuring cultural and national barriers, and even traversing
beyond "diaspora novel."
t

ional

is

It

the exemplary intersec-

text that quintessent ial ly illuminates the overlap-

ping and symbiotic relationship among transnational black

women's culture and literature.

1

10

.

CHAPTER III
(EN)

GENDERED BY HOME: EDWIDGE DANTICAT'S BREATH, EYES,
MEMORY km THE SOCIOSEXUAL MARGINALIZATION OF
HAITIAN/AMERICAN WOMEN

[U]nder
the
Duval ierist
regime,
women
emerged as a specific category subject to
surveillance,
discipline and punishment.
Yet, their narratives of sexual violations
were rendered invisible as the state exercised
its
power
to
obscure violations
against women by dismissing their testimonies as nonsensical or inconsequential to
the political life of Haitian society.

— Donette
What

is

A Francis

1

the
legacy of the daughters of
What do we all have left to rethe daughters of Haiti?

Anacaona?
member,
[-.]

Watching the news reports, it is often
hard to tell whether there are real living
and breathing women in conf ict -str icken
places like Haiti. The evening news broadcasts only allow us a brief glimpse of
presidential coups, rejected boat people,
and sabotaged elections. The women's stories never manage to make the front page.
However they do exist.
1

— Edwidge

Danticat

2

Donette A. Francis. ""Silences Too Horrific to Disturb'":
Writing Sexual Histories in Edwidge Danticat s Breath. Eyes. Memory," Research in African Literatures 35.2 (Summer 2004): 79.
The gender politics during the Duval ier regime helped shape
current-day gender pol t ics- - including and especially the status
of women- -in Ha t
1

'

i

i

i

2

Edwidge Danticat, "We Are Ugly, but We Are Here," The Caribbean Writer 10 (1996): 137-141.
Anacaona was a native Haitian- -a Taino Indian queen- -who
fought and defended her territory and rights when Columbus arrived and attempted to make slaves out of Haiti's Native American
population. Unfortunately, she was raped and murdered by Columbus' people.
The larger implications of the story of Anacaona
are that she is sexually abused and silenced: and she sets a sym-

1

1

1

-

.

Haitian women's accounts of subjugation have been
largely suppressed as Haiti's efforts to (re)build the

country and maintain sovereignty

in

ership and western (neo) colonial

intervention have taken

spite of corrupt lead-

precedence over, at points sanctioned, women's marginal izatioiK 3

As a response,

Haitian women activists have emerged

to disclose and challenge these

issues while also providing

a voice to these "silenced" women.
ist and

Haitian American activ-

fiction writer Edwidge Danticat provides a literary

means to expose Haitian women's subjugation

in

her novel

bolic precedent
for
the future
female occupants of
including the fictional characters in Danti cat's novel
Eyes. Memory.

Haiti--"
Breath.

3

For more detailed discussions of the effects of Haiti's
gender politics on women and girls, see Mary M. B. Racine's Like
the Dew that Waters the Grass, with Cathy Ogle
(Washington,
D.C.:EPICA. 1999) and Beverly Bell's Walking on Fire: Haitian
Women's Stories of Survival and Resistance (Ithaca: Cornell UP,
2001)

For examples, as Racine and Bell assert, because of their
gender, women gained the right to vote as late as 1950. but could
not truly exercise that right until 1990: married women were legally considered minors until 1979; women's husbands are permitted, by law, to kill them if they commit adultery: women have
been victims of state -sponsored violence- -such as rape: and, furthermore, perpetrators of crimes against Haitian women remain unpunished because- -besides certain crimes being state-sponsoredHaitian laws make rape difficult, if not impossible, to penalize.
Furthermore. Haitian women have historically been subjugated economically and sociosexual ly by both Westerners and the
nation-state itself.
Westerners, especially American troops stationed in Haiti under the guise of curtailing political unrest
and promoting political stability, have not only economically exploited Haitians, but also raped (and. at times, impregnated)
Haitian women; and. Haitians have promoted a particularly patriarchal nationalist agenda that not only ignores crimes against
women, but at times sanctions them.

1

12

Breath, Eyes, Memory (1994), which delineates how patriarchal and gendered practices in Haiti marginalize girls and

women.

In particular,

these gendered practices tend to

disproportionately affect those from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds, such as the Caco women,

Danticat's novel.
space that

is a

Haiti,

in

the protagonists of

this text,

is a

complex home-

location of rich, spiritually nurturing

culture, as well as of socioeconomic, political, and gender

oppression.

Yet,

because Martine and daughter Sophie Caco

migrate to the United States, where they retain certain
practices from Haiti, home for them

is not

only Haiti, but

also the United States.

This chapter examines the ways these multiple homes
serve as sites of sexual violation for Martine and Sophie.

Though Martine is able to improve her socioeconomic standing in Brooklyn,
ual

she does not transcend nor escape the sex-

abuse --rape and virginity testing- -she has experienced

in Haiti.

In

Brooklyn, Martine passes the legacy to Sophie

as she tests Sophie's virginity;

and,

the testing,

in

turn,

leads Sophie to sexually violate herself as a means of ex-

trication from this dehumanizing practice.

The cycle also

follows Sophie to Rhode Island, where she and husband Jo-

seph move once they are married, as she feels sexually violated whenever she and Joseph are sexually intimate.

113

Fur-

.

.

thermore.

the politics of class are also heavily interwoven

with Mar tine's and Sophie's sexual abuse:

the Caco women

are tested in part to preserve their virginity for their

possible marriage into a higher socioeconomic stratum, and
Martine

is

raped in the cane fields, where she works

(though she is not working there during the time of her
rape)

As she renders the experiences of Martine and Sophie
in

the United States and complicates national boundaries,

Danticat also underscores an important relationship between
the Haitian American characters and African Americans, al-

though this relationship does not take center stage in this
novel.

Martine and Sophie have a relationship with African

Americans, be

it

customs and/or people that occasionally

alleviates them from their sociosexual marginal izat ion
Also, very importantly,

this relationship, and the transna-

tional black American cultural exchanges

it

entails, helps

shape Sophie's identity and development of a stronger sense
of self.

However, because Martine, and later Sophie, has

not healed from her sexual abuse,

these interactions also

further intensify the trauma experienced as a result of
sexual abuse.

1

14

-

Sanct ioned by the State: Haiti and the Politics of

Gendered Sexual i ty

and Color

Class,

,

While paying attention to its rich cultural ancestry,
Danticat also depicts Haiti

— the

location of Martine's

original home — as a class -conscious

cally plagued country with

,

patriarchal, politi-

caste and color system in-

a

tended to keep the masses of poor black women in a perpetual substandard position.
is

the location where Martine

is

It

subjected to state-sanctioned rape,

virginity testing, and marg na
i

color.

The novel

is set

1

i

family-sanctioned

zat on based on class and
i

during the reign of the Duval iers

(1957-1986), a father-son regime that punished dissenters

by torturing and murdering them.

dictatorship,

the elder pres ident

-

In order

to enforce his

for

Francois "Papa

-

1

i

fe

Doc" Duval ier created the Tonton Macoutes to instill

terror

amongst the population and capture or assassinate those who

Unlike Haiti's previous na-

openly castigated his rule.

tionalist-influenced government politics, which afforded
women protection under the law as "political

innocents,"

the Duval ier regime also subjected them to torture and vio-

lence largely through these officers.

As such, women who

were related to dissenters or voiced dissent themselves
over the regime were also subjected to gendered and sexual
ized violence by the Macoutes

,
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including rape.

.

The Duval ier regime,

subverted previous gender

then,

politics concerning women and their protection under the
state.

Women were, during the dictatorship, subjected to

the same treatment,

parts.

if not

worse, as their male counter-

As Haitian anthropologist Michel -Rolph Trouillot

asserts

violence
eliminated
the
until
then,
gender distinction that,
had ensured preferential treatment for
women.
Under the Duval iers, women were
sometimes treated the same as men, ofMany women were attacked
ten worse.
because a husband or male relative was
out of reach-- in exile or in a foreign
embassy.
The Duval ierist preference
"conquest" of females
for
the sexual
associated with the political opposition,
from tor ture- - rape to acquaintto
marriage,
infused
the
ance- -rape
pol t icizat ion of gender with violence.
Womanhood, which had traditionally afprotection
forded
partial
from
the
state, now became a disadvantage. 4
Duval ierist

i

Trouil lot's passage raises critical
the status of women in Haiti.

ways

in

Firstly,

issues concerning
it

exemplifies the

which sexism has permeated Haiti's laws and poliWomen were protected under the law because of patri

tics.

archally nationalist politics that had deemed them as de-

4

Michel -Rolph Trouillot. "State Against Nation" in Haiti,
State Against Nation: The Origins and Legacy of Duval ier ism (New
York: Monthly Review. 1990). 167.

1

16

.

.

pendents and political

innocents.

mer protection by the state,

5

then,

Implicit
is

in

women's for-

their inferiority,

which had previously rendered them incapable of being sub-

jected to the same forms of punishment as men.

Though

women's protection no longer exists, various tenets of sexism and patriarchy undergirding these former state politics

concerning them very much remain in existence.
Secondly, and also very importantly,

it

exposes state-

sanctioned sexual zed violence against women and control of
i

women's sexuality as means to assert state power and
squelch internal opposition to the regime.

Haitian women

have been symbolic indicators of the state; yet, as Anne

McClintock observes,

they have also been excluded from pos-

sessing any national agency.

6

The state has exercised con-

and possession over women's sexuality,

trol

women themselves.

rather than

These women have been "subsumed symboli-

cally into the national body politic as its boundary and
5

In fact, the state perceived women in the same vein as
children and the elderly.
For a detailed discussion of Haiti's
gender politics, see Carol le Charles' "Gender and Politics in
Contemporary Haiti: The Duval ierist State, Transnat ional ism and
the Emergence of a New Feminism (1980-1990)," Feminist Studies
135- 164
21 .2 (Spring 1994)
,

:

6

Anne McClintock. "No Longer in a Future Heaven: Nationalism, Gender and Race" in Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New York: Routledge, 1995), 354.
McClintock discusses women generally in relation to nationalism,
apply it to Haitian women
but because of its applicability,
spec f ical ly
1

i
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metaphor

.

limit"

ic

to sexual

7
;

and.

therefore,

they have been subjected

violation sanctioned by the state.

Haiti's internal political turmoil

As such

lends to its failure to

adhere to nationalist politics concerning the protection of

women--these "markers" of national boundaries.

Further-

the Duval ier regime's treatment of women also signi-

more,

fies the paradoxical nature of nationalism: women are af-

forded protection under nationalism's patriarchal
and,

tenets;

patriarchy largely causes women's victimization and

marginal izat ion

Because these violations against women are statesanctioned,

reporting them would have adverse effects on

A woman who would report sexual and other crimes

women.

against her and family members faced the risk of being terrorized,

perhaps murdered, as they were perceived as ex-

pressing discontentment with or protesting the government.
Women,

then,

8

have not only been unprotected by the state,

but would have also been possibly subjected to further

politicized and sexual zed violence by exposing their vioi

lat ions

7

Ibid.

8

Beverly Bell, "Resistance in Survival" in Walking on Fire:
Haitian Women's Stories of Survival and Resistance (Ithaca: Cornel

1

UP.

2001)

.

33-34.

1
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It

would have also been difficult for women to be af-

forded protection from rape because
it,

it

has not been, nor is

a recognizable or clearly defined crime

in Haiti --

regardless of whether or not the alleged rapist
ernment officer.

In order

is a gov-

for a rape to be proven,

in

medical certificates from state hospi tals- -which have

fact,

deplorable cond

i

t

ions- -must be obtained,

victims of rape must be virgins.

9

and women who are

In other words,

rape is

impossible to prove, which therefore further illustrates
the devaluing of women's bodies.

While the Duval ier government had sanctioned sexual
ized and gendered violence against women,

-

and the state

never provided women with protection against sexual ized
violence, some Haitian families also engaged in practices
that sexually violated girls and women.

These families,

serve as representations of national politics and,

then,

therefore, as a microcosm for larger Haitian society.

Dan-

ticat explores these practices though female virginity
tests,

particularly of Martine and Sophie.

Virginity

tests, which have been conducted by families in order to

ensure their family honor, provide a seemingly viable means

s

Jenann, Haitian feminist activist, as told to Marie M. B.
Racine, in "Political Empowerment and Feminism," in Like the Dew
that Waters the Grass, 141.

1

19

for women and families to advance socioeconomical ly through

marriage.
tal,

In the novel,

then,

virginity

is

seen as capi-

especially for families who have limited options for

socioeconomic mobi

1

i

ty-

-

thereby illustrating the intercon-

necting politics of gender, sexuality, and class.
Haitian women, particularly those who are poor and

working-class, often define their bodies as a resource that
can reap financial benefits.

10

These women,

in

viewing mar-

riage and/or conjugal union as the only possible tangible

avenue

in

which they could attain a higher socioeco-

nomic/class standing, utilize their sexuality as an "instrument of labor" that can reap beneficial results,

cluding acquiring land.
that results

in

in-

Furthermore, a sexual encounter

childbearing "may also lead to a more sta-

ble mating relation and may bring change in the position of

10

See Carol le Charles' "Popular Imageries of Gender and
Sexuality: Poor and Work ing-C lass Haitian Women's Discourses on
the Use of Their Bodies," The Culture of Gender and Sexuality in
(Gainesville: UP of Florida,
the Caribbean, ed. Linden Lewis
2003), 170.
Charles' observation of these women forms the basis of her
argument concerning women's use of their sexuality for material
allowing them to give new use to their bodies and emphasize their
would argue, their use of
redefining of their sexuality.
Yet,
sexuality could also be interpreted as the lesser of oppressive
"evils." particularly since they are presented with no other alternative to improve their socioeconomic standing and often find
Furtherengaging in sexual activity a duty they must perform.
more, as is the case with Sophie's family, families often control
the sexuality of young girls--and even, at times, resort to drastic measures- - for possible economic gain.
I

120
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.

the woman within the household.

Because marriage pro-

vides a viable "opportunity" to advance one's status, many
families perceive female sexua
--as a financial asset.

1

Thus,

i

ty- -par t cu ar ly virginity
1

i

these families place an em-

phasis on female virginity; and,

this creates an environ-

ment for certain practices, such as virginity testing,
that,

in

female sexuality,

actuality, control

repress fe-

male sexual autonomy, and further contribute to the patri12

archal climate operating in Haiti.

By uncovering virginity testing, Dancticat alludes to
the stories of those who suffer from this global practice-a practice that

dered,

is

dehumanizing.

13

These tests are gen-

disproportionately affecting girls and women, and

are familial and, at times, communal events that are met
11

Ibid.

,

177.

12

Because of the lack of scholarship on this matter, testwould still argue
Yet,
ing has not been documented in Haiti.
that it most likely is occurring there, as it is in other places.
I

Furthermore, though it may possibly occur in Haiti, Haitians are
not a monolithic people--and, therefore, not every Haitian family
practices testing.
13

Virginity testing is not specific to Haiti, but, accordPolicy and Advocacy, has taken various forms in places
See "Virsuch as China, Italy, Jamaica, Turkey, and Zimbabwe.
Increasing Health Risks and Violating Human
ginity Testing:
Policy and Advocacy (SepRights in the Name of HI V-Protect ion
tember) 2004 ht tp //www s iecus org/pol icy/PUpdates/pdateOl 27 .html
Policy and Advocacy is a subsidiary of SIECUS--the Sexual
itv and Information Education Council of the United States, an
organization devoted to sexuality education and fighting and
eradicating discrimination based on age, gender, and sexual oriing

to

"

,

,

:

.

.

entat ion
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with either rewards or ramifications for their subjects/objects.

For

instance, girls as young as seven years

old have been subjected to these tests; and.

in

some loca-

tions, girls are rewarded for passing these tests.

and young women

in

14

Girls

question lack sexual agency and control

over their own sexuality, which appears to be communal

and/or familial

"property."

Moreover,

the fact that pre-

pubescent female children are also subjected to these tests
and are.

in

some communities, publicly rewarded for "pass-

ing" --and some of these "testees" are very young children,

who,

for the most part, would not voluntarily engage

sexual act ivi

t

ies- -evidences the extent

in

to which female

virginity serves as a marker of not only communal and familial honor, but national honor, as well.

As a result,

these females of various ages suffer from an androcentri-

cally nationalist gendered practice that

is

enforced by

their culture, communities, and/or family--all of which,

in

this instance, serve as representations of "nation."

Though a patriarchal practice that disproportionately
affects girls and young women, and these testees often feel

violated by these tests,

the testers are not always men.

Many mothers, as Danticat's novel presents,

14

Ibid.
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test their

daughters.

As a marker of honor, many mothers remain in-

sistent on their daughters' virginity;

it

might possibly

grant these daughters an opportunity for socioeconomic ad-

vancement not readily available to them.

These families

lack status in terms of socioeconomics and education,

still possess

it

in

terms of an "untarnished"

family repu-

"deflowered" young daughters leave

Conversely,

tation.

little room for this advancement,

and they and their fami-

lies are often held in contempt by the community.

as Martine's mother

but

And so,

mothers test their daugh-

Ife states,

ters because "'if your child is disgraced, you are dis"

graced

'

15

.

As sexuality is seen as a means of capital, Haitian

women, as previously asserted,

test their daughters in

large part because of the socioeconomic benefits of virgin-

Virginity testing,

ity.

politics of class, which
color.

For instance,

then,
is

also alludes to Haiti's

also somewhat

linked with skin

although changing with time, Haiti

has been historically notorious for maintaining an unequal

society divided according to socioeconomic status and
color;

and,

opportunities for those who are from a lower

15

Edwidge Danticat, Breath. Eyes, Memory (1994: New York.
Vintage, 1994), 156.
All subsequent passages from the novel will
be c ted in text
i

.
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socioeconomic background to improve their status had been
limited.

Modern-day Haiti

bourgeoisie and middle class

*s

are comprised of not only the

1

ght -sk nned elite that have
i

i

historically maintained prominence

in

the country,

but Hai-

tians of all complexions who have also been able to reap
the benefits of material comfort and,

representation.

16

(It

light-skinned Haitian

is
is a

at

times, political

important to note that not every

member of the elite, nor

every darker -ski nned Haitian part of the masses.)

is

These

economically secure Haitians, however, are, arguably,
scarce, and, by no means,

represent the masses of Haitians

--who are either poor or working-class.

Martine

is a

bility is limited.

member of the masses whose access to moShe is neither a member of the tradi-

tional elite, nor of the burgeoning middle class.

Instead,

she is from the lower socieconomic bracket and performs
tasks reflective of her status: she works in the cane

fields and, after her rape, as a res tavek- -which

16

,

literally

For scholarship on color politics, see Charles' "Popular
Imageries of Gender and Sexuality: Poor and Working-Class Haitian
Women's Discourses on the Use of Their Bodies": Alex Dupuy's
Haiti in the World Economy: Class, Race, and Undevelopment Since
1700 (Boulder: Westview. 1989); Trouil lot's "Culture. Color, and
Politics" in Haiti, State Against Nation: The Origins and Legacy
of Duval ierism, 109-136: and Flore Zephir's "Preemigrat ion Experience of Haitian Immigrants" in Haitian Immigrants in Black
America: A Sociological and Sociol inguist ic Portrait (Westport:
Bergin & Garvey. 1996). 25-41.
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meaning "stay with"

in

Haitian Creole,

rural Haitian child/teenager,
is sent

to

1

where she

'

usually a poor,

most oftentimes a girl, who

live with and labor for an economically stable

person or family in a more urbanized,
ronment.

is

Martine's employment
is

raped,

in

industrialized envi(sugar)cane fields,

the

emblematizes her victimization by

Haiti's internal economic politics as well as the larger
global political economy that marginalizes women socially,

politically, and sexually.

Sugar was Haiti's major cash

crop during slavery and remained an important
port post emancipation.

ex-

The country remains dependent on a

certain amount of foreign capital
nance,

(global)

for

its economic suste-

and has often been exploited in terms of economics

and resources by the other countries.

Martine,

then,

is a

global worker who performs grueling labor in a destitute

country that

is

in

need of foreign assistance.

Martine is raped in the cane fields, she

is

Because

also victimized

by the global political economy's lack of protection of

women workers and, symbolically, sanctioning of women's
sexual marginal izat ion

17

autobiographical and detailed discussion of exrestavek, see Jean-Robert Cadet's Restavec: From
Haitian Slave Child to Middle-Class American (Austin: U of Texas
For an
periences as a
P,

1998).
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Unlike working in the cane fields, employment as a

restavek

is

more of a local occurrence.

with these families,

In

order to live

the young workers must perform various

tasks for them, and are at times subjected to unfriendly

atmospheres and poor treatment.

Though not all children

who work as restaveks are treated harshly and subjected to
harsh punishment,

restaveks generally are often compared to

slaves, while the hosts are generally equated with slaveowners:
hosts;

the child laborers are basically owned by their

they often perform the most grueling of tasks;

they

are not paid or are severely underpaid for their services;
they must often greet all the members of the hosting family-

-

regard less of age--by the appropriate gender-specific

titles; and. when these children have harsh employers,

they

are very much abused to the point where they are at times

beaten to death.

18

While Martine

harshly as a restavek and

is

is

apparently not treated

even supported by her employ-

ers in her endeavors to "transcend" her rape,. her employment signifies her lower socioeconomic standing in Haiti.

18

The National Coalition for Haitian Rights have developed
and implemented strategies to raise awareness about the restavek
system, especially the harsh reality of these child workers, to
an international audience.
See ht tp //www nchr org/hrp/restavek/overview htm
:

.

.

.
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site

politics operate

these various

As

sociosexual

of

marginal izat ion

result,

violation reside

serve her

"chastity"

this practice

is

form of sexual
in Haiti:

she

of

her

in

her

a

is

who

is

both of which are

socioeconomic

lower

Martine's earliest

instance,

For
ual

part,

in

it

Martine,

for

subjected to rape and virginity testing,
a

Haiti,

in

standing.

encounters with sociosex-

testing,

which

is

done to pre-

and provide her with a husband.

Yet,

voided once Martine falls prey to another

violation she experiences as an adolescent
is

raped

(allegedly by a Macoute officer)

becomes pregnant as a result of

and

it.

Martine's rape illustrates the interrelatedness of the
politics of gender and sexuality.

Danticat explores the

government, via the Tonton Macoutes, committing violent
acts against and controlling women's bodies:
coutes]

entered a house,

"When

[the Ma-

they asked to be fed, demanded the

woman of the house, and forced her into her own bedroom.
Then all you heard was screams until
turn"

(139).

it

was her daughter's

The state exploits women's bodies and leaves

them with little agency or control over them.

Furthermore,

women themselves who voiced dissent over the Duval ier regime and/or the gender politics that had marginalized them
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had also been

"punished" by sexual violence; yet.

ual violence continued beyond the Duval iers and

sent-day Haiti.

this sex-

into pre-

As a result, women suffer disproportion-

ately from patriarchal and government -sane t ioned practices
that devalue them and their bodies.

Because of the alleged status of Martine's rapist,
crime goes unpunished.

In

fact,

the

Martine would not have been

able to report her rape because the state does not recognize

it

as a crime.

Martine, as a result, must

live not

only as a victim of state -sponsored sexual violence, but
with the thought of her attacker freely traversing through
Haiti and possibly raping her again with no consequence.
In a

society where sexuality

is

intrinsically gendered

this rape also has another damaging

and related to class,

repercussion for Mar t ne- -bes ides violating her and having
i

her relive the memory through various unhealthy avenues:

it

"disqualifies" her from potentially improving her socioeconomic status through marriage, as men insisted on female
virginity.

Martine no longer adheres to Haitian national-

ist-influenced ideals of womanhood concerning respectabili

ty and vi rgini ty

Part of Martine's previous compliance with society's

upholding of these mores includes her passing virginity
tests that were conducted by her mother,

128

Ife,

to help se-

cure her prospects for marriage and possible advancement of

her--and her family's — socioeconomic standing, as well as
maintain her family's honor.

Martine explains to Sophie

the dehumanizing and violating nature of the tests that she

and sister Atie had undergone as adolescents:
"When
was a girl, my mother used to
test us to see if we were virgins.
She
would put her finger in our very private parts and see if it would go inYour Tante Atie hated it.
She
side.
used to scream
ike a pig in a slaughterhouse.
The
way my
mother
was
raised, a mother is supposed to do that
to her daughter until the daughter is
married.
It
is her responsibility to
keep her pure." (60-61)
I

1

Testing,

then,

is an

unwanted and violating practice that

victimizes the female subjects

question.

in

These tests

are a form of sexual abuse and violation that has damaging

consequences on its victims, much like the rape.
ple,

Martine refers to both the testing and her rape as the

"two greatest pains" of her
lated"
it

For exam-

(170).

Furthermore,

life that

"are very much re-

though traumatized by the rape,

prevents Martine from further tests, which were never

welcomed by her:

"The one good thing about my being raped

made the testing stop.

was that

it

rape.

live both every day.

I

its resulting pregnancy,

'"

Martine

The testing and the

Because of her rape and
is

no longer subjected to

these repeated virginity tests and the sexual violation
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that accompanies them.

Furthermore.

I

fe

serves as a source

of sexual violation for Martine for subjecting her to these

tests for preservation of family honor.

Haitian women's families are not the only ones who
benefit or suffer at the hands of their virginity.

Hus-

bands, as well, are affected, and patriarchal society lauds

them for not only their "manly" act of "deflowering" women,
but

for their tangible evidence.

which

is

As such, male honor,

intrinsically linked to national honor, provides

the basis for mothers' sexual violating of their daughters
in

order to secure their daughters' husbands and conform to

these circumscriptions of women.
For

instance,

Sophie's recounting of

a,

presumably,

Haitian legend best exemplifies the preoccupation with vir-

ginity and extreme lengths taken to prove female virginity
and preserve male honor.

selects a poor girl

As the legend goes, a rich man

from hundreds of other prettier girls

because of her virginity; but, because the girl does not
bleed on her wedding night, he cuts in between her legs,

which eventually kills her,

in

order to have evidence and

preserve his honor and reputation (154-155).
dened and remorseful at her funeral,

While sad-

the man still parades

around her blood, which he later mixes with goat milk to

drink
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Serving as a microcosm for patriarchal, colonialist,
and cl assist customs embedded in Haiti,
to the ways

class,

in

this story alludes

which the interconnecting politics of race,

and gendered sexuality marginalize girls and women,

particularly those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds
such as Martine.

Like,

Martine,

the girl

in

the story is a

member of the masses and her opportunities to improve her
lies partially in her virginity;

and,

timized by violent sexual acts.

The story,

also,

both are vicin

fact,

con-

cretizes the lengths taken to subjugate women in order to
promote a patriarchal agenda, as

it

displays the extent to

which men attempt to preserve their honor, as well as

women's virginity and sexuality being bought and exchanged
for material

security.

19

Danticat further alludes to class hierarchies as she
relates them to color hierarchies.

working for a "mulatto family"

in

She depicts Martine
the more urban Croix-des-

Rosets, where Ife sends a very traumatized Martine to work
as a restavek in order to provide distance between her and
the env ronment/ne ighborhood
i

in

19

which she was raped. Though

For a discussion of the commodi f icat ion of Haitian
"
women's bodies, see Myriam J. A. Chancy 's Lespoua fe viv: Female
Identity and the Politics of Textual Sexuality in Nadine Magliore's Le ma I de vivre and Edwidge Danticat's Breath. Eyes. Memory" in Framing Silence: Revolutionary Novels by Haitian Women
(New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 1997), 121.
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.

hosting families are not necessarily

1

ight -skinned and

in-

clude those economically secure Haitians. Dan ti cat depicts
the employing family as belonging to the

1

ight -sk nned
i

elite to stress the color caste system ingrained

in

Haitian

society from which Martine also suffers, as Haiti's internalizing of colonial beliefs and practices

in

regards to

color

Martine does not escape memories of her rape
des-Rosets, although she

is

tive La Nouvelle Dame Marie.

is a

Croix-

physically removed from her naAdditionally,

worse, she gives birth to Sophie, who,

Martine or her family,

in

to make matters

in not

resembling

constant reminder of her rape.

Both La Nouvelle Dame Marie and Croix-des Rosets serve as

sites of Martine's sexual violation, which she cannot escape, as well as the color and class hierarchies that mar-

ginalize her--even partially accounting for her virginity
testing--and attempt to render her inferior to more socio-

economically secure residents of Haiti.
Breath, Eyes. Memory opens in Croix-des -Rosets as

Sophie returns from school with a mother's day card for her
aunt Atie, who has been raising her since Martine's departure.

Absent from this picture is Martine, who has emi-

grated from Haiti to the United States at this point.
fact,

Martine's presence

in Haiti
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is

In

often defined by her

physical absence and appearance in other forms, such as

memories, cassettes she sends to her family, and photographs.

Martine

Martine,

though not

now "exiled" to the United States.

is

in

"classical" political exile or in

escape from political tyranny,

takes flight from the socio-

political and sexual oppression of poor Haitian women.

bearable aspects of home,
f rom

Ha

i

t

i

then,

lead to Martine's flight

.

Gender, sexuality, class standing,
ity and,

Un-

to a degree,

lack of individual-

color all factor into Martine's op-

pression and flight from her native country.

Haiti's pa-

triarchal and cl assist customs circumscribe her employment,

choice of marital partner, schooling, and fully developed
sense of self.

In

response to these restrictive rituals,

Martine exiles herself from Haiti and migrates to Brooklyn-where she repeats her cycle of oppression by her attempting to

indoctrinate Sophie with her internalized patriar-

chal and cl assist notions of propriety and economic ad-

vancement.

Brooklyn

is a

site where Martine not only re-

members her rape, but also has a constant reminder once

Sophie--who allegedly looks like her father - -arr ives
Brooklyn.
it

Unable to transcend her rape

a also site of Martine's violation,

destructive behavior,

in

Brooklyn,

then,

and the self-

including her suicide,
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in

it

ensues.

Martine.

"extricating" herself from a pregnancy that

in

conjures memories of this rape, stabs herself to death,

verifying that Brooklyn does not eradicate the trauma she
experiences as a result of her rape and, as such,

is not

healed from her violation.

Continuing the Legacy: The United States and the
(Re) Encounter i ng

of Sexual Violation

The United States is also a site of sexual abuse for

Martine and Sophie, who migrates there at the age of
twelve, once Martine tests her.

Yet,

it

is

also a site of

transnational black American cultural dialogues- -evidenced

particularly by Martine's and Sophie's exposure to African
American cu ture- - that both alleviate and, at times, exac1

erbate Martine and Sophie's memories of sexual violation,

Though

and shape Sophie's identity in the United States.

alleviating Martine's burdens of poverty by providing her
with economic opportunities that had not been, avai able in
1

Haiti,

the United States does not help to heal or

liberate

her from her sexual abuse and economic marginal izat ion that

also led to her mother's sexually abusing practices.
instance,

For

Martine's employment at the nursing home, where

she "cleaned up after bedridden old people"
living in "substandard"

(57) --and

even

living conditions for several years
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in

Brooklyn- - fur ther solidifies her position

in

the global

economy as a working-class woman performing gendered labor
in

Martine's status shifts,

the service industries.

then,

from a rural peasant worker in the cane fields in Haiti

urban worker in the (health) service industries

United States.

20

to

the

in

Additionally, and very importantly, Mar-

tine is isolated and has no family or community to help as-

suage painful memories of sexual violation.

Her lack of

community or healing space leaves Martine more vulnerable
to the haunting memories her rape,

which are exacerbated by

both Sophie's presence and her sexual encounters with her

boyfriend Marc.

Additionally, Martine carries with her

in

the United States the internalized notions of propriety and

socioeconomic mobility forged upon her

in Haiti.

As a re-

the United States intensifies Martine's trauma.

sult,

Martine "exiles" herself to the United States to flee
her traumatic experiences, yet the lack of community--

particularly a black commun ty- -and her status as an immii

grant

lead to her

isolation; and,

the isolation,

further exacerbates memories of rape.

in

turn,

Resembling African

American women writers' accounts of urban environments,
20

Martine's work in the United States further evidences her
position in the global economy as a third world, working-class,
female subject.
Martine is a foreign worker in the United States
in an industry that is not only gendered, but also not highly regarded in terms of status- -no matter what the employees are paid.
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:

'

Danticat portrays Brooklyn as a location of displaced black
peop e1

-

i

nc ud ng Mart ine- -wi th no unified community.
1

i

Moreover. Mart ine is further alienated because of Americans*

perception of her as an immigrant from Haiti --a coun-

try that has been vilified by the West, especially the

United States, as a direly destitute, politically unstable,
disease- infested country with uneducated, heathenish in-

habitants and boat -riding refugees.

As a result, Mart ine

and other Haitians are subjected to harsh treatment based
on their ethnicity.

Sophie's arrival

in

Mart ine even warns Sophie, upon
the United States,

to

learn English and

assimilate into the American environment to avoid abuse and
mistreatment
[C]hildren were getting into fights in
school
because they were accused of
having HBO- -Haitian Body Odor.
Many of
the American kids even accused Haitians
of having AIDS because they had heard
on television that only the 'Four Hs
got AIDS- -Heroin addicts. Hemophiliacs,
Homosexuals, and Haitians. (51)

Danticat identifies the American tormenters' nationality without zeroing in on their various racial

and ethnicities.

In other words,

backgrounds

"American" may be an um-

brella term for people of various ethnicities born and
raised in the United States.

America,

itself,

vast number of immigrants and their children.
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contains a
And,

judging

from racial and cultural
the time the novel

is

relations in New York City during

set--roughly between the 1970s and

1990s- - these "Americans" are presumably black and from

various ethnic backgrounds.

Thus,

this further evidences a

lack of black community that has the potential

tine from her suffering.

to heal Mar-

The tormenters also signify the

divisive mentalities that often stop blacks

in

Northern,

urban environments from uniting and forming supportive
black communities.

Brooklyn's black population consists

heavily of migrants from the South,
tinental Africa; and,

the Caribbean,

and con-

these migrants, as well as "indige-

nous" black New Yorkers,

often remain displaced and iso-

lated according to their ethnicities.

this alienation with her

Danticat illustrates

limning Martine's few interactions

with people outside of her job as being mainly Haitian, as
well as her patronizing Haitian businesses.

Martine's encounters being primarily with Haitians,

according to Haitian scholar Flore Zephir,

reflect the pat-

tern of Haitian immigrants who remain "essentially" Haitian
in the

United States:
In New York, they regroup themselves in
Haitian neighborhoods, particularly in
Brooklyn, where there exist many HaiThey
tian-owned small businesses [...].
are strong promoters of Haitian products, and they make extensive use of
Haitian service providers (notary pub-
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insurance
brokers,
realtors,
Their
agents, and the like).
attachment
to
the
Haitian
immigrant
community is very strong, and many do
not choose to integrate with other communities, be they West Indian. African
American. Hispanic, or White ethnic. 21
lie.

travel

Zephir's argument alludes to Haitians retaining their Haitian identity in their migrated and often displacing envi-

ronment by largely isolating themselves from other communities- -whether intentionally or unintentionally.

Martine,

by limiting her contacts outside the Haitian community,

which

is

partially a result of the problematic responses to

Haitians' presence, also exemplifies Zephir's observation.
As such, although the geographical

location has changed,

Martine still exists and operates wit

in an

essentially Hai-

tian atmosphere.
is

It

important to note that, evidencing intersect ion-

ality amongst transnational black American cultures, Martine's interactions with non-Haitians outside of her em-

ployment are with African American people and/or culture;
she attends an African American church in Harlem and also

meets Sophie's husband Joseph.

22

African American people

£l

Flore Zephir, "Emergence and Essence of Haitian Immigrant
Ethnicity" in Haitian Immigrants in Black America: A Sociological
and Sociol inguist ic Portrait (Westport: Bergin & Garvey 1996).
50.
22

will discuss Joseph's significance
delineate his relationship with Sophie.
I

I
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in

further detail as

"

and culture do not hold a privileged position in the novel,
but play an important

role in shaping the identities and

experiences of both Martine and Sophie.

For instance,

though Southern African American folk culture has its par-

ticularly distinct qualities,

the parallels between

and

it

Haitian culture provide a space for Martine and Sophie to
feel

a sense of belonging and connectedness

in

the United

Martine disconnects herself spiritually from any

States.

type of black community in Brooklyn,

but establishes a

spiritual connection with Southern African Americans: she

attends an "old Southern church in Harlem where all they
sang was Negro spirituals," which brings her to the conclusion that she "could have been Southern Af r can- Amer can
i

(214).

i

These spirituals, according to Martine and Marc,

are very similar to Haitian vodun.

Furthermore, Martine

associates the Creole spoken by Louisiana native Joseph
with Haitian Creole.

Martine's association with Southern

African American culture performs important tasks:

it

dem-

onstrates her acknowledgment of certain similarities between Southern African American and Haitian culture that

allow her to seek spiritual shelter in African American religion;

blacks
not

it

in

implies that there is a disconnectedness amongst

urban Brooklyn, as the church Martine attends

located there;

it

is

provides her with a sense of belong-
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ing and

inclusion beyond the Haitian commun ty- -wi th which
i

she barely part icipates-

-

and, very significantly,

in

the isolating United States 23

it

challenges notions of identity

;

according to rigid national territories.
While Martine seeks comfort
ion,

it

in

African American relig-

fails to alleviate her completely from the harsh

memories her rape, as well as socioeconomic standing she
had occupied in Haiti that left her vulnerable to such sexual attacks.

Instead,

it

also exacerbates these memories

and emphasizes her alienation from both Haiti and the

United States, as her favorite Negro spiritual

implies:

like a motherless child.
like a motherless child.
like a motherless child.
from home. (215)

Sometimes
Sometimes
Sometimes
A long ways

feel
feel
feel

I

I

1

The repetitive lyrics of the spiritual further draw attention to Martine's physical and metaphorical disconnect from

any type of homespace

.

Martine a proper avenue

Neither Haiti nor Brooklyn grants
in

which she can escape or be

healed by the traumatic effects of her rape.
23

Brooklyn

is

The South, for Caribbean/American writers, is often metaphorically significant in that it serves as another homespace
that either has the potential to heal characters or helps allevi(For instance, see Paule Marates them from their burdens.
shall's Praisesong for the Widow- -wh ich is examined in Chapter II
Danticat deviates somewhat from this
or this dissertation.)
script with her delineation of the United States in general, and
Southern African American people and culture in particular, as
concomitantly serving as a respite from and also emphasizing Martine and Sophie's abuse.
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-

indeed a "long ways"

from Haiti, but her migrated residence

houses painful memories of her "mother land"
well as her

internalizing her marg na
i

color and class.

1

i

-

-her rape,

as

zat on based on
i

Moreover, Martine's "mother essness
1

"

also

signifies her own mother's culpability for Martine's sociosexual violation, as

I

fe tests her.

Martine's contending with and internalizing of her
marg na
i

1

i

zat on informs her perception of and traumatic
i

sexual encounters with Marc, her destructive behavior-

including her bleaching- -and the way she raises Sophie.

The significance of Martine's relationship with Marc not

only lies in their sexual encounters- -which Martine engages
in

to

"comply" with her man,

although she relives memories

of her rape each with each encounter- -but also in the fact
that

it

would not have been possible

in Haiti.

Haitian-

born Marc Jolibois Francis Legrand Moravien Chevalier, as
his name implies,
in

Haiti

is

from a higher socioeconomic background

than Martine.

Martine even states that

From her own admission,
in Haiti,

in

"it would not be possi-

ble for someone like Marc to love someone like me.
from a very upstanding family.

French man"

(59).

fact,

He is

His grandfather was a

Her remarks evidence Haiti's limiting

the possibilities of the poor and further substantiate

Haiti's color-caste system--as seen with Marc, who,
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though

described as a "deep bronze." has at
is

least one parent who

mixed -race.
Moreover, Marc also serves as a signifier of Martinets

rape with each sexual encounter she has with him.
lives her rape through various ways,

She re-

including Marc, and

would often have to "pretend" or engage

in

what Danticat

refers to as "doubl ing" - -envisioning good memories to distract herself from feeling violated- -when engaging in sexual activities with him.

rapist.

Further paralleling Martine's

Martine also become pregnant by Marc, and her preg-

nancy further triggers her already extant nightmares of her
The baby appears in these nightmares and other

rape.

places in Martine's mind as an abusive figure:
I

go,

I

hear

it.

tint in. malprdp.

I

"'Everywhere

hear him saying things to me.

He calls me a filthy whore.

to see this child's face'"

(217).

I

You
never want

As the father of the un-

born baby, and the person with whom Martine performs what
she sees as "obligatory girlfriend duties" with him regardless of her own distaste for sexual activities. Marc's

presence exacerbates Martine's sexual abuse.
In

imagining this "child" referring to her in deroga-

tory names associated with sex and propriety, Martine's own

feelings of immorality based on her sexual history surface

with this pregnancy.

Both her rape and relationship with
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Marc reveal not only her lack of agency, but a supposed im-

morality of her having sex--whether consensual or not-before marriage.

marriage and,
ness

.

Martine's pregnancies exist outside of

in her mind,

Martine

signify her filth and whorish-

plagued by these feelings, which are

is

in

accordance with nationalist dictations of womanhood and female virginity.

Thus,

Danticat critiques the patriarchal,

classist politics privileging female chastity and castigating unmarried women's sexual

behavior.

Sophie and the un-

born child are constant reminders of illegitimacy surrounding Martine.

Martine's pregnancies, sexual relationships,

and even her existence after the rape are not considered

legitimate because she is unmarried and not a virgin.
so,

And

feelings of illegitimacy also contribute to Martine's

plans and attempts to abort her baby.

Martine's feelings of illegitimacy, coupled with her
internalizing of color and class/caste hierarchies,
her participating in sel

f

-destruct ve behavior.
i

For

lead to
in-

stance, upon arriving in the United States and meeting Martine,

Martine, who

is

the same complexion as Sophie and

their family,

purchases bleach "that promised to make her

skin lighter"

(51).

Toward the novel's end, Sophie de-

scribes Martine's skin as "unusually light, a pale mocha,
three of four shades lighter than any of [my family's com-
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plexion]

"

Danticat's narration implies that Martine

(159).

bleaches her skin

response to Haiti's hierarchical divi-

in

sions based on class and color,
to her

in

addition to her response

rape.

The politics of color, class, and sexuality are interrelated.
at

Haiti's class and color caste,

in

placing Martine

the lower end of the socioeconomic ladder,

is

gree responsible for her response to her rape;

to a de-

it,

in part,

restricts her from material security and her rape disqualifies her from a viable means, such as marriage,

security

in Haiti.

No longer a virgin, she has very lim-

ited alternatives to advance socioeconomical ly

sult.
ally.

Martine

is

.

As a re-

devalued socially, economically, and sexu-

She cannot rectify her suffering from these

color/castes politics
ized,

to achieve

in Haiti,

which she she has internal-

so she finds an unhealthy means to cope with them.

Bleaching does not constitute a healthy means for Martine to cope with the color and class hierarchy that

her vulnerable to her very traumatic rape.

left

The bleaching

illustrates her further devaluing and abusing her body as
both her rapist and Haiti had done to her as an adolescent.
Her destructive behavior,

however, does not end with her

bleaching; her violent nightmares often cause her to awake
from her slumber performing violent self-inflicted acts,
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including attempted stabbings upon learning of her pregnancy.

This behavior, however, ends with Mar tine's final

act of dest ruct ion- -she stabs herself thirty-seven times in

attempt to abort her unborn baby.

There

an important connection between the increase

is

of Mar tine's violent nightmares and Sophie's arrival

United States and reuniting with her mother.

in

the

Sophie, a

product of this rape, bears no resemblance to her mother,
aunt, or grandmother,

and

by process of elimination,

is,

believed to resemble her rapist father.

Martine even makes

note of this resemblance as she explains to young, newly-

arrived Sophie the details surrounding Sophie's birth:
details are too much," she said.
it
happened like this.
A man
grabbed me from the side of the road,
pulled me into a cane field, and put
was still a young
you in my body.
girl then, just barely older than you.
"The
"But

.

I

did not know this man.
He had it covered
never saw his face.
But now when
when he did this to me.
think it is true
look at your face
what they say.
A child out of wedlock
always looks like its father." (61)
[...]

"I

I

I

I

This passage evidences Martine's connecting Sophie to
her attacker, her comparing her age to Sophie's during the
time of her rape, and,

cantly,

interrelated and just as signifi-

the extremely psychologically damaging ramifica-

tions of her violation. Martine never even sees her rapist,
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who.

in

unfam

i

1

this event, may possibly be any mani

ar- -she encounters

in La

-

fami

1

i

ar or

Nouvelle Dame Marie, which

contributes heavily to her inability to be healed.

She

neither confronts her rape or rapist nor escapes the effects of her violation by leaving Haiti,

thereby remaining

To make matters worse, Martine

controlled by the incident.

will now live with and raise Sophie, who is a direct re-

minder of her rape

in

terms of the circumstances surround-

ing Sophie's birth and alleged resemblance to her rapist.

Martine's internalization of the sexual, gendered, and

economic systems that had victimized her informs the way
she raises Sophie.

For instance, she chooses a profession

for her daughter to study,

basically informs Sophie that

she must remain a virgin, and also prefers for Sophie to

date someone who is materially comfortable.

As a result,

young Sophie does not have a strong sense of individuality.
Martine's squelching of Sophie's individual expression
and urging her to pursue an economical ly stable career and
live a respectable lifestyle are very apparent when Sophie

first meets and builds a relationship with Joseph, an older

man whom she later marries.

Upon first meeting Joseph.

Sophie tells him of her intentions to become a doctor, although she

is

unsure of this decision and has "never really

dared to dream on [her] own"

(72).
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Sophie's individuality

has been quieted in the process of fulfilling Martine's vi-

sion of socioeconomic mobility,
ability.

Yet,

legitimacy, and respect-

Sophie begins to express a sense of self

and individuality not dictated to her by her mother as she,
in

outward compliance with Martine's rigid rules, begins to

visit Joseph's house secretly because of the deemed impro-

priety of this affair.

An avid proponent of propriety and

believer in "good girls," Martine would not approve of
Sophie being alone with an older man.
ing of this relationship,

In

fact,

upon learn-

Martine begins testing Sophie.

Danticat's decision to depict Joseph as an African
American character from the South who helps shape Sophie's
identity reflects a trend of many Caribbean/American writers who portray Southern African American culture and people as embodying the traits as a metaphorical
from home."

For instance, Joseph is from New Orleans and

also happens to speak French Creole, and,
not

"home away

therefore, does

isolate Sophie or make her feel entirely different be-

cause she is an immigrant who speaks another language.

He

plays a pivotal role in Sophie's life and identity as he
helps her develop a sense of self, provides a space for her
to ce ebrate1

-

rather than downp ay- -her Haitian identity,
1

and even introduces Sophie to African American culture via
music,

his profession.

As such, he creates a space where
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.

Sophie can concomitantly celebrate her heritage, despite
its vilification by some US media and many Brooklyn resi-

dents, and embrace African American culture in all

its

similarities to and uniqueness from Haitian culture.

He

creates a homespace and a sense of belonging for Sophie;
and,

they later marry and have a child together.

With her characterization of Joseph and Southern African American culture and the ways in which they shape

Sophie's and Martine's existences and ident

i

t

they shape Sophie's more than Mart ine s- - then
'

lustrates the intersect iona

American black cultures.

1

ies- -al though
,

Danticat

il-

relationship among New World

She illuminates both the paral-

lels and differences in these cultures that allow for a re-

lationship to occur, as well as the complicating of identities based on these boundaries.

with Joseph,

in

fact.

Sophie

is

Through her relationship
able to attempt to take

measures to heal her wounded identity.

As such, a transna-

tional black American relationship that assists Sophie in

her heal ing

Mart ine first tests Sophie after the eighteen-year old

returns from a clandestine meeting with Joseph in the early
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morning hours, which,

signifies Sophie's

to Martine,

proper conduct and possible sexual behavior.

im-

Her testing

Sophie also elucidates the degree to which she has not

transcended her sociosexual marginal izat ion

in Haiti.

So-

phe is living a materially comfortable existence in America,

where she

thermore,

is

receiving the "proper" education;

as seen with Joseph,

fur-

she has prospects of mar-

riage--all of which practically render testing for marriage

testing illuminates Martine's own needs

obsolete.

As such,

to rectify

issues concerning her

legitimacy and propriety

and imposing them on her daughter.

During the initial testing, Martine,

in

order to dis-

tract Sophie from what she realizes is a dehumanizing and

violating occurrence, tells the story of and equates their
relationship to the marassas

,

twin deities in vodun whose

close relationship rendered them inseparable:
"'They were the same person, duplicated
in two.
They looked the same, talked
When they
the same, walked the same.
laughed, they even laughed the same and
when they cried, their tears were identical.
The love between a mother
[...]
and daughter is deeper than the sea.
You would leave me for an old man who
You
you didn't know the year before.
and
we could be like Marassas.'" (84I

85)

Though not inseparable from her mother, Sophie becomes Martine's marassa as she inherits her mother's legacy of sex-
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violation.

ual

Their lives, beyond interacting as mother

and daughter, are now interconnected because they have been

sexually victimized and oppressed subjects under the same
patriarchal system.

Furthermore, both Martine and Sophie

have nightmares, double whenever they feel violated, engage
in

"consensual" sex with their partners because they feel

it

is

their womanly duty, and inflict bodily harm on them-

selves.

For

instance, Sophie's sexual violation stems in

part from a self-inflicted "revolutionary" act;

in an at-

tempt to liberate herself from her weekly testings,

ginal Sophie- -who was "feeling alone and lost,

was no longer any reason

to

[...]

live"

(87)

a vir-

like there

inserts a pestle

into her hymen to discontinue her mother's now weekly testing:

My flesh ripped apart as
pressed the
pestle into it.
could see the blood
slowly dripping onto the bed sheet.
took the pestle and bloody sheet and
stuffed them into a bag.
It was gone,
the veil that always held my mother's
finger back every time she tested me.
I

I

I

(88)

The significance of Sophie's perceived revolutionary act
lies in the irony and falsity of this supposed forging of

"freedom," as well as the desperate attempts victims of
these virginity tests take in order to avoid or cease this
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.

Sophie's revolutionary act should also be read

practice.

as Danticat emphasizing the seriousness of such a practice
that would cause its subjects to take such extreme measures
to avoid

it;

Sophie sexually violates herself

order to

in

end the testings.
Just as Martine relives her testing and rape, Sophie's

sexual violation continues to plague her throughout the

Because she engages

text.

in

what she perceives as obliga-

tory (sexual) duties with husband Joseph, whom Sophie marries once she can no longer

live with Mar t ne- -s nee she
i

i

fails the test after the incident--he becomes a source of

her sexual violation.

Sophie responds to her sexual ac-

tivities with him

number of ways,

in a

including running

away to Haiti and doubling, as her mother had taught her to
do:

"He reached over and pulled my body towards his.

I

the doubling.

closed my eyes and thought of the Marassa,

I

was lying there on that bed and my clothes were being

peeled off my body, but really

I

was somewhere else"

(200)

Sophie's description of her sexual activities with Joseph,

24

For

instance,

in

Turkey,

several

school

girls attempted

to commit suicide by drinking rat poison rather than take virginity tests; and, this resulted in the Turkish government rescindThese attempted suicides furing the law sanctioning the tests.
nature
of the tests, which at
underscore
the
dehumanizing
ther
times cause girls and women to resort to extreme lengths to avoid

them
See http //news bbc co uk/2/hi/europe/1845784 stm
:

.

.

.

.
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who is not an abusive husband,

reveals that she perceives
Sex with Joseph,

these encounters as sexually violating.

who was once a source of bliss and se
with her testing,

is

1

f

-d iscovery

.

along

now a source of her nightmares.

response to her sexual abuse. Sophie becomes sexu-

In

ally-phobic and develops bulimia, often binging and purging
after having her unwanted but obligatory sexual encounters

with Joseph.

Scholar Donette

Francis,

A.

in

"'Silences Too

Horrific to Disturb': Writing Sexual Histories
Dan t ca
i

t
'

s Brea th

.

Eyes

,

Memory,

"

ana yzes bu
1

1

in

i

Edwidge

m a in
i

women- -and with Sophie in part icular- -as a coping mechanism
they develop to deal with the physically and psychologi-

cally damaging consequences of sexual abuse:
many bulimic women, eating serves
to numb pain and enable them to cope
with bodily violations.
In fact
[...]
leaving
the
process
of
the
body,
through progressive phases of numbing,
dissociating and denying that often occurs during sexual abuse parallels the
process of leaving the body made possible through purging.
For Sophie, bulimia is the outward expression of violent cultural inscriptions concealed in
her body.
Feeling she has no control
over her body during intercourse, then
eating and purging after sex is her
faint attempt to exercise some control
over her body. 25
For

Francis. 84.
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As Francis observes,

Sophie binges and purges

in an

attempt to control and exert autonomy over her body, which

was previously controlled by her mother and is now arguably

Joseph's "property."
ary,

However, her attempts are reaction-

and cause her to further abuse her already harmed

body- -which, according to Sophie, she hates.

Because Sophie also experiences the effects of her
sexual violation in Rhode Island, where she and Joseph move

once they are married, Rhode Island is also another home
and site of sexual violation for Sophie.
to both Haiti and her mother's house

that she "could never go back to"

in

Though she refers
Brook lyn- - the place

(195) --as home,

Rhode Is-

land also becomes another residence and home for Sophie.

Haiti

is

Sophie's childhood home, Brooklyn

is

Sophie's home

during her adolescent to post -pubescent years, and Rhode
Sophie not merely lives

Island is adult Sophie's home.

in

each of these residencies, but her sensibilities and actions are also informed,

what they symbolize.
lyn,

in part,

by these locations and

Rhode Island, unlike Haiti and Brook-

provides a space for Sophie to exist away from Martine

and the harmful traditional practices she represents.
fact,

mares,

In

while Sophie's violation causes her to have nightsuicidal thoughts, and develop an eating disorder in

her new Rhode Island home,

it

is
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no coincidence that there

--away from her mother- -Sophie finds a healthy means to

cope with her situation.
In

order to combat the traumatic effects of her sexual

abuse, Sophie sees a therapist and joins a sexual phobia

group consisting of young women who,

sexually violated.

In

like herself,

had been

so doing, her narrative of sexual

abuse diverges from her mother, her marassa, who refuses
any type of professional assistance.

While Martine's ac-

tions allow the rapist to control her, as Sophie's therapist argues, Sophie takes measures to break the cycle of

sexual violation which, as 'the narration implies, she may

very well pass to her baby daughter Brigitte
not deal with her

if

issues properly or healthily.

she does
In

fact,

Brigitte, who is still an infant, begins to exhibit sleeping patterns similar to her mother and grandmother,

both of

whom lose sleep because of nightmares relating to their
traumatic experiences.

Martine's illusion of the rapist's ubiquitous presence,

including via her unborn baby, controlling her ac-

tions causes her to resort to suicide as a means in which
to extricate herself from his powerful grip--as well as

abort her baby.

Her wrapping herself in sheets to stab her

stomach seventeen times and predictions of "death" and suicide reveal the premeditated nature of this self-imposed
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For Martine, who had labeled herself as being

abortion.

one step ahead of the mental

institution, suicide is the

only alternative to a life afflicted by sexual violation.
By the novel's end, Sophie returns to Haiti

tine's funeral and,

for Mar-

following her counselor's advice,

to the cane fields where her mother

is

raped,

runs

and begins to

beat them:
ran through the field, attacking the
I
took off my shoes and began to
cane.
beat a cane stalk.
I
pounded it until
it began to
lean over.
pushed over
the cane stalk. It snapped back, striking my shoulder.
pulled it, yanking
it from the ground.
My palm was bleeding
I

I

I

.

[-]

From where she was standing,
my
grandmother shouted [...]
Ou libere?'"
Are you free?
Tante Atie echoed her cry, her voice,
quivering with her sobs.
"Ou 1 ibere!
"

"

[..]

From the thick of the cane fields,
tried my best to tell her, but the
words would not roll off my tongue [...].
I

[...]

My grandmother quickly pressed her
fingers over my lips.
"Now," she said, "you will know how
to answer." (233-234).

Although Danticat does not present Sophie's future, which
results in an ambiguous conclusion, Sophie's attacking the

cane possibly opens up an avenue for her and her descendants' healing from the sexual and economic domination that
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had victimized generations of women in her family.
cane,

in

The

this instance, symbolizes not only Martine's rape

and sexual abuse, but also the sociosexual victimization
that the generations of women

fered

in

Sophie's family had suf-

.

It

is

important for both grandmother

I

fe

and aunt Atie

to be present during Sophie's attacking the cane because,

although they have had to carry their own burdens associthey can witness a possible healing

ated with their status,

take place for Sophie and future generations of Caco-

descended women.

Both

I

fe

and Atie,

like Martine,

have

been hurt by abiding by the rules and passing the tests,
yet not reaping the benefits of marriage or material secuIfe's husband dies young and she raises her daugh-

rity.

ters in poverty and practically without a father; and, be-

cause Atie- -by her own admissionrural

love

-

is a poor,

uneducated,

"daughter of the hills," she is rejected by her only
(Donald August in) and is left without a husband.

result,

the tests have been,

arguably,

As a

fruitless, since the

respectability does not provide them with the "legitimacy"
and status that they seek.

Sophie's attacking the cane

signifies her possibly breaking this tradition of sexual
abuse and the socioeconomic marginal izat ion that has also

contributed to the importance of these tests for poor,
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ru-

ral

women- -those who have no limited opportunities for up-

ward mobility.

Additionally, Sophie's status as a married

woman living a materially comfortable existence- -even if
the United States- -wi th a husband who,

plies,

in

as the narration im-

from a certain lineage of people with money also

is

exemplifies a breaking of this cycle and fulfilling what
her mother,
men,

aunt,

and grandmother had wished.

Unlike other

who seemed to contribute to the elder Caco women's

chagr in-

f

i

1

led existence- -whether because of a

lack thereof

or their abusing or reminding them of their abuse- -Joseph

diverges from them

in

his encouragement of Sophie and sup-

porting her therapy and sexual phobia group.

Lastly,

Sophie's attacking the cane may possibly spare Brigitte,
the youngest descendent of Caco women,

who had begun to de-

velop Sophie's and Martine's insomnia,

from suffering the

same abuse and violation as her foremothers.

Pi scon t inuing the Legacy?: Migrat ion

,

Multiples Locations

and Lden tities, and Hea 1 i ng Poss ibi 1 it i es
In Breath,

identities

it

Eyes,

Memory, migration and the complex

engenders contribute heavily to the possi-

bilities of healing for the Caco (-descended) women.
Sophie,

For

the United States provides a space for her to have

distance from the origin of these practices, as well as
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ways

in

which to cope and fight her traumatic experiences.

Her status as a married and middle-class American subject

allows her to seek avenues to be healed.

However, because

of the symbiotic relationship between Haiti and the United
States. Sophie must return to Haiti--the original homeland

and site of abuse for her family- -in order for any true
hea

1

i

ng to occur

With her delineation of both Haiti and the United
States as home for Martine and Sophie, Danticat complicates
and challenges rigid categorizations based on ethnicity, as
the multiple ethnic identities of Martine and Sophie shape

their existences.

Sophie's subject position as an American

subject removed from "traditional" Haitian practices also
informs her response to her testing.

Moreover, Martine's

and Sophie's embracing of African American people and/or

culture to assist them

in

finding a homespace and sense of

belonging, as well as in attempting to seek refuge from
their abuse, evidences the intersect ional

relationship be-

tween transnational black American cultures.

Danticat provides a complex and complicated portrayal
of both Haiti and the United States that challenges one-

dimensional characterizations of both environments.

For

instance, she rejects stereotypical characterizations of
rural

Haiti as an "unmodern,"

romanticized "motherland"
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that

is

merely a location of rich black ancestry partially

because of its status as the first independent black nation;

instead, she renders both its cultural

the ways

in

richness and

which women suffer from state-sanctioned socio-

sexual gendered practices.

The United States, especially

urban locations, does not cause Martine's and Sophie's
spiritual depletion, although Sophie is alienated there

ways that she

is not

in Haiti;

yet,

it

in

provides Sophie and

Martine with alternatives that would not have been possible
for them

in Haiti.

These complex environments,

in

their

similarities and dissimilarities, operate mutually and dialogial ly to not only shape Martine's and Sophie's exis-

tences in the United States, but also, very importantly,

provide a space to begin the process of healing for the
Caco women and to discontinue the vicious cycle of sexual

violation that had plagued their family.
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to

.

(

IN

HAITI R IV

IDENTITY AND TRANSNATIONAL ISM IN TON
MORRISONS TAR BABY AND OPAL PALMER AD ISA'S
IT BEGINS WITH TEARS

SEARCH OF HOME:

I

[A)n examination of the concepts and structures we recognize as "home" [...] generates
a reassessment of our understanding of be-

longing

[...1

.

— Rosemary

Marangoly

George

The need for a sense of home as a base, a
source of identity even more than a refuge,
has grown powerfully in the last century or
This sense of home is the goal of all
so.
the voyages of sel f -discovery which have
become the characteristic shape of modern
terature
1

i

— Andrew

Gurr

2

Toni Morrison's Tar Baby (1981) and Opal Palmer

Begins with Tears (1997) examine, among other

Adisa's

It

things,

the lives of African American women- -Jadine Chi Ids

and Angel Fairbanks,

respect ively- -displaced from both

black culture/communities and the larger Western societies

Rosemary Marangoly George. "Prologue. All Fiction is Homesickness" in The Politics of Home: Postcolonial Relocations and
Twent ieth-Century Fict ion (Cambridge: Cambridge UP. 1996). 1.
1

2

Andrew Gurr.
.

in Writers
is Neither Here Nor There"
of Home in Modern Li terature (Sussex: Har-

"Home

in Exile: The Identity
vester
13.
1981 )
.
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in

which they inhabit.

Their displaced existences and

identities have rendered them "homeless," although they

have lived in physical residencies and maintained (relatively) materially comfortable lifestyles.

Yet.

Jadine and

Angel have not occupied a "homespace" since their early

years, as they,

removed from their family and/or familial

community, spent their adolescence orphaned and in boarding
school.

As such,

these women remain disconnected from and

have no sense of belonging to any family, culture, and/or

commun ty- -a
i

lessness

1

1

of which result

in

their metaphorical home-

3

Jadine's and Angel's homelessness has both fostered

in

them a yearning for home and, along with their financial

security, provided space for them to traverse and live in

various geographical
al ly-

-

locales domestically and transnation-

including the Caribbean, where they reside and/or

visit over extended periods of time.

In fact,

Jadine's and

Angel's possession of what Carole Boyce Davies refers to as

migratory subjectivity, coupled with their transnational-

3

use homelessness, then, on a literal and metaphorical
Because these characters, particularly in their adolescent years, are in boarding school and have no true physical home
Yet. there is
as orphans, they are somewhat physically homeless.
an accompanying metaphorical homelessness. as these characters
are deprived from what home entails: a sense of community and belonging, and a connection to identity.
I

level.
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enables them to seek avenues by which to establish

ism.

this homespace.*

1

This chapter analyzes the ways these transnational

spaces function as either homespaces for these women or as
sites that further underscore their displacement.
doing,

it

investigates the Caribbean's central

i

In so

ty to both

Jadine's and Angel's attempts to discover and create a

homespace and alleviate their displaced identities; and,
pays serious attention to these women's experiences

United States (and,

in

Jadine's case, Europe)

,

the

to further

contextual ize their quest for home and belonging.

particularly, Jadine and Angei

in

it

More

cognizant that societal

proscriptions and categorizations based on race supersede
their status as middle-class Western subjects, attempt to

establish a connection to their identities as black women,
which, especially within the context of community and cul-

In Black Women. Writing and Identity: Migrations of the
Subject (London: Routledge. 1994). Carole Boyce Davies' introduces the term "migratory subjectivity" to theorize about the
revolutionary possibilities of the multiple locations and meanings of black women's writing, as well as black women's resistance to subjugation:
"Migratory subjects suggests [sic] that
Black women/ 's writing cannot be located and framed in terms of
one specific place, but exist/s in myriad places and times, constantly eluding the terms of discussion." 36.
Davies' concept
applies to the "displaced" African American women characters in
Morrison's and Adisa's novels in that these characters, rather
than accept their being alienated particularly from their identities as black women, exhibit their subjectivity or agency in
their attempts to establish a firm/er connection to their black
ident ty- - regard less of the outcomes of their journeys.
i
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ture,

have gendered implications.

In

this chapter,

then,

I

also consider the ways gender informs Morrison's and

Adisa's constructions of home, as the proudly culturally
b ack- dent
i

1

i

f

i

ed women in these novels largely occupy roles

as spiritual nurturers and sustainers of "blackness."

Jadine and Angel have similar journeys, but varying
outcomes.
her

Jadine remains metaphorically trapped between

identity as a black woman and middle-class Western sub-

ject,

as she does not fully belong to or fit

in

with either

of these identities; while Angel, who was unaware of her

biracial and black/African American identity until the age
of twelve,

finds a sense of connection and family in her

husband's Jamaican community.

Occupy i ng Transnat ional Black American Spaces: The Intersectional Significance of Tar Baby and

It

Begins with Tears

When examining black literature featuring transnational American settings inhabited by black- ident
ple,

i

fied peo-

such as Tar Baby and ft Begins with Tears, scholars

and critics often utilize terminologies such as "diaspora,"

"Africana" and/or possibly, more recently,
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"black Atlan-

tic."

5

For example, critics have analyzed Tar Baby within a

diasporic context, and the novel has been applauded for
making "observable the common identity of African people
mainland America and the West

Indies,

in

a people that have

been identified with separate histories and artificially

made different." 6
retical

While these are apt analytical and theo-

frameworks for black literature generally,

they do

fully encapsulate the specificity of transnational cul-

not

relationships amongst black people

tural

that also operate

tioned texts.

in

Hence,

in

the Americas

literature, such as those aforemenI

utilize "transnational black Ameri-

can" as a referent for black- ident

i

f

ied people

in

the

Americas, particularly the United States and various territories in the Caribbean, which helps elucidate the inter-

For a more detailed discussion of the black Atlantic, see
Gilroy*s The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard UP. 1993).
Paul

6

Evelyn Hawthorne. "On Gaining the Double-Vision: Tar Baby
a Diasporean Novel." Black American Literature Forum 22.1
Hawthorne refers to people of African descent in
(1988): 100.
Africa and amongst the diaspora as "African people."
It
is
imperative to note here that Hawthorne's article,
published in 1988. was insightful and groundbreaking when it was
produced, especially in its foregrounding of the Caribbean's central ty to this novel.
Furthermore, during that time, there was
little language or terminology beyond "diaspora" in discourses
surrounding race, particularly "blackness." and nation(s).
So,
use Hawthorne's essay to emphasize the ways in which general terminologies and labels do not fully represent the specificity of
transnational relationships undergirding the literature rather
than utilize an arguably unfair present ist gaze to critique the
ways in which she categorizes the text.
as

i

I
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sectional relationship between peoples and cultures in
these geographic spaces.

The intersect ional significance of Tar Baby and It Be-

gins with Tears lies mainly

in

Morrison's and Adisa's ren-

derings of African American women operating
tional black American settings/cultures that

these women's identities.

rison's novel,

it

transna-

influence

Though, as is the case with Mor-

also lies in Jadine's experiences in

Moreover, with Adisa's text,

Europe.

in

it

also lies possibly

interracial transnational American encounter: a white

in an

American tourist's rape of a Jamaican woman, which-

according to her and Angel's histories- -may very well be
Angel, who, unaware of the circumstances surrounding her
birth,

is

raised in the United States presumably by her

American father and his wife.

These settings and the cul-

tural dialogues taking place amongst them have influenced

both authors, as illuminated especially by their characters

operating beyond a national or "local" geographic space

.

However, Morrison's and Adisa's representations of these

essential geographical/cul tural spaces also reflect, as do
these fictional narratives of home in general,
7

the ways the

For instance, as alluded to in the Introduction, these
transnational black American writers are not only influenced by
African American literature and culture, which also has a heavy
impact in the Caribbean, but also Caribbean/American presence in
the United States and helping to shape American culture.
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authors' ethnici ty/ies shape(s)

pages that follow.

1

their writing.

will delineate first,

the

In

the significance

of these transnational geographical settings, analyzing

these authors*

renderings of Caribbean and United States

Morrison's case, European) settings, respectively;

(and

in

and.

secondly. Jadine's and Angel's navigation through

these locations, especially the Caribbean ones,

quest to remedy their orphaned status.

At

their

in

times,

I

will

draw upon other figures and community members- -who are

im-

portant signifiers of home--to illustrate their relation-

ship to these characters,

their feelings of displacement,

and attempts to resolve these feelings.
As an African American writer influenced by the racial

climate of her upbringing and existence

in

the United

States, as well as the political movements that emerged as
a response to racial

injustice, Toni Morrison's literature

foregrounds race and the ways in which black characters react to their racial marginal izat ion

.

As such,

race,

espe-

cially black identity and responses to this intense racial
climate,
home.

In

is

intrinsically centered in her portrayals of

fact,

in her

essay "Home," Morrison, who defines

herself as an "already- and always -raced writer," contends
that discourses on race are about home;
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and,

in

the various

and mu

1

t

i

faceted constructions and representations of home,

"race magnifies the matter that matters."
In

Tar Baby,

then,

8

Morrison's characterizations of

home and potential homes, particularly

in

transnational

black American settings, and/or sites that further intensify Jadine's homelessness are raced, exemplifying her
critical stance on race and discourses surrounding home.
In

out

addition to Jadine's existences

the United States and Caribbean,

Paris.

and travels through-

in

Jadine also resides

in

Morrison's decision to have African American Jadine

reside in Europe,

I

contend,

is

intended to draw attention

to Jadine's heightened displacement and homelessness from

both black and larger Western culture.
is

For

Paris

instance,

where Jadine encounters Ryk and the African woman at the

store.

Jadine believes her white potential

fiance Ryk

"others" and sensationalizes her based on her racial back-

ground;

and,

therefore, Ryk reminds Jadine that her socio-

economic standing, education, and profession do not allow
Conversely, Jadine

her to transcend her racial otherness.
is

reminded of her relative cultural unbelonging when she

encounters the beautiful, seemingly cu tural

ly- ident

African woman who spits at her

In

1

8

Toni Morrison, "Home,"
New York: Vintage, 1998), 5.

in

disgust.

The House
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that

i

fact,

Race Built

f

ied

this

(1997.

encounter causes Jadine to question her "authenticity" and
leave Paris for

Isle des Chevaliers.

Morrison's depiction of Isle des Chevaliers,

the fic-

tional Caribbean Island where Jadine travels to from

Europe, somewhat parallels her characterizations of African

American communities and cultures
ous novels.

It

is

in

Tar Baby and her vari-

rich in black culture and folklore and

provides a foundation for black inhabitants to find a means
to cope with the effects of racial subjugation from the

world at large.

It

is

important to note, however,

that

these black inhabitants who have ancestry on the island do
not currently reside there, since

it

is

now owned and in-

habited by wealthy white Amer cans- -such as Valerian
i

Street,

the retired heir of a candy factory enterprise, as

well as Jadine's patron/aunt and uncle's employer, who has

expatriated to and now dominates (economically) the island.
Instead,

they live in the neighboring impoverished Domi-

nique, and many commute to Isle des Chevaliers to work.
such.

Isle des Chevaliers is a dual

tity and

(neo) colonial

As

location of black iden-

domination.

The legendary history behind the name "Isle des Chevaliers" exemplifies the
tory,

island's duality in terms of his-

race, and representation.

According to the affluent

whites who have historically colonized the island,
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its name

derives from European-centered accounts of the legend- -such
as a French soldier haunting the hills,

Frenchmen riding one hundred horses.

or one hundred

As the subtext of

these stories imply, no matter who lives or works in Isle

des Chevaliers,

there is a ubiquitous colonial French pres-

ence that has presided and continues to preside over the
island.

They allegorize the present-day wealthy, capital-

istic white Americans who primarily occupy Isle des Chevaliers and exploit the labor of poor black Caribbean work-

ers

.

Diverging considerably from the European tales,

the

black account emphasizes black resistance to forced and unpaid servitude.

According to the black islanders, the name

derives from slaves who went blind the minute they saw Dominique,

the island neighboring Isle des Chevaliers.

Their

blindness impaired them from finding a place to swim once
the ship carrying them sank along with the Frenchmen and

horses.

They still floated and trod water, ending up on

the nearby island with the horses that had swum ashore.

Some of these blacks

were only partially blinded and were
rescued later by the French, and returned to Queen of France and indenture.
The others, totally blind, hid.
The ones who came back had children
who, as they got on into middle age,
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.

What they saw,
went blind, too.
saw with the eye of the mind [...]. 9

The blind ones found refuge hid

in

with the "swamp women" who resided
Veilles.

the hills,
in

they

often mating

nearby Sein de

The blind slaves and swamp women purposely allude

to maroons- -blacks who resisted slavery by running away

into swamp areas where they could not be discovered,

and,

subsequently, establishing communities, supplying homes and
refuge for other blacks fleeing slavery, and protecting

themselves

in

the event they are attacked.

Possibly to compensate for their physical

lack of

sight,

the runaways possess a power to see through the

mind.

They have a "second sight," a gifted means of per-

ception not readily available to those who are not descendents of these mythical slaves.

These descendants and

their ancestors' second sight subvert Western colonization

and typify an insight that helps provide the population

with an avenue to cope with and challenge their subjugaFrom the native populations story,

tion.

the legendary

tale grants them both a physical and psychic homespace in

which to celebrate their heritage.

9

Toni Morrison. Tar Baby (1981; New York: Plume. 1982).
All subsequent quoted passages from the novel will be cited
in the text
The Queen of France is a ship.

152.
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Morrison genders this legendary tale

in her

depiction

of a community of women residing in an Isle des Chevaliers

swamp who mate with the horsemen from "up

the hills."

in

The "swamp women" allude to "traditional" black womenthose who are very much connected to their black identity
and,

as such,

are perceived as somewhat "authentic":

The
women
were
arrogant -[...]
[...]
mindful as they were of their value,
their exceptional
femaleness;
knowing
as they did that the first world of the
world had been built with their sacred
properties; that they alone could hold
together the stones of pyramids and the
rushes of Moses's crib; knowing their
steady consistency, their pace of glaciers,
their
permanent
embrace
[...].
(183)

The swamp women's arrogance resides not only in their

cognizance of the efficacy of their ability to produce and
nurture the black community but also
of cultural

identity.

in

their strong sense

Their "exceptional femaleness,"

though having certain essential ist undertones,
the ways their strong sense of self,

represents

coupled with their

producing/nurturing a population of proud, b ack- dent
1

Dominiques, empowers them; and,

it

i

i

f

i

ed

also symbolizes the pos-

sibilities of empowerment for women, particularly black
women, who are strongly associated and proud of their identities.

These mythical women readily accept and embrace
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their
a

1

.

"

femaleness

.

"

which functions as an asset rather than

imi tat ion

Jadine. however,

sion of the tale,

unaware of the revolutionary ver-

is

though Valerian informs her of the colo-

She is a guest of Valerian Street and. unlike

nial one.

her domestic-working aunt and uncle, on supposed equal

els with him.
in

Isle des Chevaliers,

swamp area:

the different

Furthermore, of all
she

the least

is

lev-

locations

impressed with the

"This was the ugly part of Isle des Chevaliers

--the part she averted her eyes from whenever she drove
past.

about

Its solitude was heavy and there was something sly
its silence"

(181).

In

fact.

Jadine cries as she ac-

cidentally falls and becomes submerged

in

the swamp,

this

site of "exceptional femaleness" which emblematizes authenticity via a proud culturally and gendered identity that

Jadine does not seem to possess.
"at home"

at Valerian's estate.

Yet,

Jadine does not feel

L'Arbe de

la Croix,

as she

realizes that regardless of her supposed level of "equality" with Valerian,

who has financed her and is largely re-

sponsible for her status as a middle-class subject, she
still an "other."

is

Also, as an African American seeking a

homespace to fulfill her need for belonging, Jadine

is

aware of the limitations of the Street estate to serve as
home
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While It Begins with Tears characterizes a community
that celebrates black cultural

traditions, customs, and

folklore in Jamaica, particularly rural Jamaica, Adisa,
the most part,

does not center race as explicitly as does

Morrison in her portrayal of Isle des Chevaliers.
is

important to note that

in

tations,

Yet,

it

presenting Angel's tale, she

foregrounds race and the racial climate
States.

for

in

the United

What accounts for these somewhat diverse represenI

contend, are Jamaican American Adisa's experi-

ences with race and culture in these spaces: she was born
and reared in Jamaica until mid-adolescence, when she relo-

cated and migrated to the United States.
In

"West

differentiating herself and what she defines as

Indian" writers from African Americans, Jamaica Kin-

caid argues that African American writers are largely pre-

occupied with "being black" and preserving their identity,
which she attributes to their "minority" status

United States.
most

in

the

Conversely, she argues, Caribbean wr iters-

likely as a result of their "majority" status in their

count r ies- -have a different sensibility; and,

their articu-

lations of blackness are moreso because being black re-

flects part of their existences,

rather than a preoccupa-

tion with preserving an identity they fear

173

is

near extinc-

.

Though her criteria for this differentiation are,

tion.

on certain levels, contentious.

Kincaid's comments,

in

illuminate why there are seemingly varied representa-

part,

tions of home in transnational black American women's fiction- -and.

as is the case with It Begins with Tears, why

Adisa foregrounds race with her portrayal of the United
States, while

it

is

more implicit with her depictions of

Jamaica
It

Begins with Tears renders the individual and commu-

nal experiences of the

Village

in

inhabitants of fictional Kristoff

rural Jamaica; and,

in

so doing,

it

at

times

centers on other locations, such as the urbanized Mont ego
Bay (Jamaica) and the U.S., where a few of these characters
have also resided.

Integral

to Kristoff Village's ability

to serve as a home for newly-arrived Angel,

marries village native Rupert
with him,

is

in

the U.S.

who meets and

and moves there

its containing of a culturally-celebrating,

relatively unified community that engages

practices that celebrate their identities.

in

rituals and

The novel's

opening even draws upon Jamaican folklore to help frame
10

it,

See "A Lot of Memory: An Interview with Jamaica Kincaid."
by Moira Ferguson. Kenyon Review 16.1 (1994): 163-188.
would argue that Caribbean writers who have migrated from
the Caribbean to other locations (such as the United States. Canada, and Europe) are. for the most part, influenced by their migrated home(s). thereby having an ethnic identity in addition to
and beyond their Caribbean ones.
I
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as the

(very gendered)

Devil and She-Devi

1

in

relationship between married couple
the "Eternal Valley" shapes the

lives of the Kristoff residents, and, very importantly, alludes to a community with worldviews and practices that are

black-centered and not necessarily representative of an
ternalizing of racially hegemonic ideologies.

Kristoff Village

is not

in-

Yet,

a Utopian space free from subjuga-

especially colonialism and the racial oppression

tion,

(whether implicit or explicit)

it

entails.

In fact,

ac-

cording to Adisa, community members practice these rituals,
in part,

as a way to remedy wounds planted by their exis-

tences as racially subjugated people:
[M]y first objective in [It Begins with
Tears] was to look at healing and to
try to understand why there is so much,
pain among black people apart from the
realized is
issue of slavery.
What
that we have not healed from slavery
because we have not done any rituals;
and, in fact, a lot of rituals are abIn all cultures,
sent from our lives.
African
cultures,
whenever
not
just
there is some kind of trauma there is a
ritual performed to bring back balance
But many of us black
to the community.
people in the new world have not practiced any kinds of rituals. 11
I

11

Adisa reflects on her writing this novel in an interview
with Suzette A. Spencer.
See Spencer's "'Shall We Gather at the
River?' Ritual. Benign Forms of Injury, and the Wounds of Displaced Women in Opal Palmer Adisa's It Begins with Tears."
108.
MaComere 4 (2001)
:
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Adisa"s comments illuminate three critical
forming her depictions of geographical

factors in-

locations and cul-

tures in her novel, particularly her representation of

Kristoff Village.

First,

shapes this text.

Yet.

it

instead of Adisa addressing issues

explicitly concerning race,
in

scarce

presence
in

they are intrinsically located

Though the physical racially hegemonic

colonialism.

(white)

evidences that race indeed

is

nonexistent

in

Kristoff Village and

Montego Bay, a nuanced, more abstract racially

hegemonic presence

especially

in

is

still extant throughout the novel,

Montego Bay--where, as a more urbanized loca-

tion with industries (such as tourism)
(neo) colonial

economic presence,

that thrive on a

residents and workers

there have largely internalized colonialist viewpoints.
fact,

Angel,

in

In

noting the potentially spiritually debili-

tating effect of this area, applauds the ability of

Kristoff Village residents who work there to leave the
"disease that was eating that city and the rest of Jamaica
12

Though the village inhabitants who work

at

the junction."

in

Montego Bay are relatively free of this "disease," they,

12

Opal
1997).
in the text.

mann

.

Palmer Adisa.
172.

I

will

It Begins with Tears (Oxford: Heinecite other subsequent quoted passages
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and other Kristoff members, still

remain in contact with

and are not free from (neo) co on a

1

i

1

i

sm and its effects.

Secondly, and also very importantly,
to blacks

in

reference

in her

the "new world" and distinguishing them cul-

turally from those in continental Africa, Adisa's comments

underscore the importance of studying blacks

in

these New

World territories specifically within a New World or larger
American,
text.

rather than merely a traditional diasporic, con-

And,

lastly,

her remarks concerning rituals contain

a certain gendered subtext,

of healing,

as illustrated by her

limning

ritualistic practices, and communal nurturing

within a particularly domes t re/ female domain.
to gendered rituals,

can folklore, which

It
is,

In

addition

Begins with Tears draws upon Jamaiin

this instance,

gendered..

The novel's opening frames and sets a precedent for
the gender roles operating within the entire text.

It

opens with a dramatization of the gendered folktale con-

cerning rain, which
cal

is a

source of physical and metaphori-

tears for the Kristoff Village community members--

especially its women: when

it

rains,

according to Jamaican
accordance with

folklore,

the Devil beats his wife.

the tale,

Devil attempts to beat his wife, She-Devil, who,

In

refusing to accept her victimization passively, battles

with him.

Yet,

the situation is resolved not by the couple
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addressing or questioning the abuse, but rather with Sheinitiating a truce as she seduces her husband.

Devil

such. She-Devi

1

is

complicit with the oppressive patriar-

chal dynamics embedded
to rain and tears,
in

As

in

then,

their relationship.

13

References

allude to the patriarchal system

which the community exists, especially as

it

relates to

marginalizing women and ascribing them to certain gendered
roles

14
.

Like She-Devil,

the women of Kristoff Village do not

quietly accept their margina

1

i

zat ion and play an active

role in their families and the community.
the surface,

However, beyond

the women are largely unquestioning of their

gender roles and the patriarchal structures dictating them.
for the most part,

They,

comply with communal -/nat ional ist

influenced politics concerning the family.
the community women initiate the ritual

that

For

instance,

leads to the

She-Devil's utilization of her sexuality, to end her and
Devil's feuding does not necessarily evidence agency on her part.
Instead, it could also be interpreted as She-Devil's complicity
with a patriarchal system that privileges male sexual gratification and suppresses women's agency.
The female sexuality/male
gratification paradigm appears in a few instances in the novel.
However, this is not the focus of my analysis of the text, as
foreground Angel and the ways in which the Kristoff Village community, in relation to Angel's experiences, assists her in healing and claiming an identity.
I

14

Spencer's "Shall We Gather at the River" contains a detailed and insightful discussion of patriarchy and gender politics in Adisa's novel.
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healing of Monica,

the only woman who had challenged the

limited possibilities for Kristoff Village women and,
doing,
a

so

in

left her home at a young age and wound up working as

Once Monica is healed, however, she becomes

prostitute.

a fully accepted member of the community as she now occu-

pies certain roles she had previously challenged: she be-

comes a "wife" to beau Desmond and "mother" to his daughter
Al thea

Within the fami
women,

1

ial

/communal setting,

Yet,

I

larly in challenging colonialism and,

particu-

to a degree,

patriar-

Evidencing this assertion are the community women's

healing rituals, which account,

community as

a

in part,

for not only the

whole being relatively unified, but also for

the camaraderie and sisterhood existing amongst them.

such,

's

these women use these patriar-

argue,

chal ly-sanct ioned tasks to perform radical work,

chy.

Kristoff

nurture and heal the community

for the most part,

members.

then,

the women are

(se

1

f-

patriarchal narrative that

)

empowered

,

As

thereby resisting a

largely discourages their empow-

erment, while concomitantly subscribing to its dictations

concerning gendered tasks.
Secondly,

their rituals and customs enable them to

nurture a proud black community with a strong sense of ethnic/cultural

i

dent ty- -wh ch provides a space for Angel
i

i
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to

find a home and establish a deep-rooted connection to an

identity with which she had grappled and struggled to acAs such,

cept.

and the communal pride of cultural

the community,
all

render

lonial

it

in

identity

difficult for outside forces, such as the co-

"d is- ease"

pervading Mont ego Bay.

the village and upset

throughout

union

the camaraderie amongst the women,

to penetrate

the community's equilib-

rium.

Unlike her characterizations of Kristoff Village,

Adisa's portrayal of Montego Bay lacks a unified community
or a people with a strong sense of ethnic identity.

stead,

it

is an

In-

urbanized location where some of the commu-

nity's residents work.

It

is,

as the narration and Angel's

observation suggest, replete with individuals suffering
from internalizing capitalist notions concerning race,

class and mobility and colonialist beliefs they engender.
As such, many Montego Bay workers and residents perceive

Kristoff Village members condescendingly as "backwards, su-

perstitious country people

[...]"

(101).

Montego Bay serves as a marker of modernity for the
Kristoff community beyond the prototypical

illustrator of

urban displacement, dis-ease, alienation, and possible loss
of cultural

identity:

it

signifies a certain level of pro-

gress, movement, and (upward) mobility.
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While a solid

physical /metaphor ical homespace,
its

rural Kristoff Village has

limitations for those yearning an identity and/or pro-

fession beyond the boundaries of the community.

For people

such as young Beryl, her plans of attending teacher's college could not have been accomplished in Kristoff Village,

and so she moves to Montego Bay to attend this institution
and work at a hotel

for

financial support.

For young

Monica, who has vehemently challenged what she perceived as

limitations for women in the village,

remaining there was

tantamount to her capitulating to the community's gendered

circumscriptions; and so, she escapes to Montego Bay before

settling

in

Montego Bay,

Kingston.

then,

signifies possi-

bilities for community members attempting to forge an existence beyond the limited offerings of Kristoff Village.

Montego Bay's economy relies heavily on tourist industries and, as such,
ization,

location of capitalism, global-

is a

it

and (post modern ty
)

i

.

Yet,

in

the novel and for

also a site of racial ized and sexual ized vio-

Beryl,

it

lence,

exploitation, and female subjugation on a global

level;

she is raped by a white American tourist at the ho-

tel

is

where she works.

When finally admitting this painful

experience to the women

in

Kristoff Village, Beryl tells

them that
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.

"Him push me up against de door, cova
me mouth wid him hand and say. 'Beryl.
ve decided today is the day I'll have
You've teased me
some Jamaican meat.
know about you black
long enough.
women;
come
I've had plenty where
1

'

1

I

from.

Den him throw me pan the bed.
pull off me uniform and rudeness me.
"It hurt
like ah neva did tink it
should hurt.
And when him roll off me
and me see all de blood pan de bed me
start to scream.
Him slap me cross me
Den him
mouth and tell me shut up.
virgin.
A dying
say.
'Ah! A Jamaican
breed.
heard you girls all lose your
virginity by the time you are twelve.
hiding?'
Ah
Where
have
you
been
couldn't move.
Ah just sit pan de bed
Den him
wid me shame all about me.
shove
some more money in me brasHim come over to me,
siere [...].
[...]
push him mouth pon mine and say, 'Make
sure you come tomorrow same time, or
I'll make sure you end up in gaol for
stealing.
have four more days in Jaintend to break you in.
maica and
Ah close de door behind me feeling like
ah was sleep-walking, and walk straight
into the sea and try to drown meself"
(224-225)
"[...]

I

[...

]

I

I

Diverging from her general rendering of Jamaica, Adisa
foregrounds race,

in

addition to gender and sexuality, ex-

plicitly with this incident.

She places transnational

black American women in dialogue concerning race and their
sexual victimization.

The tourist's beliefs of stereotypi-

cal perceptions of black women as

lascivious inform his

opinions and violation of Beryl.

The tourist's remarks,

then,

also allegorize black women's suffering from racial
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i

zed and sexualized violence on national and global

And,

levels.

his remarks and Adisa's narrative voice

in so doing,

allude to the ways the global political economy marginalizes black women racially and sexually,

sex work,

though

it

is

involuntary in this case,

plicit in the story of Beryl's rape.

Beryl's experiences
tral

as transnational
im-

15

Montego Bay,

in

is

to understanding Angel's story in

in

fact,

are cen-

its totality.

As a

result of the rape, Beryl becomes pregnant and gives birth
to what she describes as a "white white"

daughter two days

into her first year of teacher's college, which she eventu-

ally quits.

Because of the circumstances surrounding the

existence of the child, whom she names "Angela," Beryl cannot bear to raise her;
to the

friend,

and so,

upon returning

the tourist,

island and being threatened with "obeah" by Beryl's

and his wife, who visits the island with him,

take

his child back to the United States to raise as their

daughter.

Though not explicitly stated,

implied that Angel

is

is

it

very much

indeed Beryl's daughter Angela.

15

An-

For scholarship on the intersect ional ty of rape, race,
women, and the sex industries, see Kama la Kempadoo s Sexing the
Caribbean: Gender. Race, and Sexual Labor (New York: Rout ledge,
2004): Kempadoo and Jo Doezema's edited anthology Global Sex
York:
(New
Redefinition
Workers:
Rights,
Resistance
and
Routledge, 1998): and Linden Lewis' edited anthology The Culture
of Gender and Sexuality in the Caribbean (Gainesville: UP of
Florida, 2003)
i

'

,
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gel.

in

fact,

after the healing ritual at the novel's end,

becomes Beryl's (spiritual) daughter.

Adisa's delineations of the United States, which are
rather brief,

lie mainly with Angel's memories of her up-

bringing and experiences

in

New York City, which render her

metaphorically and somewhat physically homeless.
periences relate directly to her racial
cial African American, which

is a

These ex-

identity as a bira-

source of her relatively

"orphaned" status and her "other ing" especially in the pre-

dominantly white environments

in

which she exists.

As

such. Adisa centers race in her representations of the

United States,

thereby reflecting the ways

addressed in different transnational

in

which race

locations,

is

rather than

her or most other black wr ters- - regardless of ethnicity-i

exhibiting a preoccupation with race.
In

the United States, Angel

resides

in

Manhattan with

her adoptive family; very briefly in Brooklyn with the family's Jamaican maid,

Jasmine;

in

tion not quite specified; and,

boarding school

lastly,

where she attends Howard University.

in

in a

loca-

Washington, D.C.,

Yet, because of An-

gel's experiences with her adoptive family in New York
City, which shapes her interactions with people and adjust-

ment to other locations,

the United States is primarily a

site of "otherness" and unbelonging.
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Angel's happy exis-

tence in New York City with her "adoptive" wealthy white
parents, Cindy and John Fairbanks, ends at age eleven when

After his death, Angel, previously be-

her father dies.

lieving she was the white biological daughter of the couple,

begins to experience her "difference" by Cindy's new

love interest and later by a teacher, who refers to her as

"mixed";
to

and,

after young Angel attends therapy, she comes

learn that she is bi racial and adopted, and the reasons

some people reacted to her in a certain resided primarily
in

the fact that she was of an obviously different racial

background than her parents.
To make matters worse for Angel, Cindy places her

prejudiced love interest's needs over her own and begins to
distance herself from her daughter.
deal with Angel

in a

No longer wanting to

certain capacity, Cindy tells Angel to

refer to her by her first name,

rather than "mother."

Moreover, Cindy later marries her love interest and moves
to Long Island,

but sends Angel

to boarding school

and en-

courages her to spend her holidays and vacations doing activities that do not require Angel's visiting Cindy.

Cindy's marriage,
tact with Cindy,

in

fact,

After

Angel has extremely limited con-

though Cindy supports Angel

until college graduation.
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financially

-

As does Adisa in It Begins with Tears, Morrison's de-

pictions of the United States, especially as
Jadine. also signify a sense of orphanedness

relates to

it

,

*'

other ing,"

unbelonging, as well as metaphorical and somewhat physical
home essness
1

.

Jadine lives or visits various locations

the United States:

in

she lives in Baltimore with her mother;

once her mother dies, she moves to Philadelphia with her
aunt Ondine and uncle Sydney br ief ly- -unt

i

1

they,

along

with the financial support of Valerian Street, send her to

boarding school at an unspecified U.S.
Eloe,

location;

Florida, with her love interest Son; and,

she visits
lastly, she

travels to New York City, where she and Son live briefly.

Though her experiences

in

Baltimore, Philadelphia, and

boarding school are mentioned very briefly, and retrospectively,

they help to explain why all the areas Jadine trav-

els to,

including ones that might generally meet the crite-

ria for

"metaphorical" homespace as

it

relates to black

people, do not serve as a homespace.

Two momentous events shape Baltimore*s significance as
a

displaced space for Jadine: her memories of "bitch in

heat" mounted by other dogs and beaten by a man in broad

daylight, which inform her politics concerning gender,

sexuality, and relationships; and the death of her motherher remaining parent- -which orphans twelve-year-old Jadine.
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After the incident concerning the dogs, which young Jadine
interprets symbolically, Jadine decides "never to be broken
in

the hands of any man"

(124).

Furthermore, Jadine's

mother, who is not mentioned within the context of raising
or providing any sort of home- like environment,

dies.

Both

of these events affect Jadine's interactions with everyone

she encounters.

In her

seeming fear of the vulnerability

that accompanies dependency,

save her financial

reliance on

Valerian Street, Jadine becomes individualistic and alienating.

Furthermore, Philadelphia and the boarding school

also serve to emphasize Jadine's heightened displacement,
alienation, and orphanedness
As an orphan, Jadine lacks the presence of a nurturing

black elder to help her establish a connection to people
and/or cultural

identity.

"Rootedness: The Ancestor as

In

Foundation," Toni Morrison notes the critical role the ancestor figure plays in black fiction:
elder there.

"There is

[...]

an

And these ancestors are not just parents,

they are sort of timeless people whose relationships to the

characters are benevolent,

instructive, and protective, and

they provide a certain kind of wisdom."

15

16

There are no

Toni Morrison, "Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation,"
Women
Writers (1950- 1980)
A Critical Evaluation, ed. Mari
Black
Evans (Anchor: Garden City, 1984), 341.
:
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"timeless people" to "instruct" Jadine about embracing

blackness and having a sense of pride

The

ancestry.

in her

ancestor figure does not exist for Jadine, whose orphanedness and homelessness shape her actions, particularly her
isolation from and shielding from everyone,

self to a degree.

including her-

Therese, one of Valerian's employees and

a possible descendent of the blind

"maroons"

from Isle des

Chevaliers,

remarks that Jadine has "forgotten her ancient

properties"

(305).

In

actuality, since Jadine, unlike many

of those connected to these properties,

is an

orphan with

no elder figure, she has neither ever had nor known of

these properties and,

in

that case, does not have a strong

connection to any person or group.
Much like Philadelphia, New York City, where Jadine
and Son. whom she meets in Isle des Chevaliers, momentarily
live,

is

lessness.

another transient residence and source of homeNew York City,

in

this text,

is

far from a home-

space or site of cultural or personal affirmation.
the opposite:

the stereotypical displaced space that

black woman's "spiritual orphanage."

It

is

is a

Jadine, however,

is

impressed with the displacement and unfriendliness underlining New York City life:
[I]f ever
there was a black woman's
town, New York was it.
They re[...]
fused loans at Household Finance, with-
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unemployment checks and drivers'
licenses,
issued parking tickets and
summonses.
The manifesto was sim[...]
ple:
'Talk shit.
Take none.'
Jadine
loved
remembered and
it
all.
This
would be her city too, her place [...J
held

.

(222)

Jadine and Son's living arrangements evidence New York
City's fostering of a homeless environment for Jadine.

The

couple at first temporarily resides in the Hilton Hotel until

subletting an apartment from Jadine's friend Dawn; and,

once Dawn returns, Jadine and Son would have to sublet an-

Jadine and Son, then, are not

other apartment or a house.

true home owners or renters and,

are homeless.

to a degree,

This lack of physical residence, however, does not hinder
Jadine, who is accustomed to being nomadic and discon-

nected.

The couple temporarily visits Eloe because of Son's

homesickness.

From Son's description of Eloe,

the requisites for a metaphor ca /phys ca

to fit

i

guably stereotypical, home
First,
rural
in

it

in

contains a cu tura
1

South.

some ways,

1

1

i

appears

it

1

,

and ar-

relation to black people.
ly-

i

dent

i

f

i

ed community in the

As a rural area, Eloe's inhabitants refuse,
to

internalize notions of socioeconomic ad-

vancement and material security that would possibly lead to
their displacement and disconnection from traditional home

values.

Secondly,

this town has no physical white pres-
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ence/power structure that oppresses the black residents ra-

cially and culturally.

the town has no organized

Lastly,

political structure and is run by its inhabitants.
is,

then,

Eloe

owned, governed, and culturally dominated by its

African American residents.
Nevertheless. Eloe

is not

pecially for Jadine. who

is

ing

its

limitations, es-

ideologically and culturally

distanced from the community.
traveled Jadine.

without

For modernized and well-

the community's resistance to internaliz-

larger American notions of blackness are due,

to their provincial ism- -which she dismisses at

small -town country romanticism"

that

in part,

"Southern

"was a lie, a joke,

kept secret by people who could not function elsewhere"
(259).
fact,

Their provincialism and resistance to change,

in

are partially responsible for townspeople's conserva-

tive views of sexuality and propriety, which are also at

odds with Jadine's own views.

Additionally, because of

Eloe's role as a mythical homespace,

it

where Jadine visualizes "night women"

--

is

the location

including the Afri-

can woman and some of the Eloe women- -who, because of their

apparent connection to blackness,

placed and feeling as
women.

Just

what of a

"

if

she fails to measure to these

like the swamp women,

fema eness
1

,

"

render her extremely dis-

they all possess some-

an empowered selfness resulting
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from their culturally defined and nurturing identities,
that Jadine seemingly lacks and

is

therefore invalidated,

especially in terms of authenticity.

(un) orphaned"

"she came to fee J

:

The Navigat ion of Spaces

in the Quest for Home

As a result of Jadine's and Angel's childhood experi-

ences in the United States,
to

(

t

rans) nat ona
i

these women travel or migrate

locations in their attempts to alleviate

1

the sense of homelessness and displacement

their "orphaned" status.

meets more successful
nity and "mother"

in

Yet,

that accompanies

Angel's journey arguably

results,

as she finds a "home" commu-

Kristoff Village, while Jadine remains

displaced and returns to Paris by the novel's end.
Jadine's quest to be "unorphaned" begins
where she attends school and works as a model.
is

in Paris,

Though she

cognizant that her bourgeois upbringing and class status

do not supersede her racial

"difference"

from her white Pa-

risian associates, which also contributes to her feelings
of displacement,

quest.

Yet,

it

does not motivate her to begin to this

her chance incident with an African woman in a

store causes her to flee Paris.

Jadine,

transfixed by the

woman's beauty, stares at the woman's skin like tar against
the canary yellow dress;

hair wrapped around in a gele as
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yellow as her dress;

two upside-down V's scored into each

of her cheeks; many colored scandals; eyes so powerful
they had burnt away the eyelashes; and.

is

that

able to balance

her groceries on her shoulders instead of using a cart

The narrative voice implies that the woman is meta-

(45).

phorically black and very much,
women,

in

ceptional

like the swamp and Eloe

possession of an exceptional

femaleness.

Her ex-

femaleness mesmerizes Jadine.

The African woman, however, apparently cognizant of
reacts disdainfully to her and

Jadine's seeming difference,
her fascinated gaze:

Jadine followed her profile, then her
back as she passed the store windowfollowed her all the way to the edge of
the world [...].
And there, just there-a moment before the cataclysm when al
loveliness and life and breath in the
world was about to diasppear--the woman
turned her head sharply around to the
looked
left
and
right
at
Jadine.
Turned those eyes too beautiful
for
eyelashes on Jadine and, with a small
parting of her lips, shot an arrow of
saliva between her teeth down to the
pavement and the hearts below. (46)
1

With one look,
feel

"[1

the woman

invalidates Jadine and makes her

lonely and inauthentic"

(48).

As the narrative

voice indicates, because Jadine spends her formative years
in

boarding school and Europe

in

presumably upper and mid-

dle-class predominantly white settings, she feels a certain
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"void"

in not

being raised

in or

belonging to this tradiFeeling inauthentic and

tion of proud black womanhood.

in-

validated, she flees Paris for Isle des Chevaliers.
It

is

in

Isle des Chevaliers where Jadine,

ing on this woman with exceptional

her potential

fiance Ryk s interest
'

in reflect-

femaleness, questions
in her:

wonder
f
the person he wants to
marry is me or a black girl? And if it
isn't me he wants, but any black girl
who looks like me, talks and acts like
me, what will happen when he finds out
that [...]
don't have to straighten my
hair,
that Mingus puts me to sleep,
want to get out of my
that sometimes
skin and be only the person inside- -not
Amer can- -not black--just me? (48)
I

i

I

I

i

This passage and the woman

in

yellow evince her dislocation

from and yearning to be accepted to both this tradition of

proud black womanhood and the larger Parisian world.

Yet,

she is cognizant that as a black woman, she will be per-

ceived at least partially in terms of racial difference by
the latter.

As a result, Jadine creates distance between

her and Ryk and continues to interrogate her feelings of

inauthent ici ty that the woman in yellow provokes.
Yet,
in

Jadine does not remedy or resolve these feelings

Isle des Chevaliers or any other

world subject on the island who
level with the Street

is

location.

on a supposed equal

family, Jadine does not
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As a first-

interact with

.

blacks from the area beyond Valerian's employees from
nearby Dominique.

Her interactions with the employees, who

are neither materially comfortable nor occupying of a

first-world status, are rather minimal and reflective of
their ethnic and socioeconomic differences.

To Jadine, Gideon and Therese.

two of Valerian's Car-

ibbean employees, are a "subclass" of servants- -her aunt

Ondine and uncle Sydney being the "higher class "--who are
"beneath" her globally and socioceconomical ly

,

which

why

is

she does not attempt to know them beyond a superficial
level.

Jadine's higher status provides her the liberty to

be comfortable about her ignorance concerning the black

workers' names and comfortable with calling Gideon by a

name associated with his task ("Yardman") and the female

workers "Mary," since she assumes that women on the island
all

have that name.

tionalist

Conversely, however,

the workers'

na-

ideologies stemming from their awareness of their

history and connection to their identities and "ancient
properties,"

in

addition to ethnic and socioeconomic dif-

ferences, prevent them from befriending Jadine or most

other people who are not from their island,

regardless of

race

Jadine

is

one of the few black characters who is above

the "servant class"

in

the Street home.
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Unlike Ondine and

Sydney, who sleep in the servant's quarters in a "subsection" of the house,

Jadine's room is in the same "master"

section as Valerian and his wife Margaret's (separate) bed

Occupying a "master" role, young Jadine refers to

rooms.

the elder Streets by their first names,

and also partici-

pates in their conversations in which her opinions are

noted and considered.

Her status differs significantly

from her aunt and uncle, who greet the Streets by their

ti

ties and whose opinions are not held in this regard.

Jadine's interactions with Valerian and Margaret, how
ever,

uncover her uneasiness over her lack of authenticity

At dinner with the couple,

she discusses their seemingly

radical son Michael, who urges her to appreciate all

associated with black music and art:
want to apologize for what

I

thing

"'[H]e did make me

was doing, what

liking "Ave Maria" better than gospel music

"'Picasso is better than an Itumba mask'"

I

felt.

[...]'";

(74).

For

and,

Yet,

im-

plied in this passage is Jadine's uncomfor tab eness with
1

her preference of European over black art.

The narration,
scious)

in

fact,

underscores Jadine's (subcon-

affinity for "blackness" and attempts to reconcile

these ancient properties while concomitantly illuminating

references of her class consciousness and disengagement
from this very same blackness.
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For example, she owns a

.

.

black sealskin coat Ryk gives her.

As an expensive pur-

chase of an item more suitable for colder European and,

in

the fur coat--which is use-

some cases. American climates,

less on the warm is land- -connotes Jadine's materialism and

indulgence in bourgeois, European culture.
Even so, Jadine wishes to discard the coat because she
is

unsure about her marriage to Ryk and finds

excessive

However, and perhaps more significantly, she

and stifling.
is

it

intrigued by the coat's blackness and has a sexual con-

nection to

i

t

.

In

fact,

Morrison attaches intense sexual

imagery to Jadine's "interactions" with the coat and its

beautiful blackness:
ran her fingertips through the
How black.
How shiny.
Smooth.
She pressed her thighs deep into its
dark luxury.
Then she lifted herself
up a little and let her nipples brush
the black hairs, back and forth, back
and forth (91)

She

[...]

fur.

Her union with the coat, which allegorizes blackness,

represents her efforts to help resolve her orphanedness

Jadine's attraction to "blackness" transfers from an
inanimate object to a human being when she meets and has a

relationship with Son.

Isle des Chevaliers,

then,

is an

imperative location that enables Jadine to attempt to re-

solve the feelings of incompleteness and lack of authenticity stemming from her upbringing.
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Son is steeped in black

tradition and has a physical and psychic space he can identify as home:

Eloe.

The nomadic Son

is

found hiding at the

Street estate after escaping from a boat, where he was a

passenger.

Though at first outwardly derisive of Son's

presence, especially considering his (low) socioeconomic

background and the circumstances
ine

is

which he

in

is

found,

Jad-

simultaneously captivated by his blackness, which

juxtaposed to the sealskin coat:
the coat

[Jadine]

"As

[Son]

stood looking at

could not tell whether he or

blacker or the shinier

[...]"

it

was the

likening Son's and

Her

(114).

is

the coat's color with each other demonstrates her entice-

ment with his blackness.

And,

it

is

only with her rendez-

vous with Son does Jadine begin to feel unorphaned.
the unorphanedness and rendezvous do not
in

them is Jadine

's

last,

but

Both
implicit

navigating her way through blackness

via Son, who helps remedy her homelessness and the inau-

thenticity

it

entails.

Isle des Chevaliers serves as a respite for Jadine

from the harshness of reality.
that

it

is

It

is

important to note

on the island that she and Son cultivate a rela-

tionship, while the United States, where the couple mi-

grates, has adverse effects.

Neither New York City nor

Eloe provides this space for these radically different in-

dividuals to maintain a relationship.
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While Jadine thinks

.

of New York as home and a black woman's town. Son has a

different philosophy.

His interpretation of

it

as a city

where black women cry and men are heedless to its tears ar-

guably appears applicable to Jadine.

Jadine, as one of

these black women who cry. eventually learns that New York
is not

her home and does not protect her from her never-

ending orphanedness
Yet.

Eloe, Son's beloved home, exacerbates Jadine's

feelings of
there,

it

is

i

nauthent ic ty
i

.

Upon the couple's arrival

apparent that Jadine has and will occupy an

"outsider" status within the very cul tural ly- ident

i

f

community, with whom she is ideologically at odds.

ied

For

in-

stance, she perceives the community and their sanctions of
sexual behavior conservative and unprogress ve
i

.

Son's fa-

ther refuses to house the unmarr ied- -and sexually active--

couple in the same house because he does not consider
proper or respectable.

So,

it

he allows Son to stay with him

and sends Jadine to Son's aunt Rosa, and both of them are
not expected to partake in any type of sexual activity

while there.
is

Jadine also sleeps in the nude at Rosa's and

given some clothes because of communal sanctions as

well.

The community,

then,

is not

without its limitations,

especially for those whose views are not necessarily
alignment with its conservative mores.
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in

When Jadine and Son do manage to spend the night to-

gether

in

Eloe,

it

the "night women"

is

spoiled by Jadine's envisioning of

intervening in their lovemaking:

Cheyenne got in, and then the rest: [...]
Therese and Son's dead mother [...] and
Ondine and [community women from Eloe]
and her own dead mother and even the
All
woman in yellow.
there crowding
into the room.
Some of them she did
not know, recognize, but they were all
there spoiling her love-making, taking
away her sex like succubi
but not his.
She just lay there, too frightened
[...]
to
[close the door] herself for then
she would have to walk through the
crowd of women standing in the pitchdark room whom she could not see but
would have to touch to get through
them.
And she felt them nudging each
other for a better look at her, until
finally being frightened was worse than
anything they could do to her so she
got mad and sat up.
(258)
,

Jadine has not met some of the women she has visualized,
such as Son's ex-wife Cheyenne, but

is

still

intimidated,

invalidated, and threatened by their presence.

All of the

women- -Ond ne and her mother inc luded- -e ther have or had
i

i

connections to black culture and communities, which she
perceives the communal
tive.

ly- ident

i

f

ied Son as finding attrac-

The night women overwhelm Jadine, who can no longer

tolerate Eloe and leaves for New York.

These night women also illustrate the limitations of
this paradigm of exceptional

(black)
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femaleness for those

who do not fit its mold.

These women may be empowered

in

their proud acceptance and fostering of their identities,
but once these

ideologies are imposed on Jadine,

come confining and oppressive.

they be-

Jadine's inability to con-

form to the communally sanctioned tradition of black woman-

hood to which these women belong, and to which she appar-

ently subscribes to a degree, stifles her.
to be proud,

She is expected

aware, and nurturing, yet she is neither.

Her

orphanedness and bourgeois upbringing do not cause her to
reject her racial

identity, but,

her from the "folk." who.
the tradition.

So,

rigidly modernist

rather,

isolate and remove

this novel, are emblematic of

in

while she

is not

without bourgeois and

ideologies concerning many culturally-

identified blacks, she is also isolated and relegated to

inferiority by many of these people, who,

counterparts,
Son,
in

like their white

reduce her to an other.

however,

is

hesitant to return to and meet Jadine

New York City within a reasonable amount of time.

fact.

In

Son's lack of enthusiasm for New York City or Jad-

ine's philosophies lead to their "fatal" argument upon his

return.

Son derides Jadine for her affluence and active

participation

in a

bourgeois lifestyle.

Jadine.

in

turn,

castigates him for his lackadaisical attitude toward employment and material security, and leaves both him and New
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York City.

Yet,

upon reflecting on this incident as she

returns to Paris, she finally admits that neither New York

City nor any other location can serve as home or shield her
from her orphanedness

,

which she has not resolved:

York was not her home after all.
She thought it could be a shelter
for her because there the night women
could be beaten,
reduced to shadows,
and confined to the brier patch where
they belonged. But [...] [n]o matter what
you did,
the
diaspora mothers with
pumping breasts would impugn your character.
And an African woman, with a
single glance from eyes that had burned
away their own lashes, could discredit
your elements. (288)
New
[...]

Though possessing a level of material security that
allows her to travel to and exist

in

different geographical

locations domestically and transnat ional ly

establish this homespace

.

,

Jadine does not

The Caribbean and Eloe both make

lucid the ambivalence and lack of resolve surrounding Jadine's identity:

as a materially comfortable person who

needs not function within a predominantly black context;
and as an orphan who feels somewhat culturally inferior to
those women who operate primarily within this same context,
and,

therefore, possess an unyielding pride and femaleness.

Moreover, New York City illuminates the ways her orphaned

status causes her to associate with and applaud the isolating and cold aspects of the city.
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As such, Jadine remains

orphaned and does not resolve the issues provoked by the
encounter with the woman

in

yellow.

Unlike Jadine. Angel's quest culminates
a home and becoming unorphaned.

in

her finding

She becomes an accepted

member of the Kristoff Village community and even gains a
mother

(figure). Beryl.

sumably,

In

fact.

the only location of all

Kristoff Village

is,

pre-

the territories Angel

in-

habits that provides her this homespace and resolves her
feelings of unbelonging.

Angel does, however, begin this

journey in the United States, where she resolves her ambivalence concerning towards accepting her black identity
and establishing a connection with blackness.
Angel begins her journey towards acceptance in New

York City.

Once her failed attempt at suicide, upon real-

izing her disownment,

lands her

in

the hospital,

visited and cared for by Jamaican maid Jasmine.
resisting her

bi

she is

Previously

racial/black identity forged on her, Jas-

mine encourages Angel to begin questioning her centering of

whiteness and perceiving her racial
"othered" one.

identity as an

She begins to embrace her black identity

and even decides to live with Jasmine, who offers her lodging.

Angel's acceptance of blackness, however,
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fades once

.

she reaches Jasmine's neighborhood and home in Brooklyn,

New York:
was nothing like what she had imagShe didn't want to be [black]
Nothing was familiar: not
any more.
the way they spoke, what they ate, and
mostly not their familiarity, sharing
everything, no privacy.
She had been
was
rash. [...] There
no place she could
go, not even the room that was reserved
for
her alone,
and not
hear others
through
the
thin
walls.
She
[...]
wouldn' t be [black]
(97)
It

ined.

.

"

As this passage implies,

affluent Angel and Jasmine are of

varying socioeconomic backgrounds.

As such, Angel

is not

intrigued by Jasmine's seemingly modest home, which leaves
little room for privacy amongst

its residents.

Moreover,

the cultural differences between them also overwhelm Angel

who

is,

in

many respects, an "outsider."

Since she has

limited interactions with black people, Angel associates
them with Jasmine and her socioeconomic standing and cultural difference.

She apparently perceives of these dif-

ferences as "less than," based upon her internalization of

negative pathologies concerning race and class.

These dif

ferences lead to her conscious disavowal of her identity
and her "passing" as ethnic white or Latino in boarding
school

Nevertheless, Angel continues to maintain a relationship with Jasmine, who plays a pivotal role in her life as
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a

"surrogate" mother.

Even

in

the United States, a Carib-

bean woman provides Angel with spiritual,

if not

physical,

nourishment; and. her fond childhood memories of black
women, presumably the maids who preceded Jasmine, she ad-

mired and loved are of those from various countries
These women's presence

Caribbean.

in

in

the

the United States and

the novel

is

largely due to the second wave of Caribbean

migration

in

the United States, when many women migrated

especially to New York and found employment

in

the service

Their presence also illustrates Angel's early

industries.

associations with blackness and black identity are with
people from the Caribbean, especially Jamaica; and,
argue,

i

in

Lastly,

it

also operating

Kris toff Village.
is
in

important to note the gendered subtext

Angel's early connections to black people

These women not only occupy a domestic role

and love.

her childhood home, but they also,

ture Angel

,

in

some respects, nur-

Furthermore, Angel's issues stem mainly from her
rather than her father, who is

rarely mentioned as interacting with Angel.
is

in

who remembers them more fondly than she does

mother not being a mother,

John

I

facilitates her recept veness and ability to finding

a homespace

Cindy.

this,

Yet, while

alive, most of Angel's more memorable interactions

are with her mother; and, mothers have been historically
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represented as nurturers and sources of identities for
their children.

As such, Adisa elucidates the importance

of mother -daughter relationships to Angel's identity and

feelings of family and community.

Possibly because of her disownment by Cindy and cognizance that her racial

"difference" would always be de-

resumes her earlier yet brief exploration of

tected, Angel

identity upon graduating high school.

her racial

She de-

cides to attend Howard University, accept her identity, and

Further evidencing her delving

refer to herself as black.
in

black culture, Angel's attraction to Rupert lies par-

tially

in

what she describes as his rare "purple blackness"

that she had only seen in books and articles on African

Her experiences at Howard, newfound attrac-

civilization.

tion to blackness, coupled with her experiences with Jas-

mine and inability to establish a homespace in the U.S.,
influence her decision to move to and create a homespace

successfully

in

Kristoff Village.

Upon Angel's arrival
Beryl, who,

in

you skin light"

in

Kristoff Village, she meets

declaring that "You fava one of we except
(24),

begins to establish a connection and

sense of familiarity with Angel that facilitates her inte-

gration to and acceptance
nity.

in

the Kristoff Village commu-

Beryl's declaration, which is later affirmed by
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Beryl's mother, also connotes the extremely high possibility that Angel

is

the "lost child" of Beryl who would cry

to her mother occasionally.

fact,

In

once Angel arrives

and establishes a relationship with Beryl,

the lost child

cries to her less; and. Beryl decides to function
gel's

1

i

in An-

fe as an elder presence.

Though Angel has to become accustomed to certain differences

in

Kristoff Village, such as a lack of electricity

and an alternative view of time, she perceives the village
as home and interacts with the community members primarily

through Beryl.

Unlike Cindy, Angel

feels a sense of be-

longing and feels "at home" at Kristoff. especially because
of her interactions with Beryl:
if

"She felt comfortable,

as

she belonged here in a way she never had in Brooklyn,

even long after she had accepter her identity,

referred to

herself as black, wore her hair in a short natural style
and called herself Anaya"

As this passage illus-

(98.)

trates. Angel has harbored unresolved feelings of orphan-

ness long after she accepts her black ident ty- -which
i

part,

renders her orphaned.

.

in

Kristoff and Beryl, then, pro-

vide a comfortable and warm environment for Angel, who
feels a connection to the community.

Angel's integration into Kristoff
dered nature.

Her

involvement
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in

is

communal

of a largely gentasks is, pri-

marily, with women, and these tasks are considered in the

"domestic" realm.

For instance, she dresses the body of

Beryl's mother for her funeral and participates
important healing ritual at the novel's end.

the very

in

These gen-

dered tasks, however, should not be merely read as women

who are unquestioning of patriarchy and the gender dynamics

undergirding
tantly,

it;

instead,

they should also, very impor-

be read as largely responsible for Angel's feeling

a sense of home and resolving the

issues surrounding her

being orphaned.

Beryl's mother's death and funeral allow Angel to continue her healing process in significant ways.
stance,

in

For

in-

reflecting upon Miss Madge, Beryl's mother, An-

gel begins to forgive Cindy for abandoning her.

Angel re-

alizes that, although a financial supporter even after

abandoning Angel, Cindy

her "true"

is not

family,

the people she has encountered in the village:

Village was healing her and

[...]

it

unlike

"Kristoff

didn't matter that Beryl

and Mother Madge weren't related to her by blood;

they were

related to her by spirit, and that was all that mattered"
(171).

her

Furthermore, at Miss Madge's funeral, Angel mourns

issues concerning her past

manner:

"Angel cried,

for all

in a

potentially healing

that she had missed,

for

biological mother and father she never knew and never
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the

would, and for finding love with Rupert who had brought her
to this village where she felt peace at

last"

(198).

An-

gel's mourning symbolizes her finally beginning to bring
resolve and closure to her issues concerning being orphaned.

They are resolved, heavily

in part,

by her accep-

tance by and feelings of belonging in Kristoff's community.

The healing ritual at the novel's end further cements
Angel status as community member and Beryl's spiritual

daughter.

After the healing at the river, Beryl will no

longer feel guilty about her rape or abandoning the child

who resulted from
to become what

it;

and.

as a result, she finally decides

the memories of the rape prevented her from

being- -a mother.

She decides to become a mother to or-

phaned Angel.

fact,

In

Beryl

is

the "real" mother who

saves Angel from drowning in the river:

Frantically Angel fought with whomever,
whatever,
was holding her
down.
Something pulled at her
legs.
She
struggled, hysterical, spinning around.
Her lungs were full.
She couldn't hold
her breath any longer.
She didn't
[...]
want to die.
Suddenly she was overcome
with a desire to know her real mother;
she could taste her salty tears mingling with the warm, sweet, breast milk
that was the river water, and she allowed
herself
surrender,
to
feeling
very close to the mother she never
or

knew.

(214)
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Beryl, who is in another section of the river and is

about to finally forgive herself, once again hears the

child calling her and saves Angel.
Angel

is

The force overwhelming

her abandonment and the issues

has ensued.

it

She

begins her process towards transcending these stifling issues in her reflections of Miss Madge and, arguably, ends

Beryl's saving Angel

the process at this ritual.

these consuming memories symbolizes Angel

from

finally healing

from and transcending these issues, which appear defeated

once Angel

is saved.

Additionally,

finding a "real" mother in Beryl.

it

signifies Angel

Though the narrative

voice never explicitly states that Angel

is

Beryl's bio-

logical daughter- -and neither Beryl or Angel appear to be-

lieve so in the slightest degree-- it,

gel's narrat ives-

-

imply that

may be very, very highly

it

likely that this is the case.

and Beryl's and An-

Nevertheless,

regardless of

biological relations, Beryl and Angel are mother and daughter.

Angel

finally feels a true sense of belonging, has a

mother, and is seemingly secure in Kristoff Village being
the home that she has yearned since Cindy's abandonment.
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Tar Baby and It Begins with Tears exhibit

intersec-

tionality through Morrison's and Adisa's delineations of
the ways transnat ional ism provides a space for the explora-

tion of black women's identities and their searching for
home.

Through these African American women's quests for

home and belonging extending beyond the United States and
into Caribbean territories. Morrison and Adisa challenge

constructions of identities according to rigid national
boundaries and, also very importantly, emphasize the cultural dialogues and exchanges occurring amongst

transna-

tional black American peoples.

Moreover, Morrison and Adisa,

in

their challenging of

these boundaries, complicate questions of ethnicity regarding their characters.

Jadine lives

considerable amount of time

in

in

Europe and spends a

the Caribbean;

and,

as a re-

sult, she has multiplying ethnicities, although on a some-

what superficial
tural

level

because of her metaphorical and cul-

isolation from each.

Angel

leaves the United States

and becomes an accepted and active member of Kristoff Village,

where she resolves the issues concerning her black-

ness and feelings of unbe longing.

As such, Angel, who will

also have multiple ethnicities, now has a transnational
black American identity.
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Class and gender are also imperative to Angel and Jadine's search for home.

orphaned,

addition to these women being

In

their economic status causes this disconnect from

blacks represented

the text:

in

Jadine ranks higher socio-

economically than the blacks she encounters,
Ondine and Sydney; and. Angel
identity,

after accepting

nomically secure means

it,

including

initially disavows her black
once she sees the less eco-

which Jasmine lives.

in

Yet,

it

is

this same material comfort that allows them to travel and

Furthermore, Jadine's and

seek the home they have lacked.

Angel's sense of belonging and/or feelings of
(

in)authent ici ty are,

for the most part,

located and/or re-

solved within a tradition of black womanhood and the gendered tasks black women occupy within the community.
these writers' portrayals of home,
tity,

and belonging,

then,

racial/cultural

In

iden-

class and gender play a signifi-

cant and intersecting role.
In

Morrison's and Adisa's literary representations of

the individual and interconnecting politics of race,

gender, nation, and migration,

class,

they interrogate and prob-

lematize constructions of feminism, ethnicity, and black-

ness and nation.

In so doing,

these writers also pay at-

tention to the significance of the Americas,
West African (diasporic)

locales,
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to the

rather than

identity forma-

tions of these women characters; and.

they emphasize trans-

national spaces as possibly conducive to their quest for a

connection with these identities, which have not been fulfilled within their own national
tant

to.

then,

territories.

It

reiterate that Morrison and Adisa.

other writers studied

in

is

impor-

like the

this dissertation, challenge rigid

constructions of nation and diaspora

in

their depictions of

the possibilities of a transnational black American identity.
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CONCLUSION
(RE)VISIONED SPACES

"Mapping Intersections" has examined the ways repre-

sentations of "home"

in

the fiction of Paule Marshall,

Ed-

widge Danticat. Toni Morrison, and Opal Palmer Adisa evidence an intersect ional relationship among transnational
black American literatures and cultures.

In so doing,

it

creates a framework that challenges the canon formation of
black women's literature in the Americas- -by embracing the
transnat ional ism of the modern black female subject.

distinguishes itself, then,

It

from previous and current

scholarship, which has largely analyzed these women's writings either according to rigid national boundaries or

within a larger diasporic framework.

It

contests not only

the dichotomies that place these women's writings in dis-

crete categories, but diasporic examinations that undermine
the specificity of New World or black American culture(s).

Though

particularly

examining

Caribbean American women's fiction,
pictions of home
tings,

of

"Mapping

these

terms,

on a subtextual
racial

in

(African)

Intersections"

American

and

these writers'

de-

African
and

American and Caribbean sethas

avoided

which emphasize national
level,

divisiveness

,

as

I

argue,

an

boundaries;

use
and,

these terms have a seeming

overemphasis on
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repetitive

these

national

boundaries

ethnic

and

these women and their

tation has employed
in

black

fiction.

to

the

(trans) nat iona

1

this disser-

then,

black American."

similarities

spaces within

dency

As such,

discuss

to

these

Rather,

writers

and

literature

and

themselves,

as well.

women

black

or

characters,

This project,

its

analyzing

foregrounded

tion" --in addition

the
to

intersect ional

categories
race,

class,

i

this

ty,

of

dialogues

the

Nation

and

migration,

in

"migra-

fact,

they are

the transnational

informing

already multi -voiced discourse of

these women's writings,

and

and gender- -as

cultural

exchanges

lit-

dissertation

"nation"

to explicating and understanding

and

only

not

is

writers

the

implications.

integral

ship.

ways

in

even monolithic.

but

then,

erary, but has far-reaching political

has

fiction

their

embraces the heterogeneity between not only the

it

In

a nondi-

in

this dissertation resists the ten-

are dichotomous and oppositional,

that

of

analyzes

Americas,

the

which,

divergences

and

the dynamics surrounding these women's writings

visive manner.

polarizes

degree

a

Instead,

"transnational

considering

its

identities

this

further

complicate

which

home,

a source of cultural

relation-

is.

in

consciousness,

healing and affirmation of black identity, as well as a patriarchal
tions

space where violation(s)

exist.

This dissertation,
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and social
then,

circumscrip-

has explored

these

complex

and

mu

t

1

i

faceted

cially as they shape the
ters

characterizations

home,

espe-

identities of black women charac-

.

Chapter
ibbean

in

Chapter

II

investigated the pivotal

with

"blackness"

examined

III

the

Sophie

Caco

Eyes,

Jadine Chi Ids'

socially,

Memory.

Praisesong for

in

ways

States serve as patriarchal

Breath.

role of the Car-

African American Avey Johnson's healing and

connection

and

of

both

sites

Haiti

that

sexually,

Lastly,

and

the

Widow;

the

United

marginalize Martine
politically

and

Chapter

re-

IV

in

analyzed the ways

transnational migratory

and Angel Fairbanks'

subjectivity enables them to seek avenues to attempt to resolve their

feelings of unbe longing

gins with Tears,
ticat's novel,

respectively.

these

with an explicit

in

deliberate on my part,

but,

It

Be-

With the exception of Dan-

identities are

relationship to

Tar Baby and

"

b ackness

rather,

interconnected

largely
1

"

-

-wh ch
i

reflective of

is

not

the

in-

fluence of black nationalisms on post-1970s fiction.

"Mapping Intersections" has paid attention to and re-

vised these understudied black spaces, where the complexities of black women's ethnicities in the Americas are overlooked.

There

is

room for scholarship that reconsiders
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both the discrete and arguably monolithic categories that

define the literature of black women

in

the Americas.

This

dissertation encourages the production of such scholarship,
and concomitantly engages

in

and provides newer critical

approaches to and theor zat ions of transnational black
i

American women's literature.

As such,

it

calls for a re-

thinking of the ethnically and nationally rigid literary
canons, as well as challenges the dichotomous nature of national boundaries that

inform them.
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